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A B S T R A C T 
The Delhi Sultans had assimilated, accepted and 
rejected in its military organisation the Central Asian and 
Rajput traditions of warfare. These two diverse military 
organisations had deep impact on the Indian army during the 
13th and 14th centuries. It was therefore deemed necessary 
to incorporate the 'Military Organisation of the Mongols'and 
the Rajput Traditions of warfare* in the Introduction of this 
work which enables a better understeisding of the Army Organi-
sation of the Delhi Sultans, 
The MongolJ adopted the Central Asian traditions of 
warfare which gave emphasis on cavalry and the mobility of 
troopsib They were a well knit kmilitary force, dlsaijilined 
and ferocious* All these combined to give them enough success 
in their military eXi>editions, 
The Turks established themselves as rulers in India 
after overcoming their Rajput adversaries whose resistance 
lasted till mid of 13th century. The incorporation of the 
Rajputs in the array resulted in the assimilation of Indian 
modes of warfare of employing elephants and the increase in the 
number of the infantry corps which was constituted mostly of 
Indian soldiers. A critical analysis of the Rajput tradition 
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of warfare has been dealt with in later part of the Introduction. 
After tho establishment of the Delhi Sultans a seperate 
unit of administration called the Diwan-i-i^ took over the 
charge of organising the whole army. Chapter I deals with 
the duties and function of the Ariz, the administration of 
the cavalry, elephantry and infantry corps, the military hiera-
rchy, duties of the military officers and mode of payments made 
to the army. 
This chapter incorporates the study of the supply of 
horses and elephants for the army and their effectiveness in 
battles. 
Recruitment of the soldiers their composition and 
Training is the second chapter of my thesis in which I have 
discussed the mode of recruitment of the soldiers in the army 
whicb was open to all and any one who possessed the desired 
qualification. This ushered a change in the composition of 
the army which now consisted of soldiers belonging to diffe-
rent races and nations. The significance of this change in the 
army brought criticism from BSrani who abhored the rise of low 
caste people in the state's administration. The change gradua-
lly led to the dominance of the Afghans who ultimately cajrved 
out a seperate kingdom for themselves. 
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The Delhi army inspite of being composed of men 
belonging to different social background never suffered 
from any problem relating to the conduct of the battle as 
all the soldiers were given thorough military training on 
the same pattern. The trainings imparted to the soldiers 
kept them agile and fit which were greatly responsible for 
maintaining the political authority in northern India and 
its extent ion in the Deccan,^  inspite of constant foreign 
invasions by the Mongols, Brave and able military generals like 
Zafar Khan and Ghazi Malik were ^aredby the Mongols. 
Sultans like Balban and Ala-ud-Din Khalji paid due 
attention in maintaining an efficient army and took great 
interest in its upkeep. All the sultans took the army out 
for h\inting which was organised in the manner of a military 
campaign. 
Various military exercises and trainings had been 
discussed in this chapter on the availability of references 
as found in the sovirces. 
The 'Methods of warfare* which constitutes the third 
chapter is a detailed account on the traditions and systems 
of warfare prevalent during our period of stud|f, A military 
campaign was a well organised aifair in which minute details 
of communications, routes to be followed, length of march. 
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speed, provisions etc, were chalked out. 
Various methods of fighting a battle was adopted 
to surprise the enemy. The army was usually divided into 
four main divisions with flanking parties and the attack 
was initiated from the wing which could provide the initial 
success. Strategies and tactics of war changed considerable 
from time to time like feigned retreat, ambush, Sirriva,Shabkun 
etc. The camps was well protected and warriors always rem-
ained on duty as guards. 
Apart from battles fought on the open plains, the 
army of the Delhi Sultans excelled in seige operations too. 
In such operations the army put into use mechanical artille-
ries, mines, sabats etc, which gave them easy victory over 
the Rajput strong holds. 
Chapter IV deals with the study of various arms and 
armours used by the soldiers. It incorporates the details of 
their origin, means of manufacture? their use and effectiveness, 
The army of the Delhi Sultans had used weapons belonging to 
foreign origin and also those made in India, Among the offe-
nsive weapons the Kaman-i-hindavij mau1-i«» dairva and neza-i-
hindivi were considered the best. The soldiers equipped them-
selves with bow and arrows, swords* lance along with laasoes and 
dagger which were used as the situation demanded. The soldiers 
protected themselves with shields and other armours like breast 
plate, helmet etc. The horses and the elephants were covered 
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with steel armours called barcaistawana. 
Weapons like manlanlas, arradas* Cnarkh, Zaniburak 
etc, which discharged heavy missiles and fiery arrows were 
used during seige operations, 
Chapte^r V« Forts and Their Importance is a survey of 
different forts in possession of the Delhi Sultans. The forts 
of the Rajput inilers were constructed on high altitude and 
had a defensive purpose. There forts had abundance of provi-
sions, independent sources of water supply etc, and were 
capable of offering stiff resistance, but they were never 
employed as a military station. The Sultans of Delhi used 
these very forts as a means of initiating attack. They seirved 
as military garrisons which defended the territories located 
in its jurisdiction and maintained law and order. 
This chapter includes the description of medieval 
forts as described in the contemporary records, supplemented 
by modern archaeological works. Some forts like Delhi; Gwalior, 
Ranthambor, Chittor, Deogir are studied in detailed. 
Lastly the conclusion of this work is given along 
with a select bibliography. 
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( ALI ATHAR ) 
The Central Asian Backqrotind 
Military Organization of the Mongols 
An in-depth stiidy ©f military organization of the 
Delhi Sultans needs a careful survey of the Central Asian 
scene as well as the Rajput military organization. In fact 
the Sultans of Delhi accepted, rejected and assinv\ilated 
their JBilitary^ traditions from these two sources. The deve-
lopment of the art of warfare in Central Asia during the 
thirteenth century had certain amazing dimensions. The 
nomadic hordes who inhabited Central Asia Were barbarians 
without any semblance of organization. To weld them into 
a single fighting force, which in cource of time became a 
terror throughout Europe and Asia, was a task which only 
a military genius like Chengis Khan could achieve. He 
organised the Mongol hordes into a disciplined force which 
in the words of Juvaini was "so patient d)f hardship, so 
grateful for comforts, so obedient to commanders both in 
prosperity and adversity In time of action, when atta-
cking and assaulting, they are like trained wild beasts out 
for game, and in days of peace and security they are like 
sheep; yielding milk, and wool, and many other useful things','^  
Chengis Khan first attempted to end the tribal feuds 
1, Ala-ud- Din ^^ta-Malik Juvaini, TariWi -i- Jahan Gusha, 
'The History of the World Conaueror' Manchester. Eng. 
Tr, Boyle, J.N. 1958, Vol. I pp.29-30, 
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and tribal loyalties in order to evolve an effective war-
rnachine. Once the I-Iongol families were united under one 
chief, they developed feelings of brotherhood and esprit 
de corps, thus all dissensions vere eliminated. He succ-
eeded in developing martial virtues which \vere inherrent 
in the Mongols due to steepe-war# such as "excellent horse-
manship, rapid marching and counter marching, taking cover, 
guiding oneself by the stars at night, forecasting weather, 
follov/ing tracks, scouting, leaving fires turning in your 
camp to deceive the stupid enemy while you marched away at 
night, 
Chengis Khan then framed laws (yasa) to keep his 
people in check. The yasa comprised all the sjjihere of 
government, both civil and military. The yasa was compiled 
in stages; new laws were formulated as the situation demanded 
and the people obeyed it with true convinction. 
The Mongol military organization was a new system 
altogether. The army of CSiengis at the initial stage consis-
ted of 4,000 troops and in course of time it increased to 
300,000.^ He divided his army into units (rinks) of ten 
(nai-tsi), hijutidred (Yuz), thousand (minq) and ten thousand 
1, Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi- £ng. tr, by Wei Kwei sun, under the-rbitle o£ T^hfe Secret Histoj-y of tbe Mongol Dynasty.' ^igarh, . 1952>.Introduction pp^.2|-25. 
2, Introduction to Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi Eng, tr, p,25. 
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(ttynan) • This division of forces into a decimal system was 
borrowed by Chengis Khan from the uiqhars«^ Comnaanders for 
each xmit were appointed. One firom the nai-tsi was made 
the commander of its unit>,<from each ten commander of nai-tsi, 
the commander of the hundred was chosen and it continued to 
torm a chain till it reached the commander of tvcnan or ten 
2 
thousand. Such an arrangement solved many problems# comma«-
nds were easily commxinicated to the lowest unit in no time, 
Juvaini credits such an organisation thus. 
•• In accordance with this arrangement, if in 
an emergency any men or thing be required, 
they apply totbe commandent of tumen, 
who in turn apply to the commanders of 
thousands, and so on down to the commanders 
of ten,——, If there is a sudden call for 
soldiers an order is issued that so many 
thousand men must present themselves in such 
and such a place and such an hour that day 
or night, -.^ nd they arrive not a twinkling of 
an eye before or after the appointed hours, 
The commanders of the iinit were held responsible 
for any matter arising from his unit. He was also given 
the assignemeiit of civil administration. The rank of the 
1» Tarikh-i~Jahan Gvnba Eng, tr. Vol, 1, pp,25-33, 
Yuan-Chao-Pi»Shi-.Eng. tr, pp,142-155, 
2. Tarikh-i-Jahan Gusha Eng, tr. Vol, p,34, 
3, Ibid - Vol, I, 
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general also represented the actual nuinber of families 
assigned to him, for example a mincrtiashi held command 
over one thousand household,^ 
Yuan-caiaOyPi-Shi refers of Chengis Khan's invol-
ment in assigning soldiers to the commanders. Particular 
tribes were assigned to particular generals e,g, - canengis 
rewarded Jurchidai with foiar thousand men of the urutst 
For some, he was considerate enough to accept their proposal, 
Wanguar, son of Mongetu Kiyan said "I v/ill select my kinsmen 
of Bayaut tribe who are now scattered among the different 
tribes," to which Chengis Khan gave his consent and further 
promoted him to the commander of one thousand families,^ 
Hinety fivo persons were appointed by Chengis as commanders 
of one thousand families and all of them v/ere his devoted 
follo^ssrs, -
People belonging to a partic\ilar territory formed 
one particular wing of the army and the commander of that 
wing held command over that area. An example v/ould suffice 
for its illustration—Chengis rev/arded Mukhali as the 
"commander of Ten Thousand Families of the left wing in 
1, Such examples are found in Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi* English 
Translation pp. 144-145, 147, 150, 
2, Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shl- Eng. tr, p,146 
3, ^Jbid- Eng. tr, .pp, 147-148. 
4, Ibid. p.142, 
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eastern country as far as Kharaxm mountains,"^ While 
addressing Naya, Chengis said "I have made Bogxurchi comm-
ander of Ten Thousand Families of the Right Wing and MuJchali 
the ruler of a Khanate and cornraander of Ten Thousand Families 
of the Left Wing, Now I appoint you commander of Ten Thousand 
Families of the Centre," To eliminate dessidents and rebels 
cne of the Yasa of Oiengis strictly forbade any soldier from 
changing his unit to another or take refuge elsewhezre. This 
Yasa was enforced with great strictness* If a man transgessed 
this law* he x^ as executed, and the one who received him was 
severely punished, thus no one allowed anyone to enter his unit* 
Even the princes \irere very much cautious about their tinit,^  
Military Officers t The highest military officers were desig-
nated as noyons> Icni^a, baiki (Bek) or amir. The novons consis-
ted of the princes and closeblood relations of Qiengis, Chengis 
Khan*s younger brother Tetnuga and Bilgutay were noyons and 
his youngest son Toli held the title of 'Great noyon* and was 
assigned the duty of organising the anr^ and eqxiipment of sol-
diers,^ The chief of the army Ekka noyons was nominated by 
Chengis, ^ Many of the militaxY officers fell into the category 
1, Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi Eng. tr. p,144 
2, Ibid^ Eng, tr. p,150 also see p,i44 fn, 11,12, 
3, Tarikh -i- Jahan Gusha Eng. tr. Vol, I, p,32, 
Spuler, Bertold. History of the Mongols. Based on Eastern 
and Western Accounts of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth 
Centuries, Los Angeles 1922, p,41, 
4, Tarikh -i- Jahan Gusha Eng, tr. Vol, I, p,40 
5, Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi Eng, tr, p,147. 
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of tarldian. Juvaini illustrates the status of a tarkhan as 
"those who are exempt from compulsory contributions and to 
whom the booty taken on every campaign is surrendered. When-
ever they so wish they may enter the royal presence without 
leave or i>ermission,''^ They were exen^ted from pxanishment, 
whatever might be their offence,^ The post of Baiki in the 
1 ongol army was also of iit^rtance. The Yuan-Chao-»Pi-Shi 
states that the title of Baiki was conferred upon men vrho 
held high dignity in the eyes of CSiengis Khan. Chengis khan 
had himself said that Baiki is a high rank, and he "will ride 
a horse, tirear white clothes, and have precedence above others 
in sitting."^ A ceremony was also hold for conferring this 
title.^ 
Body guards iQ?here was a separate army for the personal safety 
of the ruler who were select men possessing the best qualities 
of a warrior and were known as Keshik.^ Earlier Chengis Khan's 
bodyguards numbered 80 soldiers, but later he increased it 
mapy folds to a number of 10,000 soldiers,® The body guard 
constituted well-shaped youth frc*n the — 
1» Tarikh -i- Jahan Gusha Eng. tr. Vol, I, pp.37-38, 
2. Ibid Vol. I, p,38. 
Sharfu-Din ^Ui Yezdi,- Zafar Namah» Calcutta ed. 1887, 
Vol. I, p.529. 
3. Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi- Eng, tr, p.149 
4. Ibid p. 149. 
5. Ibid p. 156. 
6. Ibid - p_.150. 
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sons of dignitaries a^id freemen (t^kat). They were chosen 
from each unit of tho array and a statue was laid down for 
their recruitments The son of the commander of one thousand 
had to bring his younger brother along with ten attendants, 
the son of the commander of one Hxindred brought v/ith him 
his younger brother and five attendants and likewise the 
son of the commander of Ten enrolled himself with his you-
nger brother and three attendants.^ The horses for the ten 
attendants, of the son of the commander of One Thousand, 
were given by the officer himself, while the other five 
attendants of son of the officer of one Hundred and three 
attendants of the son of the commander of ten were given 
by the state. Thus 10,000 guardsmen (Keshlkten) chosen 
from different units alongwith two thousand archers formed 
Chengis Khan's Yeko-Ko-Shive or the Great Central Army,^ 
Another elite corps of 1000 were chosen from the 
Keshikten and were designated bahadurs > In peace time they 
acted as the 'attendant corps' and during war they formed 
4 
the first line. These bahadurs were divided into fotir 
companies and each company was assigned specific duty. Their 
yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi Eng. tr. p.150 
2, '"Ibid p. 150. 
3, Xbid- p,i52. 
4, Ibid- p,152. 
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turn of duty was fixed, if any one from the coit^any failed 
to turn up for the duty, he was severely punished. 
Chengis Khan had given them precedence over other 
soldiers. He once said " A personal guardsman of mine is 
superior to an ordinary comander of One Thousand Families, 
and an attendent of his, superior to an ordinary comander 
of Ten or One Hundred Families. If an ordinary commander 
of one Thousand Families attempts to dispute or fight 
with a guardsman of mine on equal terms, he will be punished."^ 
The organisation of bodyguards or Keshikten became a perma-^ 
nent system. Marco polo loentionsjabout the bodyguards of 
Kublai Khan and states that they consisted of twelve thousa-
nd. «ami v;ho were under the command of four superior officers 
and each unit of three thousand were on "constant duty in 
the palace during three successive days and nii^ts, at the 
2 expiration of which the were relieved by another division." 
The Delhi Sultans had a similar set up of bodyguards 
called Jandars who were tinder the command of Sar-i-«?andar • 
Recruitment and Promotions- Chengis Khan himself appointed 
all the officers and commanders of the army, who in turn 
recruited their own followings for the army with the permi-
ssion of Chengis, Each tribe and clan had seperate functions 
1. Yuan-Caiao-Pi-Shl- Eng. tr. p.153, 
2* The Travels of Marco i^ olo- odi by Manuel Komroff • New York, 
1930, p.136. 
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in the army, e.g. the Urut. and Monkhut tribes were the best 
warriors. They formed the vanguard of the array,^  It had been 
said that "they cannot be dispersed even by close cavalry 
cJ.'harges they are skilful from their childhood both in use 
2 
of spears and swords." All able bodied persons were soldiers 
of the army. In the words of Juvaini-" It is also a peasentry 
in the guise of an army, all of them, great and small, noble 
and base, in time of battle becoming swordsmen, archers and 
lancers and advancing in whatever manner the occasion requires^" 
No fixed procedure of recruitment had been mentioned anywhere. 
The conquered people were classified into tens, hundreds and 
thousands and they were made responsible to present soldiers 4 along with battle equipments whenever desired by the Khan, 
In the Delhi Sultanate strict rules were laid down 
for the recruitment of soldiers. Only those who shov/ed mastery 
in horsemanship archery, swordsmanship in front of the ariz, 
were recruited in the army, Timur accepted everyone who wished 
to join his army. Incentives regarding distribution of spoilfe 
1. Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi- Eng. tr, p,117, 
2. Ibid- p.117, 
3. Tarildh Jahan Gusha - Eng. tr. Vol, I, p,30 
4. Ibid- p.34. 
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among his soldiers attracted many to enroll themselves in 
the ariny*^  
Promotion of the soldiers was the exclusive monopoly 
of the ruler. Chengis Khan personally ^jromoted tlie soldiers 
2 
and officers to high ranks. Merit, Valour and loyalty were 
the only criterea for promotions, 
Jurchidai/-^ - was rewarded for his servicQ randered in 
the battle against Wang Khan,^ The former had pushed himself 
4 
in the heart of the enemy's army and killed Sonkims with 
his arrov/,^ Boloul was similarly rewarded for saving Chengis 
Khan's son Ogatai,^ Post humous awards v/ere also given* The 
descendants of Khuilder v/ere rewarded for his meritorious 
7 services. 
Kublai Khan selected tv/elve noblemen to see to every 
matters relating to the army, Morco polo says this cotincil 
called Thai, had to 'distinguish between officers who have 
given proofs of valoiir in combat, and thoso v;ho have shovm 
themselves base and cowardly in order to advance the former 
8 and to degrade the latterI 
1, fcafar_Nam^Vol, I, p,475, 
2, Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi-Enq, tr, pp,146-151, 
3, Ibid- p.146, 
4, Senkun was the son of Wang Khan, Ibid-p,112. 
5, Ibid- p. 146. 
6, Ibid- p,148. 
7, Ibid- p,149, 
8, The Travels of Marco Polo- p,161. 
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Timur rewarded soldiers's with land grants (jildu 
or Suyurqhal)^ and stipends (Wuiuh)• The amir who recei-
2 vdd stipends were known as Wu.1\ih -i- Umara«, ^ 
REVIEW;The very organisation of the army into units of tens, hundreds 
and thousands helped greatly in matters relating to the 
upkeep of the army, viz. fitness of the soldiers, weapons, 
armo\irs, horses etc. The Mongols did not have any seperate 
office of muster or the department of ariz. Inspite of 
this the army was revievred regularly and the troops v/ere 
s\ibjected to strict scrutiny. The day and place of review 
(arzgah) was fixed by the ruler and the army postioned 
itself in battle array to be reviev/ed. The equipments of 
war were inspected and if anything was found missing, the 
defaulter was severely pxinished.? 
Even during the reign of Timur the office of dafter 
<-i~ arz was not considered desirable. The Mongol system 
of counting (dim) was jj^actised for inspection. The weapons 
were supplied to the soldiers from the royal armourer's shop,^ 
Customs of War- The principal weapon of the Central Asian 
1, Zaf-ar Namah- Vol. I, pp.283,447. 
2. Ibid- Vol I, p.347, 
3. Tarikh -i- Jahan'-Gusha- Eng. tr. Vol, I, p,30, 
4, Zafar Namah- Vol. I, pp.506-16, Vol, II, pp,409-12. 
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soldiers was bow and arrows. The moxinted archers of Central 
Asia were feared throughout Asia and Europe, They were very 
quick and flexible in manoeuvre than their advesaries who 
ever they might be» They shot arrows accxirately from the 
horseback without halting or dismounting. The Turkish and 
the Mongol tactics of war were similar due to their common 
home grounds. Central Asia, The Central Asia traditions of 
v/arfare emphasised on mobility of the troops* and this gave 
them an upper hand in every battle. Their movements were 
very swift both his attack and retreat, R.C, Smail's des-
cription of the Turkish warfare gives a clear picture about 
the effectiveness of the Central Asian Cavalry^^ He has ana-
lysed the importance of mobility thus (i) "it enabled them 
to remain at a distance from their enemy and to choose the 
moment at which they would close with him,,. If a change x^ as 
ess-ayed against them, they v;ere ready to retreat if the attempt 
2 
were given up, they themselves attacked once more," Regarding 
the Turks approach to battle he says " The Turks might be 
scattered, but always the returned to the fi^t, now they 
faced the enemy's now they turned away, they thought it no 
less creditable to retreat than to pursue, they were like 
1, Smail, R.C.- Crusading Warfare (1097-1193) Cambridge 
1956, See Chapter IV on mslim Armies, p, 64-87, 
2, Ibid-p,78. 
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flies who coxild be beaten off but not driven away,"^ 
(iii) They utilized uheir speed in attaching the flanJcs 
and the rear of the enemy. They even attempted to surround 
the enemy as if they v/ere bejeiging a city, (iv) With the 
help of their mobility they put into use a tactits of atta-
cking the enemy on their march, thereby disorganising their 
battle formation. They aimed at attacking the rear of the 
enemy vjrhich caused great problems to the commander. With 
this they gained an upper hand in the battle,^ 
The Hongols had adopted all these tactics of warfare 
in battles against th^ir adversaries. Their physiological 
qualities made them capable of enduring sufferings and 
pains of everykind, Morco Polo writes that the Mongols could 
remain an horseback for two days and nights without dismoun«« . 
ting. They also slept in that position while their horses 
grazed,^ Their horses fed on grass alone and they did not 
require barley or other grains• 
Scouts were sent out to investigate the position of 
the ene^ ciy and estimate their number,^ Ibn -i- Arab Shah in 
his Ajaib -ill-- Macrdur writes that spies were selected from 
various class of people like wrestlers, learned fakirs, traders, 
laboxirers, physicians etc, and through them all sorts of info-
rmetions were gathered,^ 
1. Sraail^  R.C. Crusading Warfare p.78. 
2, Ibid-p.79, 
3 " " Ijjid p,80 f.n, contd. 
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The ajcmy moved in an txniformed manner and strict 
discipline was maintained. iDach officer led his contingent 
as assigned to him. The division of conunand and organisation 
of army into small xanits kept each soldier in check. Since 
the soldiers could get disorganised v/hile collecting booty 
and spoils, (to avoid this)ChQngis saian instructed that 
"if they got the upper hand in the battle, they were not 
to scramble in haste for the spoils, everyone seizing or 
himself, the whole booty woul^ be divided equally among them 
after the end of the battle."^ 
The Central Asian vrarriors never mixed with the 
enemy„ and avoided making the first move. If the enemy 
advanced on any division of the army, sxiitable defensive 
moasuros v;orc employed. In coarsu of battle the Central 
/^ sicitic tactis of v;ar as stated by Marco Polo reveals that 
they "keep hovering cuaout him, discharging their arrows first 
from ciJe and t h ^ from tlie other, occasionally protending to 
fly, and during their flight shooting arrows backwards at 
their ptirsuers, killing men and horses, as if they were comb-
ating face to face. In this sort of warfare the adversary 
f,n. contd. 
4, The Travels of ilarco Polo- p,93. 
5, Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi- Eny, tr, pp,H6rl33,134, 
6, Ibn i^ab Shah-Alaib -ul- Ilaadur 
1. Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi- Eng. tr. p.105. 
2. The Travels of Morco Polo- P,95, 
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imagines he has gained a victory* when in fact he has lost 
the battle for the Tartars, observing the mischief they have 
done him# face about, and renewing the fight, overpower his 
remaining troops, and maXe them prisoners inspite of their 
utmost exertions. Their horses are so well broken into quick 
changes of movements, that upon the signal given, they instan-
tly tuim in any direction and by these rapid monoeuvers many 
victories have been obtained,"^ 
Generalship and military insight played a great role 
in \jarB, War was not only physical it was mental as well* 
A deceiving tactics of war is all mental and involves less 
of physical resources • One interesting acco\int of dhengis Khan 
would suffice here. In 1204 AD Chengis Khan moved against the 
Naimans. In course of the march a Naiman scout spotted a sold-
ier of Chengis Khan with his horse. After fully examing the 
horse the Maiman knew that the horses of Chengis were weak 
and lean and the army of Chengis was in a disadvantegous posi-
tion, Furthermore Chengis's army was numerically less in 
nximber. To enable the bourses to regain scxne of their virility, 
they were let to graze and a dummy force was scattered over 
Saali-Keyer. This created doubt among the Naimans over the 
number of Chengis's forces, Chengis further ordered every man 
1, The Travels of I-IarcoPolo- p,95. 
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to light fire at five places, thus at night it appeared that 
too many soldiers were in the camp. This exactly was what the 
Naimans thought and they exclaim^" we thought the Dada were 
but few and now we see fires at so many places as there are 
stars in the sky,,««.Saali Keyer is by now full of the Dada 
men who are probably reinforced every day,"^ Thus Chengis 
averted a danger which could have divested his army» 
The Mongols excelled in the 'ambush* tactics Qutlugh 
Khwaja attacked Delhi in the end of 1290 AD and though he had 
2 
2 lack horses with him, he did not enter into a full fledged 
battle. He incited the valourous Zafar Khan to attack his left 
wing commanded by Hajlak, The forces of Hajlak could not with-
stand the onslaught and they retr^ted. Zafar Khan pursued the 
retreating army for a long distance and fell into a trap, A 
contingent of the Mongols under Targhi consisting of 10,000 
soldiers left their ambuscade and attacked Zafar Khan from 
all sides and finally the whole division of Zafar Khan were 
killed.^ 
While beseiging forts the Mongols employed various 
methods like digging txinnels, mining etc. Their strategy for 
captxiring forts differed according to its structxire, Poirts 
having deep and broad moats around it were reduced only by 
cutting of its supply line. Mechanical devices like catapxilts. 
1, Yuan-Chao-Pi-Shi- Eng, tr, p,134, 
2, lid^ Di::! _B,^ani, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi-Bib India 1862, 
p, 254," he 'also gives the figure one lakh as p, 256, 
3, Tarikh«i»Firoz Shahi«- pp,260-61, 
Isami - Futuh us Salatin- ed. A.s, Usha, Madras, 1948 
pp,263-270. 
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mongonels, arra<^ 3 etc. were used for throwing stones, animate 
and inanimate objects and other missiles, Naphta balls were 
also thrown in the fort to create diversions in case it ligh-
ted upon inflamable objects in the forts. Scaling ladders were 
used for climbing on the ramparts. 
In the battle of Jand on 21st April 1219 AD, its fort 
which was considered impregnable was captured by utilizing 
all the war implements, bridges were btiilt, catapult set in 
motion and after gaining fev; openings the fort walls were 
scaled from all sides with the help of scaling ladders,^ Juv-
aini describes the capture of Bokhara by the Mongols in 1270 AD 
thus "the people of Bokhara were driven against the citadel. 
And on either side the furnance of battle was heated on the 
out side, were erected, bows bent and stones and arrows dis-
charged, and on the inside, ballistas and pots of naphtha were 
set in motion,,,. But finally they were reduced to the last 
extrenity, resistance was no longer in their power,,,, The 
moat had been filled with animate and inanimate and raised by 
with levies and Bokharians, the outworks (fasil) had been 
2 captured and fir2 hxxrled into the citadel," 
1, Tarikh-i-Jahan Gusha- Eng. tr. Vol, I, p,89, 
2, Ibid Vol, I, p,106 
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While beseiging the fort of Khoraam, since no stones 
were available in its neighbourhood, the woods of mxilberry 
trees were used as missiles for the mangonels,^ 
Arms and Aimougi The Central Asian army exclusively consisted 
of cavalry and weapons were accordingly kept so as to enable 
a horseman to use different weapons in different circiamstances 
with great flexibility. Their main offensive weapon vraa bow 
and arroxirs with which they battled from a distance. For hand 
2 to hand fight they used lance, sword and club» All were light 
weapons and they did not hinder in the mobility of the horse• 
The Mongol's defensive armour were made from hides of buffoloes 
dried _ 
and other beasts v/hich when^y fire became hard and strong. 
In the later period the chronicles list following weapons used 
by the Central Asian v/arriors viz, sabres, shields, bows and 
arrows, maces, halberds, lances, pikes, breast platds, coats 
of mail or iron, corselets, helmets etc. The army of Timur had 
parks of artillery (arrada), Man'ianigs^ tura (screen for th-
rowing missiless) etc.^ All the nobles from tximan down to 
1, Tarikh-i-Jahan Gusha*. Eng. tr, p, 126 
2, Smail, R.C,- Crusading Warfare (1097-1193), p,82, 
3, The Travels of Marco Polo- p.93, 
4, Zafar Namah- Vol, I, pp.317-19, 346, 422, 648, Voo, II 
pp.267-68, 283, 331, 405, 473-77,577, 
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hxmdred and the soldiers were provided horses and weapons 
(jeba), Even the horse's shoes were supplied from the royal 
stables,^ 
Training: The training of the soldiers were imparted by-
taking them on hunting expeditions* The basics like horseman-
ship archery etc were commonly practised by the Central Asian 
people but putting such qualities in achieving military pote-
ntialities required a different training. One of the Yasa of 
the Mongols states <*when there is 09 war raging against the 
enemy, there shall be hxmting, the yoving shall be taught how 
to kill wild-animals, so that they became accustomed to fighting, 
and acquire strength and endurance and will sxxbsequently fight, 
without sparing themselves, gagainst the enemy as though against 
vrild animals"^ 
Payt During Chengis Khan's irule the Mongol troops v/ere not 
paid either in form of fief or wages. He believed in the pri-
nciple of "starve tl^ dog that it may follow thee," and the 
only means of subsistence was the collecti.on of the qopchur 
on horses, sheep, felt and furs. Under the khan provisions 
were made available for selected troops, but later Ghazan Khan 
1, Zafar Namah- Vol. I, pp.496, 522, Vol, II, pp.184-85, 
2, Spxaer, Bertold- "History of Mongols, Based on Eastern 
and Western Accounts of the Thirteenth and Foxirteenth 
Centuries, Los -.^geles 1972 p,40. 
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spent heavy amounts on supplying provisions for the whole 
army. He ordered that" in each province at the time of 
harvest, whether summer or winter* the grain was to be put 
into stores which were to be made over to the commanders of 
the province. On the delivery of the draft, issue was to be 
made directly from the store, the intendents were neither to 
exact any premium nor v/ere they to demand any provisions or 
payments for themselves,"^ 
In Central Asia during the later foiirteenth century 
the system of land grant came into existance. The military 
2 assignments was called Yurt, The distinguished nobles were 
3 assigned wilayats. Each Wllayat comprised several txamans, 
4 
which were subasslgned to the nobles by Timur, There tumans 
were further subdivided into villages (mauzas, dehs or qariyas) 
and were assigned to darughas or dehdars, Even the smallest 
land grant of ulka or Yir were assigned by the ruler himself,^ 
1, Rashld-Al-Din-Geschichete Gazan Hans®ed Karl Jahn, Glbb 
Memorial Series, n.s. XIV London 1940 quoted in 'History 
of the Mongols, based on Eastern and Western Accounts of 
the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centiirles' Spuler, Bertolcl, 
pp.156-157. 
2, Zafar Namah- Vol, II, p,13. 
3, Ibid- Vol, I, p,343, 
4, Ibid- Vol. 1, p,143 
5, Ibid- vol, II, p,381. 
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Traditions of War before the Turkish 
Concmest of Nori:h 
India 
The Indian military system had been stagnant firom 
the days of the Guptas* No outward change in the military 
strategy, tactics and use of weapons had taken place in 
the military organisation of India, The ideals of war were 
the incidents of Mahahiharata» In our period the Rajputs 
came into being as the fighting force, replacing the ancient 
Kshatriya class. Their approach to v/ar vras traditional, as 
Prof. K* A» Nizarai observes that " A sound military planning 
in v;hich all possible eventualities and emergencies — falling 
in the hands of the enemy, minor reversals, etc are taken 
into consideration, had little meaning for the Rajput v/arrior 
who knew how to die but not how to win a victory,"^ The per-
formance of Jauhar is one example of their pessimistic mode of 
war. Among the Indian rulers it was Harsha Vardhana who took 
serioyis in organising the army* Hsuan-tsang states that 
Harsha's army consisted of four divisions viz infantry, cavalry, 
o chariots and elephants. The mention of chariot was only a 
1* Niaami^ K«A.» • Some ^pects of Religion and Politics in 
India during the Thirteenth Centxiry', New Delhi-Reprint 
1978. p.80. Here after cited as 'Some Aspects of Religion 
and Politics in India.' 
2. Hsuan-tsang- Ta T'ana Hsiyuchit Eng. tr. by S. Beal. BudaHis± 
Records of the Western Worldly London 1906. Vol, I, p.82 
Hereafter cited as Buddhist Records of the Western World, 
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reproduction of theoretical list which we find in Hsuan-
tsang's accoiint, as its use was discarded during the Gupta 
period, Banabhatt in Harsh CJiarita does not incorporate 
chariots as a division of the anpy» His narration that Harsha 
inspected his army while riding an elejJiant^ testifies that 
Sihariots which had heen otherwise used for the pmrpose had 
now been discai^ed^ 
There was a central standing army known as Maula-bala< 
and men possessing qualities of a soldier v;ere taken into 
2 
seirvice, Hsuan—*t:sang writes that this class of people foll-
owed hereditary profession. The Maula-bala "when they are ga-
rrisoned they guard the palaces, v/hen there is war they act as 
brave vangaurd,"^ Harsha felt the need of organising his army 
with utmost efficiency, Hsuan-tsang v/rites that Harsha assenib-
led all the soldiers of bis en^ jire and drilled them for military 
4 
campaign, Al-Masudi refers to the standing army of the Prati-
hara King of Kannuj• He says that the Pratihara King maintai-
ned foxir armies" according to the four quarters of the wind,"^ 
1, Banabhatta- Harsha Charita- Eng. Tr, by Cowell, E.B.and 
Thomas, F.W,, London 1929, p,203. Henceforth Harsha Charita 
Eng. Tr, 
2, Seal, s,-Buddhist Records of th^ Western Worlds 
Vol. I* p, 82, 
3, Ibid, Vol. I# p,82. 
4, Ibid. Vol. I# p.213 
5, Al-Masvtdi- M\iriAju-l Zahab, Elliot, H,M, and Dowson, J,-
The Hrstory of India as told by its own Historians, Vol,I p,S3 
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The Palas of Bengal too entertained a standing army. The 
Bhagalpur inscription records that the Palas of Bengal possess-
ed a foxurth wing of the army i.e. the navy.^ It was necessary 
to maintain and deploy naval forces in battles as the territo-
ries of the Palas were full of rivers hence long distances 
were easily covered by boats. 
The king also maintained an^  elite corps called the 
National Guard which consisted of the best warriors. The 
Chinese pilgrim writes-
" The National Guard are heroes of choice valour, and, 
as the profession is hereditary, they become adepts in military 
tactics. In peace they guard the sovereign's residence, and 
2 
in war they become the intrepid vanguard*" The Nolairibas and 
the l^salas enlisted special life guards called qarxxdas. M,C. 
Bandhopadhya opines that "They were chosen for desperate enter-
prises, and they received the right or hono\ar of getting betel 3 from their masters on important occasions," 
1, Indian Antiquary, Vol, XV, p,305, 
2, Thomas Watters- On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India, 
AD 629-645. Delhi. Reprint 1961, p,171, 
3, Bandyopadhya, Narain Chandra- Development of Hindu 
Polity and Political Theories, Calcutta 1927, p,312. 
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The King however depended heavily on the forces 
supplied by the feudatory chiefs and allies. At times 
soldiers from the defeated army were also taken into service, 
Sukra advices Idiat the king should move against the enemy with 
his array consisting of Maula-bala as they do not leave the 
side of the king even at the most crucial time )f the battle.^ 
Composition! The Indian array consisted of hetrogenous elements. 
The Bhagalpur plate of Narayanpala informs us that the Palas 
rccruited soldiers from other states like nalava« Khasa^ 
2 
Karnata and Lata» The Chachnamah mentions that the army of 
King Dahir* the ruler of Sind, consisted of 500 Arab troops 
which was commanded by Muhammad Allafi,^ The defects in the 
composition of the Indian army has been i>ointed out by Prof, 
K« A, Nizami who states that the Rajput army which "mainly con-
sisted of feudal levies - raised by different Rajput leaders, 
trained under different conditions and enqoloyed on different 
terras lacked xinity of piirpose and fought for individual 
4 glory." It is stated in the Sukranitisara that soldiers may 
c,f, Udgaonkor, Padma, B-, The Political Institutions and 
Administration of Northern India During Medieval Times 
(750-1200 AD)-Delhi-1969* p*137. 
2, Indian Anticfuary^ XV p,306, 
3, Chachnamah- EHitat and Dowson- VoOr. 1—Hp.iS^ e"],' ed. N.A.Baloch, Islamabad.. 1983- p.50. 
4, Some Aspects of Religion and Politics in India- p,8l. 
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be selected from the "Sxadras, Vaishyas and Kashtriyas and Mle-
ches or from mixed castes, provided they were terave# well 
t9ailt# devoted to their master and scruplous in obeying the 
orders,"^ but whether such a composition in the Indian a m y 
really existed, is doxibtful. 
• 
We however have examples of Brahamana generals taking 
activo part in battles. Gopala was a Brahmana general \inder 
the Chandella king Kirtivarfnan and the former helped his master 
2 
in regaining the throne from the Chedi monarch Kama, Another 
Brahmana general Madanapalasarman served tinder the Chandella 
king Paramarddidera,^ We however dont find any reference of 
military officers belonging to any of the lower castes, A brah-
man may mix with the Kshatriva, but it is doubtful that the 
upper two castes had ever fought shoulder to shoulder along 
with the Sudras or other mixed castes, 
STRENGTH OF THE ARMYt The Indian army were never lacking in 
the number of soldiers. As mentioned abovethe recruits from 
different sources (allies and feudatory chiefs) made the nxamber 
of tiroops uncountable. The literary and epigraphical sources 
help us in determining the number of troops with the Indian 
1. S\ikranitis ara ed, Jivananda Vidyasagar Bhattacharya 
Calcutta 1890, Vol, II p, 139. 
The quotes of Sukraniti are based on Udgaonkar, P.B.'s 
incorporation of the Work in" The political Institution 
and /Administration of Northern India during Medieval 
Times (750-1200 AD) Delhi 1969, 
2. Epigraphia Indica - Vol, I, p, 220, 
3. Indian Antiguaanr. XXV, pp*205-08. 
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rulers though the facts must be accepted with some reservation, 
Hsuan-tsang writes that Harsha forces increased from 5,000 
elephant corps, 20,000 cavalry and 50,000 foot soldiers to 
60,000 elephant corp, 100,000 cavalry.^ Banabhatta refers to 
several ayuta (strong elephant corps of Harsha) and since an 
ayuta is equal to 10,000, Hsuan-tsang figure of 60,000 elephant 
soldiers may be accepted,, Al-Mastidi's testifies that the 
Pratihara ruler of Kannauj maintained four anaias " according 
to the four quarters of the wind", each nximbering seven to 
nine lacks*^ Thus the total strength of the array comes upto 
thirtysix lacks and such a numerous army may not have consti-
tuted the central army. It may be the sum total of the terri-
torial armies along with those of the feiidatories but still 
the number seems doubtful as we find in the later period from 
Utbi's account that Jaipal co\ild muster up only 12,000 horsemen,. 
30,000 foot soldiers and 300 elephants, against Sultan Mahmud 
of Ghazni,^ Similarly in the First Battle of Tarain against 
Shihab-ud Din Ghori, the Chaidian naler Rai Pithora could muster 
only 2 lack horsemen and 3 thousand elephants which included 
the army of the feudatory chiefs and other Indian Princess,^ 
1» Beal, S.- Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol.1, 
p.213, 
2, Harsha-Charita- Eng. tr» Cowell, E.B, and Thomas, P.W. p.63, 
3# M\iru*^u-1 Zafaab Elliot and Dowson- Vol, I, p,23, 
4, Tarikh-i-Yamini Elliot and Dowson, Vol, II p, 25, 
5, Abul Qasim Hindu Shah Ferishta- Tarikh-l-Ferishta— Newal 
Kishore Press, Lucknow, Vol, I, p,57. 
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Such a decrease in tho army personale creates doubt about 
the figtires given by Hsuan-tsang and Banabhatta, As mentioned 
earlier* the Indian army was divided into three divisions via, 
elephant corps, cavalry and infantry. Navy was an exceptional 
division v^ hich was maintained by the Pal as» In India, every 
kingdom had its own specialised "military division for example, 
the Pratiharas of Kannauj were famous for their cavalry^ the 
Bengal array ims feared on accoxint of Its Glephants and the 
Deccan forces effectively employed thu infantry corps. The 
availability of good horses in Punjab and Afghanistan enabled 
the Pratiharas and the Rashtrakutas to possess good cavalry. 
The abundance of elephants in the region of Bengal enabled 
the Bengal army to employ them effectively in battles. 
ELEPHANT CORPSi An elephant accomodated more than four men on 
the wooden frame fastened on its back^ and its apperance crea-
ted havoc in the adversary's camp, 
Isomi considered the defeat of the Ghorids in the 1st 
Battle of Tarain due to the ineffectiveness of the Muslim 
cavalry who were afraid of elephants. Thus Shahab-\id Din Ghori 
ordered Quttib~ud Din Aibek to train the horses to accustom 
2 themselves with the sight of elephants. The soldiers from the 
1, Harsh-Charita- Eng. tr. Cowell, E,B, and Thomas, F.W, p,55, 
2, Futuh-us-Salatin- Persian Text. pp.74-75, Eng. tr, by Mehdi 
Husain, Calcutta, 1966, Vol. I, p.148, 
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elephants back vised offensive weapons e.g. bow and arrows, 
lance, spears etc, Goblnd Rai had injured Shihob^-ud Din 
Ghori with his Javelin thrown from the elephant's back and 
Shihab-tid Din Ghori was forced to leave the battle field 
with his men which led to the defeat of the Ghorids in the 
First Battle of Tarain.^ The elephants were covered v/ith 
2 
Strong armoiir and their tusks were provided with sharp spurs. 
The elephants were trained to break the enemy's line of defence 
and to cirush them under their feet» The elephants proved to be 
dreadful only when commanded by expert generals, at times 
their mishandling led to the defeat of their ^ Qwn army. The 
elephants were given more importance than the other two divi-
sion of the army i,e, infantry and cavalry. The mahouts 
trained the elephants and taught them battle manoeuvres. 
This ditzision had seperate officers to look after 
them. The qa.1 asadhanadhikrita was the "commandent of the whole 
3 4 
elephant troop," The chief Mahouts were known as Mahamantras, 
Other officers attached to the elephant corps were called Pilu-
pati,^ or elephant masters. The Sena records designate the 
1. Minhaj's us Sira j •«• Tabagat-i-Nasiri JPeraian Text p,118 » 
Eng, tr, by Major H.G.Raverty. Reprint New Delhi 1970, Vol.1. fi.460. 
Tarikh-i-Fer1shta- pp.5-7, Tabaqat-i-Akbarl~ Nizamuddin 
Ahmed . ed Barunse calcutta-1931-p,37. 
2. Thomas Waters- On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India. A.D.629-645, 
p.171. 
3. Harsha- Charita- Eng. Tr. Cowell, E.B. and Thomas, F.W.p,189, 
4. Ibid- p.190. 
5. Epiqraphia Indica- Pala Records. IV p.248. 
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elephant's officer as Mahapilupati^^ but it appears that 
the latter was the senior officer of the pilupati* The 
2 
Sulcranitisara refers to this officers as Gajapati and below 
him stood the officer incharge of twenty elephants called 
Hayaka,^ 
CAVALRY> Since more emphasis was given to the elephant corps, 
the cavalry of the Indian army was deprieved of its military 
effectiveness which otherwise would have served as the most 
effective division of the army. The last Indian ruler who 
showed interest in maintaining the cavalry with great effi* 
ciency was Harsha Vardhan* His cavalry taumbered 100#000 and 
the horses were imported from Vanayu (Vaziristan) # Aratta 
(Vahika or Panjab), Kamboja (Pamir region), Bhatadraj 
(northern Gadhwal), Sindhu-desa (Sind Doab) and Parasika 
(8ass.aolan Iran)*'^ 
Banabhatta refers to the tanqana horses in the stables 
of Harsha* He describes their qualities as 'Tall Tangana horses# 
which by the steady motion of their quick foot-falls provided 
a comfortable seat."^ P.K. Code believes that the tanqana horses 
Epjqraphia Indica*- XXI P. 217» 
2, Sukranitisara~ II p, 127, 
3, Ibid- II p» 147. 
4, Beal, S.- Buddhist Records of the Western World Vol#I, p*213, 
5, Thomas Watters-On Yuan Chwang's Travel in India A.D» 629-645, 
I, p. 343. 
5. Haxsha-Charita- Eng. tr, Cowell, E.B. and Thomas, E.W p.201. 
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were obtained from northern Gadhwal.^ 
While coming dovm to the twelfth century the cavalry 
of the Indian rulers further deteriotrated. In the words of 
( ( 
P»C. Chakravarty' the cavalry never came to jccupy the first 
rank in the army organisation of ancient India, it never in 
fact came to form the core of a Hindu army," Thus the mobi-
lity of the army which was the most essential featxire of war-
fare was lacking in the Indian army# The Turks who came to 
India could easily deploy their tactics and strategies of 
war with desired effects as they believed in mobility of the 
troops which helped them to attack, retreat# encircle a parti-
cular wing etc. in no time. Thus the Indian arrr^ i \^ ith "their 
cumbrous war machine with its Elephants and horses# trained 
more for royal pageants than for serious war-fare* was easily 
overtaken and outdistanced by the agile mounted archers of 
the Turkish axmies who covild cover long distances far more 
quicikly than easy going, vain-glorious Hindu chiefs. 
The cavalry was alloted to different officers,Banabhaift. 
tta informs us that an officer called Brihadasvara was a 
1* Parashuram^ K.Qode- 'Tangana horses,.» in Harsha-Charita,' 
Indian History Contress. 8th Session 1945, p.66. 
2. Chakravarty* P.C.- The Art of War in Ancient India. 
Calcutta, 1943, p.36. 
S^an^ P-. 'Resiatande of Indian Princes to Turkish 
offensive. End of 10th century A.D. to First Quarter 
of the 14th century*. 
Sitaram Kohli Memorial Loctxire- Department of Pan jab 
Historical Studies, 1967, p.57. 
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"chief officer of the cavalry, "while Sukra designates the 
superintendent of cavalry as Asvapati, who was well versed 
in the military techniques involving cavalry. Next to the 
Asvapati came Mahaae Jhanika and Mahasvasadhanika which are 
2 3 mentioned in the Chalukya records and Chedi inscriptions 
respectively. 
The Chaharaana epigraph designates Sahani as the 
4 master of stables' 
There are references to 'troops of Camels' in the 
Harsha-Charita^ and many have taken it literally in believing 
that camels formed a separate fighting force#^ though a detailed 
study of Har3ha«»Charita reveals that they were used as beasts 
7 of bturden, 
INPAMTRY; The bxilk of the Indian forces consisted of the 
Infantry 
infantry}^ writes Hsuan-tsang' "by their quick movements cont-
ribute to the defence* These men are chosen for their courage 
1. Harsha-C^arita.. Eng. tr» Cowell, E.B. and Thomas F.W. 
pl77< Sukranitisara II p# 130. ^rpus Inscriptionijm 
Indicarum. Vol. Ill No. 61 p, 260 f.n.2. 
2. Indian Anticruarv-. XVIII p. 341. 
3. Epiaraohia Indica- II, p»309. 
4. Epiaraphia Indica-XI p. 29. 
5. Harsha Charita- Eng. Tr. Cowell» E.B. and Thomas, F.W. P.206. 
6. Tripathi R.S.- Histoary of Kannauj to the Moslem 
Conquest. Bararas, 1937, p.131. fn» 1. 
Im Harsha Chaita - Eng. tr. Cowell, E.B. and Thomas, F.W.p.46. 
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and strength. They carry a long spear and a great shield, 
sometimes they bold a sword or sabre, and advance to the front 
with impetiuosity* All their weapons of war are sharp and 
pointed. Some of theniare these spoars, shields, bows and 
arrows, swords, sabres, battle axes, lances, halberd, long 
javelins and various kinds of slings*"^ 
Banabhatta mentions that the infantjcy which served 
as the vangaxird of Harsha's n.omy nibbed a thick ointment on 
2 
their bodies either for adourment^^ or to fo\il the enemy*s 
attempt to got a firm grip on him in hand to hand combat or 
for protection against infection and injxiry* ilarsha vrho had 
increased his army from 50,000 foot soldiers, 5000 elephants 
and 2000 cavalry to 60,000 war elephants and 100,000 cavalry^ 
must had likewise increased his infantry many folds* 
The infantry was given the greatest attention regar-
ding its division of command. Under the Chahamanas the superi-
ntendent of the infantry was called Baladhipa^ and during the 
Palas he was known as Baladhyaksha>^ The other infantry officers 
1, Beal, S- Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol*I, p*83, 
Thomas Watters- On Yuan Chwang's Travel in India A,D#629-
645. Vol. I, p.171, 
2, Harsha-Ohiarita- CoWell^ .E.B. aijd Thomas, F.W, Eng. tr,p.200, 
3, Beal, S»- Bxiddhist Records of the Western World. Vol.1, p.213, 
4, Epiaraphia Indica- XI p.308. 
5, Majximdar, R.C,- History of Bengal, Vol. I, Calcutta 1943, 
p.285. 
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in ascending order werek Pattipall who was incharge of five 
2 
to siK soldiers* Next came the officer called GaulndJca, 
who commanded thirty foot soldiers* The Satanika ^ held 
an important and responsible post. He had iinder him hund-
red foot soldiers» He was well versed in arts of war and 
battle strategies# He trained the soldiers and supervised 
military exercises• He was assisted by another officer of 4 
equal rank called Anusatika. References are also foxmd 
in the Sukranitis ara of two other high officers v/ho conuna-
nded one thousand and ten thousand soldiers, namely ^gaha-
srika and Ayutika,^ 
MILITARY OFFICERS? The king was the over all commander -
in-chief of the armed forces and he appointed different 
militajry officers to share the responsibility of commanding 
the army. The chief of the a m y had different designations 
under different dynasties. The Gahadavala and the Paramaxa 
1, Epigraphla Indlca- IV# p,248, 
2* Sukranitisara, Vol* II p. 140, 
3, Ibid- Vol, II, p.141, 
4, Ibid- Vol .II, p,141, 
5, Ibid- Vol. II, p. 142. 
6, Epigraphia Indica- IV, p,121, 
7, Indian Antiguary-XXV, pp,205-8, 
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records refer to th^ commander in-chief of the army as 
1 2 Senapatij while the Palas and the Senas preferrod the title 
Mohasenapati* Similar titles are also fotind in other inscrip-
tions viz. Hahadandanayaka is synonymous with leader of the 
army«^ The Bala-qamve inscription of Sankama-deva refers to 
dandanayaXa as Samasta-sena aqnesara or leader of the whole 
4 army. 
The commander in chief was responsible for the up 
keop of the whole army. He had to be qualified and skilled 
in the modes of warfare, battle strategies and tactics* use 
of different weapons etc, Sukranitlsara mentions that "if 
there be a danger ahead, the commander should normally march 
in crocodile ^ray, if there be danger behind, in the Sakata 
array, if on the sides, then in the ' va.ira array, if on all 
sides, then in the Sarvotobhedra or Chakra or Vyala array 
It is a direct reference from which we can infer about the 
qualities which a commander must possess* 
1. Indirji nticniarv- yol. XV p,306. 
2. Epigraphia Indica- Vol. XXI, p,217, 
3. Kargudari Inscription of Vikram-aditya VI 
and Taipala II. 
Indian Antiquary- Vol, X, p,252. 
4. Indian '^^ ticruary- Vol. V, p.46. 
5. Sukranitisara- Vol, IV, Sect. VII, pp,279-84. 
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Banabhatta refers to a famous Senapati# Simhanada 
who was "a man fore-most in every fight" with a his broad 
chest" Which was" rough with great gashes of wouiMa" and" 
all across it ran in lines the writings of many great scars 
graven by the axe adge of sharp swords," He was " the family 
priest of martial con^anies—THe performer of protJd speeches — 
the executer of p l e d g e s , t h e authority on openings in 
great wars" and" his very voice inspired the warriors with 
lust for battles."^ Mahabaladhikrita was next to the senapati, 
He was the army commander officiating a particular corp, 
Bal-adhikrita was under the command of Mahabaladhikrita. 
The formers function can be inferred from the Harhsa-Charita 
( 
where it is mentioned that the bal-adhikrita gave orders to 
Pati»pati# the latter being translated by Cowell and Thomas 
as 'barrack Superintendent",^ Thus a baladhikrita must have 
been the chief of Barrack Superintendents, Bal-adhyaksha who 
was incharge of a battlion had been suggested to be Bala-adhik-
rita« but such an assumption is contrary to the fact stated 
above,as the functions of the two officers are quiet differentf 
1, Harsha-caiarlta-Enq, tr, Cowell, E,B, and Thomas, P,W,pp,iyO'" 
si; 
2, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum-III, No,23, p,109, fn,2 
3, Harsha-Charita- Eng, tr, cowell, E.B, and Thomas, F,w,p,122, 
4, Agrawala, V,s,- Harsha-Charita, EK . Samskritik 
Adhyayen (Hindi) Patna, 1953, p,143 fn, 3, 
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A very iir5>ortant military officer was kottapala,^ who was 
2 
incharge of a foirt, Marvadadhurya is mentioned by the Pratihara 
records as the Warden of marches• He kept strict vigilance over 
the frontiers and prevented infiltrations of hostile persons. 
At timeSj, experienced and responsible officer was given the 
powers of Kptpal and Marvadadhurya»^ 
Inspite of the chariots being discarded for battle 
purposes, the title of Rathadhvasksha was given to officers 
who held the rank of commanding troops over 10,000 in number.^ 
MILITARY DEPARTMENTI There was a record office which kept all 
the documents related to military administration. The rolls of 
soldiers serving in the army and those who have retired from 
military service* were kept up to date,^ The lekhaka was 
incharge of this office. He kept the account of the salaries 
paid to the soldiers and rewards given, and in return took 
the receipt from the soldiers of their payment,^ The physical 
description of the soldier along with his age# caste^ place of 
1, Epigraphia Indica«> Vol, I p,154, 
2, Ibid- Vol. I, p,154, 
3, -tbid- Vol, I, p,154. , 
4, Sukranitisara~ Vol, II,pp,131-132; IV, set VII, p.384, 
5, Ibid- Vol, II, p,147, 
6, IBid- Vol. IV, Sect. VII, p.385. 
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residence etc» were all recorded.^ 
The Military Department was also responsible for the 
disposition of troops in various part of the kingdom, Al-
Masudi writes that the "king of Kannauj has fo\ir armies,,,,. 
Each of ti^ iem ntimbers 700,, 000 or 900,000 men. The array of the 
north wars against the prince of Mxiltan, and with the Musulma-
ns# his subjects, on the frontier. The army of the south fights 
against the Balhara, king of Mankir, The other two armies marcJi 
2 to meet enemies in every direction," 
The Pala and Sena inscriptions mentions an officer 
called Mahavyuhapati< ^  who was most probably a high military 
officer in the Military Department, He studied the systems of 
battle a m y and implemented them during wars, 
PAY^IEHTS OF TROOPS» Land grants were assigned to the soldiers 
and military officers in lieu of salary. The payments of ordi-
nary soldiers were given in cash, Sulaiman* writes in his 
4 
Sal8ilatut-Twaril<^ that Balhara gave regular pay to his troops, 
but again writes in the later pages that the troops of India 
Sukranitisara-Vol, IV, Sect, Vii p, 388, 
2, Muruju-l-Zahab- Kiliot and Dov/son- Vol,I, p,13, 
3, Epigraphia Indica- Vol, IV^ p,248, 
4, Sulaijnan_TaJir- Salsilatut Twarikh- Elliot and Dowson-
Vor.I, p.SI 
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do not receive any pay,^ One may conclxxde that Sulairaan must 
be referring to tiie temporary recruits of the army who were 
paid in cash when he says that the soldiers were regtilarly 
paid» Hte may not be loiowing that the main force i.e, the 
Maxilabala were granted land instead of cash payment, hence 
his contradictory rcmarlc of non-payment of the Indian soldiers 
noyt seems clear* The Chandella king; Parroarddideva granted the 
village of Nandini in the Kandavana Vishya to his general 
2 
Mandan pala-sarman, A rock inscription of the time of Bhoja-
verman states tliat the Chendella king Kirtivarman appointed 
an officer Mahesvera and bestowed to him the grant of the 
village Pipalashika,^ Ihe Sxiklranitisara advices that fiill 
pay should be given to trained soldiers and half to those 4 
under training. The dependents of deceased soldiers too were 
given land grants for their maintenance. The Garra plate states 
the king Trailokyavarmen - 1 caiandella king granted two villa-
ges to the dependent of a deceased soldier.^ 
Apart from the regular pay, the soldiers were awarded rewards 
\titiiZ.aiid gifts according to the bravery and valour shown in 
the battle. The Charkb^i^pla^^ mentions that a Drant of a 
village was given to Rauta-Abhi by the Chandella king Vira-
Vanaadeva on account of the bravery shown by the former in 
the battle of Sondhi.® 
1. Sulaiman Tajir- Salsilatut Twarikh- Elliot and Dowson Vol.1, 
2. Indian Antiquary- XXV, p,205. ^ 
3. Epigraphia Indica- Vol. I, p.336, 
4. Sxikranitisara-IV. Sect,VII, p.390, 
5. Epigraphia-Indica-xvi, p.227. 6. W d - sa, 
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DISCIPLINE» The soldiers observed strict discipline. They 
kept themselves evei^ady to meet any eventualities. They 
kept their arms, weapons and uniforms quiet bright,^ They 
were not allowed to enter the villages and harass the inha-
bitants* hence the military camps wer6 always outside the 
villages (camps near villages v/ero avoided,) 
METHODS OF WARFARE. A CRITICAL ANALYSIS> The traditions of 
warfare which was prevalent in India prior to the Turkish 
conquest was very defective• In words of Dr, D. C. Ganguly" 
the fules of warfare and the code of morals which guided the 
combatants of the Mahabharata war# guided also the kings and 
generals in the battles fields throughout the ages before the 
advent of the Moslem, Onslaught on the rear or on the flanks 
of the enemy was regarded as a sinful act* To advance in pur-
suit of a retreating enemy was considered xinchivalrous*"^ The 
first drawback in the Indian army was its composition. The 
soldiers were reciruited from the feudal lords and allies and 
such an array " raised by different Rajput leaders, trained 
under different conditions and employed on different terms-
4 lacked •unity of purpose and fought for individual glory." 
X« Sukranitisara-17, Sect. VII, p.385. 
2. Ibid- IV Sect. V H , p.379. 
3. D.u wGangiily- Presidential /Address. Indian History 
Congress,1949, p.123. 
4. Some Aspects of Religion and Politicisin India- p.81. 
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The caste system too was responsible for creating ineffi-
ciency in the military organisation. Military service was 
the monopoly of one particular caste group and the popula-
tion was either incompetent or unwilling to join the defe-
nce forces'r thus 'the idea of physical contamination must have 
division of labour practically impossible, A soldier had to 
fight, had to fetch water for himself, prepare food, look 
after his utensils and do similar other virorks."^  The soldi-
ers could have saved themselves from all these troubles a 
had the people of other castes been employed to do such 
works• 
The Indian rulers despite being harassed constantly 
by the foreign invaders, they never attempted to plan a 
permanent defensive strategy against such invasions. The 
natural advantages of rivers, forests, mo\antains etc, were 
never utilized for military pxirposes of defense, ambush or 
to isolate the enemy and circ\imvent him, 
STRiiTKGY & TACTICS» The Hindu army adopted a simple method 
of dashing against the enemy and forcing a hand combat. They 
were very much confident of their personal prowess and con-
sidered warfare as a •game of wrestling on a magnified scale,' 2 
1, Some Aspects of Religion and Politics in India- p,80, 
2, Saran, P,- 'Resistance of Indian Prices to Tvurkish 
Off jnsive. End of 10th Centxiry a.d, to First Qvprter 
of the 14th Century, p,52. 
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The three main principles of war viz, mobility, surprise and 
deception, were completely ignored by the Hindu Xings, There 
never had been any instance where the tactics of s\irprising 
the enemy or resorting to any trickery to circumvent him. On 
the contrary, the Indians themselves fell victim to such str-
ategies adopted by the invaders who had" no such qualms of 
conscience against them as constantly inhibited the Hindu 
warriors. But the Hindus refused to resort to them even by 
ways of retaliative measures 
Mobility or speed which is one of the most essential 
feature of warfare which included speed in attack, speed in 
retreat, speed in pursuit etc., was absent from the military 
code of Rajput Kings, The first reason which may he alloted 
to the absence of mobility in the Indian army was that the 
cavalry never came to occupy the first rank in the army or-
ganisation of ancient India, it never fact came to from the 
2 core of a Hindu army," 
Secondly the use of elephants further deprieved the 
army of its swiftness. The elephants, no doubt had a very 
destructive role to play in the battle but when the "Indians 
1, Saran, P.-'Resistance of Indian Prices to Turkish Offencive, 
Ends of 10th Century"S.D. to First Quarter of the 14th 
• - Century; p.52, 
2, Chalyraver^^^.C.- Th- Axrt of War in Ancient India, p,36. 
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gave thero a pivotal place in the disposition of their armies, 
they made a serioij,s mistalce. This deprieved their forces of 
that element of mobility which the Central Asiai powers righ-
tly OT^hasized to be the Jc6y to success 
The defects which may be pointed out regarding the 
use of elephants are that the elephants running amok caused 
destruction of its own forces* The defeat of grea\: Hindu rule-
rs like Poirus and Anandapala were due to their elephants rain-
ing away from the battle field. 
The commanders sitting on the back of the elephant 
became an easy target for the enemy. In the battle between 
the Txirks and Jai Chand (the Rai of Banaras) in 1198 A.D. the 
latter forces predominated over the Turks and nearly won the 
battle, but Jai Chand "who was seated on a lofty howdah, recei-
ved a deadly i-round from an arrow and fell from his exalted seat 
p 
to the earth." Thus Shihab^ud-Din Ghorl took advantage of 
this sttuation and routed the Rajputs, Of deception or shock 
1, Some Aspects of Religion and Polities in India, p,82, 
2, Taju'l Maa thir- Hisan^NizamJ^ Eng. tr, Elliot and Dowson, 
Vol. II, p.221. " 
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tactics or guerilla warfare none were adopted by the Indian 
rulers in their mode of warfare• Since most of the battles 
were fought in the Indian soil the native rulers knowing the 
geography of the place could have easily put into use the 
above tactics and the frequent inroads of the Turks would have 
been made impossible. The morals of the Indian soldiers which 
prevented them from using such tactics of deception ultimately 
led to their own defeat, Mannuci writes that the notions of 
Indian warfare was "they considered it a sin and a disgrace 
to use bows and arrows••• or any thing taking effect at a 
distanceThe forts were used for the purpose of defence they 
never used it as a base of offensive attack, as Prof. K.A, 
Nlzami points out" The forts consequently became a static 
defence and could not be linked by any mobile striking force 
all around. Under a different social order these fortresses 
woiild have served ds a fortfied base of a very dynamic chara-
cter# linking up all the striking force, to that centre,"^ 
The Medieval Rajput warriors were inefficient and 
ineffective in the art of besieging, Shahab-ud-Din ' Ghori 
during his canpaigns in India reduced the fort of Tabarhinda 
or Bhatinda in a very short time. ' while the Oiauhans with 
1, Some Aspects of Religion and Politics in India, p,80, 
2, Tabaaat^i-Nasiri- Text p.118, Eng. tr. Major H.G.Raverty, 
Vol, X, pp, 457-58, 
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all their forces coxild captxire it in thirteen months,^ The 
Hindu rTilers never attempted to develop the skill of besieging 
fortresses. The only method we know o^ was they used elephants 
to strike against the fort gates. Even the simple means of 
cutting of the supplies to the fort or xase of mines etc. were 
alien to the Rajput warriors. 
Such defects in the Rajput tradition of war was pri-
marily due to the lack of commianication with the outside wor-
ld in obedience to the suicidal doctrine of Kalivar1va,which 
meant things forbidden during the Kali age* promulgeted by 
the monopolists of sacredotalism, laying downt in the name 
of Hindu Dharam, a. strict embargo on foreign travel and even 
contact with fcrei^'e^in any shape or form, as all of them 
2 
were put down in the category of mlechas or vinclean people? 
Had there been a far sighted political policy of recovering 
the last dominions of the north west, the Central Asian poli-
tical conditions during the second half of the twelfth century 
offered the ideal oppoirtunity to put to task such a plan. The 
Ghaznavid hold in Central Asia was declining with the rise of 
the Sel juqs and the Ghorids and the Khwarazm-Shahs had sque-
zzed the Ghaznavids in the Indian territory. Ife such a situation, 
1, Tabaqat-i-Nasiri- Text- p,ll9 Eng, tr. Major H.G.Raverty, 
Vol,I, p,464 
2, Saran, P,- 'Resistance of Indian Princes to Turkish Offen-
sive- End of 10th century to first quarter of 14th 
century, p,14. 
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the Ghaznavids could have been completely washed out and a 
strong frontier against the foreign invaders could have solved 
all the probi«Rs, but the Rajput rulers did not take any ad-
vantage of such precarious political conditions which were 
totally in their favour. 
Another exanple of their ignorence of political saga-
city can be had from the narrations given in the Tabacfat-i-
Nasixi, Prithvi Rai III after defeating the Turkish army 
under Shihab-ud«Din Ghori in the battle of Tarain did not 
follov; up this victory in completely routing the retreating 
army, but on contrary the Chaxihan ruler spent 13 months in 
capturing the fort of Tabarhinda, He did not visualise that 
reducing a fort msl3 in significant as against protecting the 
frontiers by establistiing strong lino of defence. Hence he 
waited for the next .onslaught of the Turks v/hich changed the 
whole course of fut^e Indian History, The Turks invaded 
Indian again in 1192 ^^ and completely defeated the Indian 
forces in the second Battle of Tarain and established the 
Delhi Sultanate. 
CHAPTER - I 
ADMIHISTRATION OF THE ARMY 
The army of the SultaAS of Delhi was organised on -the 
decimal system x^ich was prevalent in Central Asla.^ The Turks 
who established themselves in India, continued the same tradi-
tional pattexii of military organisation* The niamber of troops 
under an officer determined his military hierarchy. The milit^ 3c|-
ary designations were constantly reshuffled by induction of 
nevj posts dvuring the early Muslim rule* Under the Ghaznavids 
the highest military officer was designated Andr, e,g» Amir 
Sxibulctigin, Amir Ishaq, Amir BUcaltigin etc. \fith the accessi-
on of Mahmud to the throne of Ghaznia* the title of 'Sultan * ^  
was adopted by the ruler for himself and the designation of 
Amir; was reserved for the princes. Under Sultan Mas'xid, the 
title of Amir was conferred upon civil and military officers. 
The wazir of Sultan Mas*ud enjoyed the title of an ^ir» 
•nie Ghorids, during the early phase of their history, 
used the title of Amir to denote high military officers. Thus 
1. Tarikh»i-Jahan Gusha- Eng* tr« Vol* I p..25-33, 
2. Utbi- Tarikh-i-Yamini~ JuTbazkhani. Tehran -1340 AH, p.182. 
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we find Ghorld military generals lilce Arair Faulad Ghori 
Shansabi, Amir Banji ibn BsOiran Shansabi, Amir Sxiri bin 
M\iharamad« Later, the designation of Malik was introduced 
in the military hierarchy to designate the highest military 
officers, e,g» Malik Qutxib-ud-Din A1 Hasan bin Mxjhammad bin 
'Abbas, Malik Nasir-u-Din Al Hasan Muhammad Al Madani, Shihab-
ud-Din Muhammad Ghori did not attach the title *Malik*to his 
name. During his period the titles of *Amir and *Malik* were 
conferred upon both civil and military officers, but the latter 
held a higher protocol. The title holders of *Malikj like Malik 
Qut\ab»ud-4)in Aibajt, Malik Nasir-ud-Din Qabacha, Malik Taj-ud-
Din Yalduz and even Iltutmish, later became independent Sult-
ans, Sultan Razia had conferred additional title like Malik 
Kabir on Ikhtiyar-ud-Din Aitekin^ and Mai ik-ul-Umara on 
Zia»ud-JDin Junaid to single out a favoiirite Malik. 
The influence of the Mongol military system soon cre-
pt into the Delhi Sultanate and we find that after the reign 
of Sxiltan Iltutmish, the title of Khan had become the highest 
H.G.Raverty, Vol.I, 
Tabaqat-i-Masiri- £ng . tr#/p#642-
I 
2. Ibid- Vol.1, 644. 
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military rank. The princes and selected few military officers 
were designated as *Khan*. In course of time many military 
officers iirtio held the title of »Khan* had a prefix attached 
to their names which signified their military achievements, 
valovir and bravery in battles. Eg, Qutluc^h Khan, Uluqh Khan^ 
Buqhra Khan.Tuqhril Khan, Alp Khan, Akat Khan* Zafar Khan, 
Sher Khan, Nusrat K3ian etc. At times the title of Khan-i" 
Khanan was used to project the most distinguished 'Khan*eg, 
Khan-i-Khanan Ikhtiyar-iid-Din was the ftill name of Sultan 
Jalal-xil-Din Khalji's soni Khan»i-Khanan Husam—-ud-Din Khusrau 
Khan was the brother of S\iltan Nasir-ud-Din, The title of 'Khan' 
v;as also suffixed vrith other names like Khan*->i-0'ahan, Khan»>i*» 
Azam, Khan-i-^Mu* azzam, Khan-i-Azam Ulugh Khan was the title of 
Balban before his accession to the throne of Delhi, Khan Muazzam 
2 
Tairtar Khan and Khan-i-Jahan Maqb\il were high ranking officers 
during Stilt an Piroz Shah's reign, 
Zia-ud-Din Barani writes that Bughra Khan (son of 
Balban) adviced his son Kaiqubad to maintain an army according 
to the Persian pattern in which a Sarkhavl commanded ten horse-
men, a sipah salar,^ ten sarkhayls or one hxindred horse, an 
1, Tabaqat«-i»Nasiri«- Bib, Indica, Calcutta-1864- p. 187, 
2, Tarikh~i»Firoz Shahi Barani, pp.527-28* 
Shams Siral Aflt,- Tarikh-i- Firoz Shahi. Bib, Indica ed, 
Wilayat Husain, Calcutta 1890. p.94, Henceforth cited as Afif , 
Tarikh-i-Ferishta- Vol, I pp,145-.46, Taba<^.*i-Nasiri- p,187, 
3, 
f.n, next page. 
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Amir ten slpah salars or one thousand horse, a Malik ten 
Amirs or ten thousand horse and a khan ten mallka or one 
hiindred thousand horse.^ On basis of the Mongol system^L^ 
the military officers in the Sultanate of Delhi were also desi-
gnated as^ Amir^l-^xaman for a Commander of 10,000 soldiers, 
Amlr-l- Hazaral? for an officer over 1,000 troops. Amir"!" 
Sadahf a commander of lOO* 
In the Adab-ul- Harb wash shulaah and the Tarlldv-
i«-Flroz3hahi (of Barani) we find references to other military 
officers, like Arif commanding 10,30 or 40 soldiers, a 
Khalifah or Amir-l-Panj ah commanding 50, a~naqib being 
incharge of 100 troops and a Sarhanq being a commander of 
500 soldiers,^ 
f«n« contd. 
3 .Under the Ghaanavids the Sipahsalar was the commander-in-
chief-:, tif: ^she forces. Under him was the Ha lib, below him the 
Sarhanq who held 500 soldiers, next stood the Qaid who was 
incharge of 100 troops and finally the khail who officered 
10 solders. See, Nazim, M- The life and times of Sultan 
Mahmud of Ghazna, Cambridge 1931. p.142. 
The Sipahsalar under the Ghorids occupied a high rank and 
was the leader of the vangaurd. Qutub-xid-Dln Albek along 
with Sipahsalar Izzud-Dln Husain, son of Kharmll, were the 
leaders of the van of the army that fought against the Rae 
of Beneras^ Jai Chand. Tabaqat-1-Naslri p.140 
1. Tarikh-i-girx3z Shahl- p. 145, Amir Khusro- Qlran -us- S^aln 
ed. Maulvl Md, Ismail, p.35 Aligarh, 1918. 
2. Tarikh-i-Flroz Shahl- p.219. 
3. Ibid- p.219. 
4. Ibid- p.376. 
5. Pakhr-i-Mudabbir- Adab -ul- Harb-wash- Shulaah- ed Ahmed 
Sohalli Khawansari. Tehran. 1346 Solar pp. 331, 340-341. 
Ta^&ikh -1- Plroz shahl p.376. 
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The Khaza'ln -ul- Futuh mentions a military officer 
designated as Qarabeg^ who was allocated a position in each 
main division of an ariny»^  We also have other military offi-
cers namely Sahm -.al- haahm and Zahir-al- Juyiish mentioned 
2 in the chronioclesf. 
Such an organization continued in India throughout 
the 13th and 14th century, as we find writers like al-Umari 
and al-Qalqashandi mentioning explicitly that during reign of 
Sultan MTihananad bin Tughlaq the *K3i^ an* commanded ten thousand 
horse, a Malik one thousand, an Amir one hundred and the sipa-
hsalar less than h u n d r e d W e are fuirther supported by Ibn 
Batuta v;ho mentions in this Rehla that the army contingent of 
Malik Khattab, the officer incharge of Ropri unit had to main-
tain one thousand 3av;ars<^ A very interesting phenomenon which 
1. -^ mir Khiisrq Khazian -ul- Futuh- , Text ed« Wahid 
Mxrza" Calcutta, 1953, p,88« 
2. Tabaqat -i- Nasirij^%arkih -i- Firoz Shahi- p.62 
3. Maasalik -xil- Absar fi Mamalik -xil- ^ ^s^- Ibn Fadh -ullah 
ai Umari» Eng» tr. by, Iqtidar Husain Sid^iqtii & Qazi Ahmed-
•a Fourteenth Century Arab Account of India Under Sultan 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq, Aligarh, 1971, p,38 Elliot Sc Dowson, 
Vol, III p,577, 
Shihabud-Din Abul Abbas Ahmad bin Ali bin Abighudda al 
Qalaashndi Subh ul Ash'M fiSin'raat il insha- Eng. tr, by 
Otto Spies- 'An Arab Account of India in the Foxirteenth 
Century,' ^iligarh n,d,p«67* 
4. Ibn Batuta- Rehla- Eng, tr* A.M. Husain, Baroda, 1976 p,162. 
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one finds while examining the military history of o\ir period 
is that many military generals were not given the title of 
*Khan*«. During the reign of Sultan Muizs -ud'- Din Bahram 
Shah, Hizam ul Mulk Muhazzab -lad- Din led the Imperial forces 
against the Mongols/ but he was not a 'Khan* * Similarly Malik 
Kafur v7ho had subdued the whole of Deccan during the reign of 
Sultan Alau -ud- Din Khalji was not a *Khan** inspite of being 
a military genius*^ 
The Amir-i-Akhur, Amir-i-Ha1ib^ Sar-i-Jandar and 
Shikar, all appear to have been < 
4 
they exercised military duties as well,' 
Amir-i-Shi civil officers, but 
2 
The Amir-i-Akh\xr took part in battles. There were 
Kurbeq-i-Maisi;'a and Kurbeq-i-Ma3jnaa in the army.^ The Amir-i-
Akhur was assisted by a deputy called Naib Amir-i-/^hur« n 
1. For his military exploits see Khazain-xil-Futuh» 
Zm One may nention here that the Sipahsalar who was amilitary 
officer, was entrusted with civil duties as well. The sipa-
hsalar, Ali Karmakh, was the Wali of Multan, Tabagat-i-
l a i S L P. 146. 
Likewise Amir Ali-i«lsmail, the Sipahsalar was the Amir-i-
Dad of Delhi. Tabaqat-i-Nasiri» p.170. 
3. Yahya bin /ihmad bin Abd-ullah a's Sarhindi- Tarikhi-Mubarak 
Shahi-T®*>-Jed Hidayat Husain. Bib. Indica. 1931. p.62. 
Khazain -ul- Futuh- Text pp.38,88. 
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We find in the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri that Malik Badr-ud-Din 
Sunlcer was first appointed as Haib Amir^i-Akhur and then 
prompted to the post of /ittir~i~ri3€hvu:«^  The Agiir-i~Ha.1ib 
or Lord Chaniberlain# was one of the highest ranking officer 
of the royal household and he enjoyed great power and inf-
luence* The Amir-i—Hajib was also known as Sawid Hujjab 
2 
or Sharif~ul*Huj iab« The Amir-i-Ha i ib inspite of being an 
officer of the Royal Household* he vras given charge of military 
expeditions as v/ell. During the reign of Sialtan Nasir-ud-Din 
Mahmud, Ulugh Khan who was the Amir-i-Halib in 1244 A.D,,was 
sent with an army to ravage the territories around Koh-i-Jud 
and Mandana«,^ 
Jandars were the bodyguards of the Sultan, They 
V7ere fully trained soldiers and great care xiras given to their 
xiniforms and equipments, Balban employed Sistani soldiers as 
Jcindars and paid them sixty to seventy thousand .jitals per 
year.^ The head of the Jandars was called Sar-i-Jandar and 
1, Tabacrat-i-Nasiri- Eng, Raverty, Vol, I, p,642« 
2, Tabagat-i-'Nasiri'- p,294, further example see Tarikh-i-
FirozLgftafti pp.52 7-28, 
3, Ibid- p#209. also see p.173; Tarilch-i-Fijroz Shahi p»332» 
Tarikh-i-FiroawShahA- p > 3 0 . 
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at times there wer; two Sar-l-Jandar for the right and left 
wing of the army. Hence we have Sar-i-^andar-i-Matmna and 
Sar->i*aandar''l«-Maiara^^ The Sar-i-Jandar also held administra-
tive posts as well. Sultan Balban had appointed Malik Sunj 
Sarjondar as the 'Naib of Samana and the commander of its 
2 forcos'• 
The Amir-i-Shikar or the Chief Huntsman belonged to 
those categories of officials who were connected v/ith the 
Royal Household, The position of the Amir-i^Shikar is higher 
than that of the Sar-i'-Jandar, Iltutmish was promoted from 
the office of Sar-i-Jandar to few other posts and then made 
the Amir-i-Shikar, He even commanded troops in the battles. 
During the Lakhnauti expedition of Sultan Pirce Shah Tughlaq, 
Malik Dehlan who was the Amir-i«»Shikar had under his command 
4 3000 soldiers and was posted on the Maimna, 
The intermingling of civil and military affairs resu-
lted in military achievements, and failures in civil adminis-
tration, Dtiring the reign of Sxiltan .^a-ud-Din Khalji, Nusrat 
1, Ibid- p. 24. also see, Rahman, S.A,- Conduct of Strategy 
and Tactics of War dxiring the Muslim Rule in India, 
Islamic Culture, Vol, XX No,2 April 1946, p,156, 
2. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi p,85. Eng, tr, by Elliot & Dowson, 
Vol. Ill p,115, 
3. Tabaaat-i-Nasiri- Taxt p.169, 
4, fiiif- p,115. 
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Khan was the Wazlr but he proved himself more worthy of being 
a military commander. He, with the Imperial a m y under him 
conquered Nahrwala and Gujarat*^ Malik Kafur was the Naib -
MumaliX* but distinguished himself as a military general by 
2 
over joinning the Deccan, Malik Dinar was the Wali of Gujarat 
and he subdued the whole of Gujarat during the reign of Sultan 3 
Mubarak Khalji, Similarly Khusrau Khan held the post of Wazir 
during the reign of Mubarak Khalji, but when extrusted with 
an additional post of Sar«'i-La3hkar# he led iir^ortant military 4 expeditions• 
DIWAN«.i^AR2. Position & Duties of the Ariz^i-Mumalik. 
The Sultans of Delhi had an exclusive military department 
called the DIwan-»i-'Arz> It was under the supervision of an 
officer called Ariz-'i-Mxgnalik, The Diwan-i-Arz was the super-
erae body which dealt with all the matters related with the 
army viz recruitment of soldiers, their promotion and demotion. 
Tarikh«i~Firoashahi<- pp, 239-41 • 
2, Ibid-"p.326; Khaz ain-ul>-Futuh> Text. p.66. 
3« Ibid-'p.388. 
4, Ibid p. 391, 
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distribution of salary, review of the soldiers, maintenance 
of records which had complete bio-data of the soldiers and 
their equipments etc.^ In short one may say that it was res-
ponsible for the efficiency and maintenance of the army. The 
stability of the country depended much upon the size and str-
ength of the army which changes according to the excellence 
and negligence of the Ariz, "to whose judgement and care all 
2 
the general and detailed affairs of the army are assigned". 
Upon him rested great responsibilities and people possessing 
highest form of n^ral character were chosen as Ariz* It was 
deemed necessary for the Ari;^  to possess" the Klng*s confiden-
ce to the saime extent as the Waair and in loyalty to the kings 
he should reach the extreme limit. He should be unsurpassed 
in trustviTorthiness, efficiency* honesty, affection of hearts 
tru^fulness, notable birth, dignity, correctness.xof Jaith .^ and 
the fulfilment of promises. The greater the loyalty and the 
1. Jarikh-i- Firoz Shahi- p.61; Tabaqat-i-Nasiri t>.146. 
2. ^ia-ud-^in Bari=»ni- Fatawah-i-Jahandar - Eng. tr, by Habib and Krs^ Afsar Salim. New Delhi, n.d, p.23, 
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Orthodox virtues (ausof-l-Stmnah) of the the greater 
will be the size and the strength of the army he can control 
Tne Ariz recrxiited soldiers after they had proved their 
capability. The duty of the Aria was to see that the army 
was contended by encouraging the soldiers and the commanders 
v/ith rewards and promotions,^ He revised the salaries of the 
soldiers and promoted or demoted them accordingly,^ The Ariz 
however had to place the case of promotion or demotion to the 
Sxiltan before he implemented his motives,. There are occasions 
where (ihe proposal of the Ariz was snubbed off. An example 
may be cited of Malik Ishaq*s recommendation of dismissing 
old soldiers of the army, which was ignored by Sultan Firoz 
Shah Tughlaq,® 
"The Aria" vrrites Barani" should be kinder to the 
soldiers than a mother and father" ^ and he should throw a 
1, Zia-ud-Din Barani- Fataw^..i~Jahandari JSng, tr, by Md, 
Habib and Mrs. Afsar Salim- New Delhi i.d. p.23, 
2, Tarikh-i»Firoz Shahi - p,102; Rehla Eng. Tr, A.M. Husain 
p. 14, 
3, Adab-ul-Harb Wash shu1aah-% p,277, 
4, Tarlkh«-i-.Firoz Shahi- pp.62,101, 102- etc. 
5, ->\fif-. p.302. 
6, Fatawah-i-Jahandari- p. 24. 
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veil over the crimes of his men* He should piinish and put to 
right the soldiers in the same way as a kind father piinishes 
an undutiful son/ he should not resort to extreme, cruelties 
and pvinishments, and in every penalty thftt he inflicts he 
should keep the door of reconciliation open. He should be able 
to discriminate (between offences) so that loyal and brave 
officers are not deprived of their dignity jfor every little 
fault. He should be content to punish xirrong-doers and crimi-
nalSrf vrho have been impelled by their passions, by depriving 
them of their prestige, administering a few lashes and handing 
them to the military police (sahmal hashman) for being kept 
in confinement. He should from time to time keep the King 
informed of the crimes and defects of the army and so far 
as possible he should prevent the King from inflicting death -
penalties and severe and harsh panishments on thearmy personnel• 
He sho\ild not make the king the enemy^ , of the array, or the 
army the enemy of the king. He should consider the misfortunes 
of the soldiers to be his own misfortxanes; he should be sadd-
ened at the sorrows and delighted at the joys of his men; and 
he should find his peace of mind, con^o;pt and ease in providing 
properly for them. In all affairs and in all conditions, the 
Ariz should 4eal with the a m y in such a way that its confid-
ence in him does not decrease; his aws and dignity should be 
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inscribed in the hearts of the men, and owing to their 
excessive^ confidence in him, the troopers shoxald deem them-
selves to be his tribes men (Xhail), followers, slaves and -
servant,"^ Imadxil-Mxilk ytaa the Aria under Sultan Balban and 
he looked after thu troops with great sincerity and affection. 
He is reported to have spent from his own resources on the 
needs of the soldiers, Barani writes that the Ariz once said 
th^t if he disregarded his responsibilities and did not con-
sider the soldiers above his own brothers and sons, then he 
will be guilty of his deeds on the Day of Judgement.T 
The designation of Ariz during the Delhi Sultans und-
erv/ent some changes. Sultan Balban had designated his Ariz as 
3 Rawat-i-Arzlf The other synonyms used for Ariz vrere Ariz-i-
• c ilumalik, ^^ D i w a n - i - A r i M " _ . - * During the reigb 
of Sultan Piroz Shah Tughlaq, the Ariz was conferred with the 
6 title of Imad-vil-Mulk^" 
The Ariz took part in the war couincil and had the 
privilege of offering useful suggestions. He however had no 
right in the appointment of the Sar-i-Lashkar for campaign. 
7 Such an appointment was the sole privilege of the Sultan, 
1, Fatawah-i--Jahandari-p.24. 
2. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi pp.115-116, 
.3, Ibid- p. 24, 
Ibid- pp,174, 194, 248, 423, 
5. Ibid- pp. 60, 360, 477, Afif- pp.298, 443, 
Afif p, 438, 
7. Khazainul-Putuh- Text, p,73. 
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Ariz divided the spoils or MaX-i-qanimah in the 
presence of the Sar~i-lashkar>^ In this matter* and of course 
other fxanctions#the ^^iz was assisted by a deputy called 
the Maib-i-Arizt The latter was responsible for the collection 
of spoils^ and the distribution of the salary to the soldiers. 
During the esqjedition of Warangal, Malik Kafur was accompained 
by the Naib-i-Ariz Khwaja Haji to share the responsibility of 
4 the a m y and collect the spoils. 
In each province there v;as one Ariz and a Haib-l-Ariz 
was 
who/sxjbordinate to the Ariz-i-'Mumalik and his Haib« of the 
centre. An Ariz vjas appointed seperatedly for different cam-
paigns # eg. Hizhabr-ud-Din Zafar Khan was the * Ariz-i'-wala for 
the Gujarat Gtompaign,^ Malik Nasir-xil-Mulk Siraj-ud-Din® was 
n the * i\riz~i-M\imalik* for the Warangal campaign. 
Khagainul««Fut\ih~ Text. pp. I09yl63« 
2* Tarikh-i»Firoz Shahi p. 428 
3. Ibid- pp.326-28. 
4. Khazian-iil-Futuh- Text pp. 109-111. 
5. Ibid- Eng. tr. M.Habib. Madras 1931. p.35 f.n.2 
6. The names Malik Nasir-xil-Mulk SiroJ-ud-Din and Khwaja Haji 
are of the same person. 
7. Khazain-ul-Futxdi. Text. pp»82,85. 
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was 
HASHM-»I-ATR/^ t The Central army stationed at Delhi^ called the 
Hashm-'l-Qalb and the prx>vincial armies called Hashm-i-Atraf^ 
The Hashnt»i—Atraf was under the command of the governor or 
Muqta of the province and was assisted by the provincial Ariz 
in matters of review, recruitment of troops and their payment 2 etc. The Ariz was represented in the centre by his Naib, 
The MiaSta recruited the troops as he^enjoyed consider-
able freedom of action in the matter of fighting against the 
3 
Hindus and also against foreign invaders"* He took care of 
the local disoirders and only in case of serious upheaval, the 
army from the centre was sent to assist the nvuqta» The Sultans 
always adviced and directed the muqta in matters related to 
the array» Sultan Balban felt the need of advising Bughra Khan, 
who held the province of Samana and Stinam, to increase the 
number of the provincial troops and raise their pay#^ 
The Hashm-i-Atraf of the neighbouring provinces always 
combined together against a formidable enemy, however it was 
Im Tabaqat-i-Nasiri- pp.323, 444; Tarikh-'i-Firozshahi p» 59. 
2. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi, 116. 
3. Habibullah, A.B.M.- The Foundation of Muslim Rule in India, 
Allahabad 2nd rev. edition. 1961, p.255. 
D.iY, U,N,- The Government of the Sioltante, New Delhi 1972-
142-43. 





In the name of God ! 
The Compassionate ! 
The Merciful I 
Another inscription is: 
Victory is at hand ! 
Near the inscription are seen 
four dots 
which are said to denote that 
four heads fell to the sword. 
{Prince of Wales 
Museum, Bombay) 
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the Sxiltan who ordei:e<a for such a combination. The Mugtaa 
could not on their own make such a move. Sultan Balban once 
sent Bughra Khan from Samana, Martyj:fPrince <Khan-i-Shaheed) 
from Multan and Malik Barbak Baktars from Delhi to check the 
Mongols.^ Similarly during the Gujarat campaign. Sultan Ala-
9 
ud-Din Khalji ordered Ulugh Khan to march from Sind and join 
the forces of Nusrat Khan who had marched from Delhi; and moy3 
towards Gujarat. 
Likewise during the revolt of Ainul Mulk, Sultan Mxiha-
mmad bin Tughlaq called the forces from Samana, Amroha, Baran, 
3 Koil and Ahmedabad to assist him in suppressing the rebellion,' 
On the other hand it was desired from the governors to 
help the Imperial forces in their campaign. When Sultan Piroz 
Shah Tughlaq was not assisted by the governor of Gujarat Amir 
Husain bin Amir Miran in the Thatta campaign, he dismissed the 
A 
latter and appointed Zafar Khan as its governor. The Hashm«>i'" 
Atraf was paid from the revenues of the province by the governor 
1.Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi pp. 57-58;Elliot & Dowson Vol. Ill p.112. 
2. Mir Masxara. Tarikh-i-Ma* sumi- A History of Sindh. Poona 1938. 
p.44. 
Tarikh-i-Ferishta - Vol J p.l02. 
3. Tarikh-i««Firoa3hahi" p.489; Rehla Ey tr. A.M. Husain p.106. 
4. Afif - pp.219-220. 
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PORTSI^ The whole subdued country had a network of forts which 
were garrisoned with best troops. It fvmctioned as a military-
base in curbing internal disturbances and checking external 
threats. The frontier forts of the North-west were given pre-
ference in matters of their maintenance. The command of the 
North West Frontier were entrusted upon loyal generals or 
princes of royal blood. Trusted soldiers were placed in their 
charge. Sultan Balban and Sultan Jalal-ud-Din Khalji had app-
ointed their most coxiragedjus and capable sons m the frontier,'' 
In other places of strategic importance new forts were 
built and old forts repaired. Sultan Balban had garrisoned imp-
ortant forts of Gopalgir, Kampil, Patiali, Bhojpur and Jalali 
with Afghan soldiers,^ 
The forts built by the Sultans of Delhi were offensive 
in nature^They were built Ht groxmd level to facilitate the 
movements of the cavalry. Such forts like Siri, Kilughari, 
^ ed, 1, Detail^survey of important forts and their importance has 
been dea'.t with seperately in chapter 5. 
2, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- pp,108, 238, 
3, Ibid- pp,57-58, Elliot & Dowson Vol, III p,105. 
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Tughlaqabad, Kotla Xiroz Shah, etc. were offensive in struc-
ture,^ 
DIVISIONS OF THE ARMYt The a m y of the Delhi Sultans comprised 
Cavalry^ Infantry and Elephantry, 
CAVAiJiYt It was the Cavalry which formed the backbone of the 
Imperial army. The superiority of the Muslim cavalry -was 
responsJible for the foundation of Muslim rule in India, It 
2 
averted Mongol invasions and created fear in their hearts. 
The swiftness and superiority of the cavalry created linroads 
in the Deccan and in coxirse of time the Deccani States acce-
pted the suzerainity of the Delhi Sxiltan, during the reign of 
Ala-ud-Din Khalji and continued to be obedient till the early 
years of Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq'a reign. 
SUPPLY OF WAR HORSES; After the establishment of the Turkish 
rule in India, the rulers realised that there was paucity of 
good horses* The horses of good quality were fotand in the 
territories of Siwaliks, Samana, Sunnam, Tabarhinda and Tha-
nesar^ but they were much inferior in breed to the horses by of 
the Turks. 
1. A1 Umari writes that Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq had 84 
strong forts in his Empire. MaasallK-xM-Absar- Eng. tr. 
I.H.Siddiqui and Q.H. Ahmad p.29 
2. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- pp.320-23. 
3. Ibid- p,53. 
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The Mulk-.l»baladast (the land on the higher side of 
the north West region) where horses of good quality could be 
reared, were not in the control of the Delhi Sultans, These 
areas were infested by the Mongols and infloax of good horses 
from these places were occassionally dirupted. Thus rearing 
of good horses was not possible and it necessited in5)oirt of 
horses from different countries. We therefore find the chro-
nicles of our period mentioning the names of Yamini# Shami, 
Bahri, Qipchaqi and Arabi horses. The horse trade brought 
enormous profits to traders, hence the supply continued inspite 
of the trade route being controlled by the Mongols, 
The Afghans, the KhoWcars, the Jats and Mandahars 
reared horses and maintained a regxalar supply to the market 
in Delhi,^ With the territorial expansion of the Sultanate 
during the 14th century, \inder the Khaljis - and the Tughlaqs, 
the demand for horses increased many folds* Fxurthermore a large 
central army was required to check the frequent Mongol inroads. 
This increase in demand of the horses created many problems . 
for the buyer, "Barani's' statement about the price of horses 
in Delhi sheds light on the fact that it was sometimes difficult 
for people to distinguish between an imported horse, Tazi or 
Tarikh~i-Firoz Shahi- p,51. 
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Tartar! and the horses bred in this region and called Hindi 
of Baladasti"^ Sxiltan Ala-ud-Din Khaljiiromulgated strict 
l ^ s and puniBh<nem-t§ against such deceitftill.P^^°tices..He 
fixed the categories of the horses fit for military seririce 
into 1st grade* in which the prices varied from 100 tankas 
to 120 tankas? the second grade horses were available for 
2 80-90 tankas, the third rate fixed was 25 to 50 tankas and 
the tattoos * fetched 10-25 tankas»^ Hence no horses of Hindi 
or Baladasti breed could be passed off as an Arabi or Tartar! 
4 horses. 
IMPORTS> Ibn Batuta writes that horses from Dhofar (Zafar) 
Qipchaq, Crimea(Qiram) and Azor were sent to India in thousands. 
He furtherstates. "The horse merchants pay a duty of seven 
silver tankas for each horses entering Sind at Shashnagar, 
Then they pay a further duty at Multan, the capital of Sind—— 
still the margin of the merchants profit in this trade is 
very high because in India even the most inferior type of 
1, Politics anfl conditions in the territories 
under the occupotidn of Central Asian Rulers in North-
western India 13th and 14th Centuries. Central Asiatic , Lia 1 
Journal Vol. 27 No. 3-4 1983. p.301. 
2. The prices of Hindi and Baladasti horses ranged from 65 to 
75 silver tankas. C.f. Dig by, Simon: War-Horse and Elephant 
in the Delhi Sxiltanate. Karachi 1971 pp. 26-28. 
also see Maasalik ul Absar- Eng. tr. I.H.Siddiqui & Qazi-
3. Tarikh-i-giroz Shahi- p,313. 
4. Ibid- p.313. 
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horse sells for a hundred silver tanka (dinar/darahim)• 
An excellent horse sells for five hundred silver tanka 
(dinar) or more. The Indians attach iir^rtance to the 
strength of the horse and the length of its step. They cover 
their horses v;ith armovir and themselves they wear coats of 
mail at the time of war. The horses required for racing are 
imported to India from Yemen, Omaa and Persia, and each such 
horse is sold at a price ranging from one thousand to four 
thousand silver tankas (dinar)i" 
PLUNDER OR TRIBUTE; Horses Were taken as tribute from thej 
ruler of Deccan and since the Deccan iiras not a suitable place 
for horse breeding, the jrulers of the South imported foreign 
bred horses. We thus find Amir Khusiro referring in his Khazain« 
ul-Futuh# to imported horses, Pratap Rudradeva of Warangal 
surrendered to Malik Kafur in 1310 A.D. 20,000 Kohi and Bahri 
horses. These horses were such that "^tfnir Khusro credits them 
in the following words. "The foreign horse flies like wind 
on the surface of water, without even its feet becoming wet. 
And when the mountain - horse steps on a hill, the hill tre-
"2 mbles like a Hindi sowrd. Similarly the Pandyas had to part 
1, Rehla- Eng. Tr. .^ .M. Husain p. XIVi Maasalik«»ul~Absar 
Eng. tr. siddiouj. & Ahmad,, p.35, 
. . Qiran-us-Sadain- p.63, 
2, Khazain-ul-Futuh- Eng. Tr, M. Habib p,72. Text p,l01. 
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away with 5000 horses which were of Yeznanl, Shani and 
Bahri breeds•^ 
NUI4Bi:;R OF WAR HOURSES DURING THE DELHI SULTANATt Thus the 
paiqhas of the Delhi Sultans were alvmys full with horses of 
different pedigree. Zia-ud-Din Barani xrrites that Sultan Ala~ 
ud-Din Khalji possessed 2Q«000 horses of best breeds in his 
2 
paiqah at Delhi, It was then, an honour for a person to be 
presented with a good horse, al-Umari infortris us that Sultan 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq distributed 10,000 Arabi horses among the 
soldiers,^ Sxiltan Firoz Shah Tughlaq who had completely neg-
lected the military affairs, maintained five big paiqahs « 
Hfif writes that the paiqahs were given great importance and 
attention among the royal karkhanas of Sultan Firoz Shah Tugh-
laq, The Paiqahs were scattered in five different places» The 
first and the biggest one was at Saharwan Sultanpur, the second 
at Kibla, the third near the royal court called Paigah Mahal 
Khas, the fourth at Shakar Khana-i-Khas and the fifth was for 4 the selected slaves. 
1, Khazain-til-Futi^-» Eng. Tr. M. Habib - ^  
2, Tarikh-i-Firoashahl-> p.262, 
3# Maasalik-til'-'Absar'-' Eng, Tr, I.H.Siddiqui & Qazi Muhammad 
Ahmad p,39, 
4, Afif- p.340. 
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The importance given to the cavalry by the Delhi Sxiltans 
can be deciphered from the ntimber of sawars they maintained. 
Sultan Balban claimed that he coxUd over irun the Hindus (Whose 
army consisted of numerous paiks) with 67 thousand horse which 
he possessed,^ Sultan Mii-e^ tasaj^ Sin Khall.ita^a^ xxmib'&sGS WT%^QOO 2 
horsemsn# lilcewiso Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq's cavalry rea-
ched a figvire of 900,000.^ 
EFPECTIVENESS OF CAVALRY: The invisibility of the cavalry 
diiring our period of study needs to be analysed* Apart from 
the strategy and tactics evolved by the Turks in proving the 
superiority of the cavalry* there were other reasons which 
accentuated its supremacy* The horses of the invading Turks 
wore saddles, stirrup and horse shoes* The saddle enabled the 
rider to have full control of the horse in covirse of gallop, 
canter, trot etc. The metal stirrup provided the horsemen 
a firm foothold which enabled him to shoot accurately from 
the horseback without loosing his balance. It further advan-
taged the warrior to stand up and extend the reach of his 
swocd or lance. In case the horse stood on its hind legs the 
1, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi p,52 
2, Tarikh-i-Ferishta- Vol. I. p.200. 
3, Maaalik-^-Absar- Eng. Tr. I.H.Siddiqui St Qazi Mxihammad 
Ahmad p.37. 
Sxibhal Asha Eng. tr. Spies, p.66. 
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stirrup which ftimished a good foothold prevented the horse-
man from falling dovm« The horseshoe helped the horses in 
traversing the Indian environment which had diversed physical 
features in different territories. 
The cavalry of Sultan Ala-ud-Din Khalji did not deter 
from moving deep into the Deccen despite numerous hardship 
they faced while going to Arangal, Amir Khusro states that the 
cavalry passed through lands which was "extremly uneven; there 
were innumerable clefts in it .Owing to the rapidity of 
the streams, the grotind at the foot of the hills had broken 
into many fissures• Every mo\ind had a hundred thousand pointed 
thorns stuck to its head. Through such a forest the obedient 
army passed, file after file, as if that perfect wildeimess 
were the straight path",^ Apart from crossing many rivers the 
army pass^ through routes which "was narrov/er than a guitar 
string and darker than a beauty's locks.,,,,.The river-banks 
were so steep that it would have been difficult for a duck, 
or even on eagle, to ciross them" yet " Many a dancing horse 
f. aw swift as the wind; but once its foot slipped down the 
hill side, it tumbled and fell"»^ 
1, Khazain-vOL-Futuh- Eng. Tr, M.Habib- p»57. Text pp.74-75, 
2, Ibid- Eng. tr, p.59, Text pp, 78-79, 
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The cavalry were constantly trained in different mili-
tary exercises like hunting, polo fxirusiya^ and yarag { Jat 
2 
reducing exercise for the horses)* It th\is resulted in main-
taining an efficient cavalry. 
The horseman was usually armed with bow and arrovrs, 
sword, mace, lance, lasso etc. The mobility and accurate 
shooting from the horse back made the Ttirlcs xinresistable. ^  
The earliest evidence regarding the appearence of the Turkish 
cavalry is found on the coins of Sultan Iltutmish "where the 
horse is seen at full charge, and the rider with upraised mace. 
The form of the saddle, the seat of the horseman, the chanf-
rein or head armour of the steed and his crect tail, all seem 
4 to point to Tvurki ideals." 
The horsemen and the stedd both were protected by de-
fensive armour* The horsemen wore a leathern suit, called 
khaftan, a breart plate or lawshan and other protective plates 
1, Detials of the exercises has been dealt in chapter II• 
2* Reh3,a, Eng, tr# Husain p#48, 
3, Smail, R,C.- Cjrusading Warfare- pp,80-81. 
4, Thomas, Edwardi The Chronicles of the pathan Kings of 
Delhi. Indian edition, Delhi. 1967, pp.78-79. 
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named'J^^ ( )« Zlrah ( Bagultaq ( ) Zarheen 
( ) Raneen ( ) , Saly«.i<»deen ( ) Sacreen 
( Past ( was another defensive sxiit which 
was worn for complete protection,^ 
The Tuahlaq Namah mentions a chain armour (Zirrah-i-
Daudi) worn by the troops of GQiazi Malilc during his attack on 
3 
Delhi • Metallic armo\u: were used by the forces of Shihab-ud-
Din I^antnad Ghori during the campign against the Rai of 
Benaras, Our so\irce of the period Taj«>ul--Maathir contains such 
information* 'Ha^an Nizami writes that the forces consisted of 
"fifty thousand mounted men clad in armour and coats of raail"^ 
The cavalry consisted of men vjith one horse and men 
with two horses,^ Sultan Ala-ud-Din Khalji gave 78 tankas 
extra to those who possessed two horses* Perishta, hoifever 
mentions that when Shihab-ud~Din Muhammad Ghori attached Khu-
srau Malik^ his army consisted of 20»000 doaspa wa sih aspa^ 
1, Adab-ul-Harb wash shuiaah- p,369» 
2, Adab-xil-Harb-'Jush >3hurtaah~p,370; Rehla-» Eng. Tr« A.M. 
Husain- p»61# 
3, Amir Khusro, Tuahlaq Hamah'* edited by Saiyad Hashmi 
Paridabadi, -»urangabad. 1933, p.81, 
4, Tal-ulOlaathiri Elliot "ac^ Oowson Vol. II p.220. 
5, Tarikh-i-'Firozshahi p,303, 
6, Tarikh-i-Ferishta Vol, I,p.52, 
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but; through out the records of the 13th and 14th centuries 
we don't come across any reference of Sih aspa» The Sultans 
however kept large number of horses in reserve, so that those 
lost in the battles may be replaced at the expense of the sta-
te.l 
Precautious were taken with regards to the selection 
of horses for the army. The horses brought for review were 
2 
branded so that they may not be replaced by inferior ones, 
and secondly, the same steed may not be placed again for re-
view, Hence the number of horses in the axtny were recorded. 
At the time of dagh (branding) the breed of the horses, its 
physical properties etc, was noted alongwith the l^ tilia of tihe 
horseman,^ The horseman•s name# address, face structure, 
identification mark etc, were all written down. This system and 
of dagh^ hulia was neglected dtiring the reign of Sultan 
Firoz Shah Tughlaq who ultimately abolished the dagh system,^ 
ELEPHANTRYt Elephants were effectively exiployed in battles 
by the Delhi Sultans, There was a great need for elephants 
due to its effective role in battles. Sultan Balban considered 
an elephant to be equivalent to 500 war horses,^ The war elep-
hants could run at a speed of 15 miles an hour in course of 
the battle,^ 
1, Tarikh-i»'g<Vtr6g Shahi p^ 328, 
2, Ibid- p.315. ^ 3, Ibid- p,438, 4, Afif- p,303 
5, Tarikh-i-Flroqhahi- p,53. 
6, Futx3h-us-Salatin- Madras edition p,260. 
SUPPLY oF WAR. ELEPHANTSt Before the conquest of the Deccan 
by Ala-ud-Din, Khalji, Bengal suppliediwar elephants to the 
Sultans . of Delhi. Sultan Balban adviced his son Bughra Khan 
to send regular supply of elephants from Bengal or else the 
latter in return would be deprived of horses,^ Sxiltan /Ua-ud-
Din Khalji had his supply of elephants from the South, During 
the Southexm campaign of 1308-09 A,D. Malik Kafur captured 
17 elephants,^ In the campaign of 1310-12 A.D, the total 
number of elephants captured were 512, Earlier the Rai of 
Warangal had presented 100 elephants.^ Inspite of the conquest 
of the of elephants from the rulers of 
the South, Bengal remained a constant supplier of elephants. 
Since they were in. abiandence, elephants were trapped freely 
when ever required. Sultan Firoz Shah spent most of . Jiis time 
5 
in hunting elephants during the Jajnagar compaign. Ceylon also 
supplied elephants to India, Afif writes that Sultan Piroz Shah 
Tughlaq acquired elephants from Ceylon and also paid the price 
for the elephants that perished during the voyage,^ 
1. Tarilch-i-Firoz shahi- p. 96 
2. Ibid -p.326; Qiran-us«»Sadain~P»63. 
3. Khazain-ul-Futuh- Text. p.161. 
Tarikh-i-Firoz Snahi-p>33 3 
4. Khasain -ul- Futuh- 'iText p. 101. 
5. Afif- pp.163-167, 
6. Ibid- p.486. 
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Thus the pilkhanas at Delhi were f\ill of elephants, 
Barani refers to one thousand five hiindred elephants in the 
pilkhana of Ala-ud-Din Khalji,^ Al-Uraari writes that Sultan 
2 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq possessed 3,000 elephants. Similarly 
Firos Shah Tughlaq had many elephants and he frequently took 
large nximber of them along with him in his military campaigns. 
Against Bengal, he took 470 elephants along with his army and 
dtiring his Thatta campaign he had 480 elephants,^ 
The number of elephants dwindled aften Firo|, Shah's 
reign. The arm^ r of Delhi which faced Timur had only 120 elep-
hants,^ 
The elephants were used in breaking the enemy*s line 
of defence and if handled properly it fought in order,^ tramp-
ling the enemies v/ith their feet*^ It was also used in tearing 
1, The Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi later mentions that he possessed 
many elephants, instead of giving the n\3mber of elephants 
p,252, 
2, Maassalik-ul-Absar- Eng, tr. I.H. Siddiqui & Q.M.Ahmed p,37, 
3, Afif- pp.l44rl97, 
4, Zafar Namah-Sharf«.ud~Din Yezdi Eng. tr, in Elliot & Dowson 
Vol, IIIp,498,, Text Vol, II p,100- however does not contain 
the number of elephants, 
, g;iuj|u3iat-*i-"'i'aimuri~ Persian .tr, by Abu Talib Ali Husaini-p,13S 
" ° "iNsfe^ •Ar.ft, p.lTt, 
S; Khagain-ul-Futuh- T-^ xt p. 107, 
6, Ibid- Text pp,138-139. 
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down the ramparts of forts.^ Sultan Piroz Shah Tughlaq used 
elephants in crossing rivers. The elephants were stationed in 
a row in the river to break the flow of the current while the 
2 array crossed over to the other side. 
The elephants at the tirae of battle were covered with 
iron trapping inlaid with gold.^ The authors of the Maasalik-
ul-Absar and Subhal Asha both state that wooden cupolas were 
placed on the back of the elephants and in which six to ten 
warriors were easily accomodated. They were holes in the wooden 
structure through which the warriors shot arrows at the enemies.^ 
Sultan Ala-ud-Din Khalji effectively used elephaats against 
the Mongols in the battle of Kili (1299 A.D.)® 
THE ROLE OF INFANTRY» The infantry were the most trustworthy 
and brave soldiers. They formed the vangaurd of the army and 
thus they took the birunt of the enemy's onslaught on themsel"W3s. 
1. Khazain«-ul-Futuh Text, p. 161 
2. Afif- p . m . 
3. Maasalik-ul-Absar- Eng. Tr. I.H.Siddiqui ^.H. Ahmed p.37. 
Rehla- Eng. tr. A.M. Husain p.106. 
4. Ibid 
Subhal Asha- Eng. tr, Ott Spies p.76» Rehla ~Eng.tr. A.M. 
Husain p.106. 
5. Futxah-us-Salatin- p.260, 
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They were positioned in front of the elephants and "they 
attack the sawars of the enemy in order to make way for the 
elephants,"^ al-Qalqa-^handi writes that the elephants were 
behind the infantry and sawars on their right and left so 
that in face of enemy's attack the foot soldiers were unable 
2 
to run away. The Adab-xil-Harb wa'sh shu.laah gives a detailed 
account of the arrangement of the infantry in the battle thus-
"Foot soldiers wearing armour and armed with brood shields, 
bow and arrow formed the first row and served as a wall of 
protection. Foot soldiers wearing breastplates and armed with 
shields, swords and spears occupied the second row. Foot sol-
diers with swords, quivers, large knives and iron-bovind sticks 
stood in the thiird row. The fourth row was also camposed of 
footsoldiers armed with lances and swords. Each of these rows 
were broken into sever^ parts, so as to leave an open space 
between them for the horsemen and other warriors behind the 
lines to see what was happening in front, and to charge at the 
enemy when necessary or to retreat to their original places in 
the camp,"^ Sometimes they stood behind the cavalry or the 4 elephants, depending on the strategy involved. 
1, Maasalik->ul-Absar- Eng. tr, I.H.Siddiqui St Q.M, Ahmad,p.53. 
2, Subh-ul-Asha-Enq. tr, Otio Spies. p,76, 
3, Adabxil Harb Wash Shujaah. p,330, 
4, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.301. 
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The foot soldiers were called palks and the Hindus 
constituted the majority in the infantry. The Indian infantry 
was renowned of its capability to avert greatest dangers and 
it was an asset to have large division of infantry. Sultan 
Maraud of Ghazni enrolled Hindu paiks in his aitny.^  The foot 
soldiers were not employed for campaigns which required swift 
movement of the army. They however went on distant campaigns. 
Ala-ud-Din Khalji as a prince had marched to Deogiti with 
2 
2,000 paiks in his army Barani gives credit to the paiks 
who hailed from Bengal as they excelled in archery and Dhanush 4 was their favourite weapon. 
Chroniclers like Minhaj-us-Siraj and Amir Khusro 
inform us that many palks were supplied with horses for 
fightings; they were however not paid the salary that of a 
horseman but remained as an infantryman.^ 
Instances have proved that the paiks played a very 
important role in bringing down one ruler and placing another 
1. Tdrikh-i~Yamini- Text p.285. 
' Tarlkh-i-Ferlshta- Vol,'I. p.18, 
2. farikh-i-Firozshahi- p.222 
3. Ibid- p.593. 
4. Ibid- pp.52, 593. 
5. Tabaqdt-i-Nasiri- p.257. 
Khazain-ul-Futuh Text. p.15. 
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on throne. They have also been Xoyal to their master. The 
palkg saved Sultan Ala-ud-Din Khalji from the murderous attack 
of Akat Khan#^ Similarly Mubarak Khalji succeeded in capturing 
the thjTone of Delhi with the help of his loyal paiks who played 
2 an active part in the conspiracy against Malik Kafur* 
IHAVYt Naval warfare during the 13th and 14th centuries was 
not common and hence no seperate division for navy vras empha~ 
sised* Boats no doubt were used in campaigns in those terri-
tories where the geographical conditions compelled the In^erial 
army to employ flotillas of boats. With the extention of the 
3 
empire to such areas a designation of Amir-i-Bahr was given 
to an officer responsible for supplying the army with boats. 
He was however not a naval commander. The state did not initi-
ate any move to have a separate Imperial navy. The soldiers 
arranged for the boats by taking over the charge of the ferries 
Instances of employing boats in campaigns are not difficult to 
find. Sultan Balban prevented the escape of Tughril Beg by A employing boats as the latter planned to flee by sea. Sultan 
Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.273. 
2. Ibid- pp.376-377• 
3. Afif- pp.198-199. 
4. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- pp.87-88. Bart-ni infact. means river. 
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Piroa Shah Tughlaq dxiring his Lakhnauti campaign had 100 boats 
in his train,^ SJLmilarly he felt it necessary to collect 5000 
2 boats to be used for the Thattah compaign» 
AR2 OR REVIEW OF THE SOXJ)IERSi The review Of the soldiers were 
held periodically to ascertain the capability and efficiency 
3 of the army. The descriptive rolls of the permanent and tem-
4 
porary soldiers were kept in record, A place for review was 
selected whece the whole army could be accomodated, Pakhr-i-
Mudiibbir writes that while reviewing the Ariz should occupy a 
seat at an elevation, so that he can see both the cavalry and 
foot soldiers. He should be attended by a nagib who will 
announce each man as he presents himself for inspection. When 
an army is reviewed on the eve of a battle* it should be so 
arranged that when a contingent is reviewed and is marched off; 
some of the cavalry should return to join a fresh contingent 
to be inspected by provious arrangement, so that the total 
strength of the array appears to be much larger than its actual 
number. This is done to confuse the spies of the enemy if 
there be any# in the army. This practise should be repeated so 
Mil.-
2* Ibid- pp.198-199, 
3* Afif- pp,299-300, 
4, Adab-ul-Harb wgah Shu.1aah-p,276» 
Maasalik-vtl-Absar- Eng. tr, Elliot and Dowson- Vol, III p,576, 
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that the total strength goes up apparently. This may dishea-
rten the enemy and they might be pursuaded to come to terms 
and a fight is k ,thus avoided*^ 
Barani suggests in his Fatawah-i-J'ahandari that "it is 
necessary after examination, to prepare a record of the horses 
and arras of the men twice a year,»,» The review (arz) should 
be at such times and places that it can be finished at one 
stretch*"^ 
During the review the soldiers and their mounts and 
equipments were examined minutely. Neither the recorded mount 
3 
or the weapon were allowed to be substituted by inferior ones. 
It, no dotibt took a long time in completing the whole task. 
Amir Khusro states that dtiring the Warangal campaign of 1309A,D, 
the review of the army took fourteen days,^ 
The strictness of the Aria slackened during the period 
of Sultan Firoa Shah Tughlaq as the officers were bribed to 
- u l -
1, Adab^Harb Wash Shulaah- pp,276-78, 
2, Fatawah-i-Jahandari Eng. Tr, M, Habib & Afsar Salim Khan- p. 
3, Adab-ul-Harb Wash Shuiaaft p,276, 
4, Khaaain-ul-Futuh- Text p,76. 
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pass off the soldiers and his mount fit,^ though earlier we 
find that the soldiers were punished i^ they tried any fraud. 
If Barani is to be believed. Sultan Aia-ud-Din Khalji withheld 
2 
three years salary of those who failed to turn up for review! 
Ghiyas-xid-Din Xuahlaa was also strict in this matter^ and 
there are hardly any instance when soldiers tried to avoid 
the review or join the battle. 
OTHER UNITS OF ADMIKISTRATIOHI Apart from the organisation 
and administration of the army mentioned above there were 
seperate Karkhanas which constituted in the organisation of 
the array viz, Pilkhana» Paiqah> Silah, Shutur Khana^ Alam Khana 
4 
etc. All these were vinder the overall supervision of the 
Wazir,^ but seperate officers were given charge of these depa-
rtments, The Amir~i-Akhur was in charge of the Eatroyal horse 
stable* the Shahna-.i-pil was incharge of elephants stable, I 
Shahna-i-Nafar^ was the keeper of the camels• stable and Sar -i-
silahdar was an officer in—charge of armouzry, was also called 
Mir SalahZ 
1, Afif- pp,299-301, 
2, Tari3ch-i-Firoz Shahi- p.295, 
3, Ibid- p,431, 
4, Afif pp,337-39. 
5* M, Akran\ MaJchodoome- Organisation of Central Government 
\inder the Turkish Sultans of Delhi, J,I,H,Vol, XIV part I 
April 1935 p,104, 
6, Afif- p .304, 
7^Maasalik-ul-Absar^- Eng, tr, I.H.Siddiqui & ui.M,Ahmed,p,44. 
Afif- p,338» .Tarlkh-l-Tlrozshahi p,24, 
Qiran-us-Sadain, pi96. 
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SALARY! The salary to the soldiers and military officers 
varied considerably dxiring the 13th and 14th centuries. The 
mode of payments wefe at times in form of land grants and some-
times given in cash. Such variations were due to the political 
and economic excegiencies of the period. Sultan Iltutmish 
granted latas|, to the soldiers and officers in lieu of salary. 
Barani vrrites that when an account of grant was inspected by 
Sultan Balban, he found that 2000 Turkish soldiers were given 
Iqtas ^ in the Doab, Balban ordered the resumption of such 
grants but later withdrew the order on the request of Malik 
Pa3chir-ud-Din, Kotw;al of Delhi.^ Such a step of abolishing land 
grant was a later thought out plan, as earlier Sultan Balban 
had himself assigned village® to the soldiers and officers of 
the central arm^ (qalb-i-aala)' ,2 
Sxiltan Ala-ud-Din Khalji paid 234 tankas per annum 
to the soldiers who had one horse and paid on extra allowance 
tonkas for an extra horse.^ But such a paltry amount 
had greater purchasing power since he regulated the prices of 
all the commodities and adopted new economic measures to ensxire 
4 
that the sum paid to the soldiers were sufficient. Qutub-ud-
Din Mubarak and Ghiyas-ud-Din Tughlaq assigned iqtas to the 
1. Tarikh«i-Piroz Shahi~ p.64. 
2. Ibid p.29. 
3. Ibid- pp»303-04 
4. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- pp.303-04 
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officers,^ The regin of Sultan Muharnmad bin Tughlaq witnessed 
large assignments being given to the military officers, slaves 
etc. The detailed information with regards to salaries of the 
soldiers can be had from the Maas 1 ik-'\il-Absar which states! 
"The soldiers are employed by the S\iltan himself 
and they are paid their pay and allowances by the 
state exchequer• The iqta assigned to the Khan^ 
Malilo Amir or Ispahla are for their own personal 
expences,--—In case the iqta (assigned to the n 
noble) does not yield more revenue than assessed 
by the states ±it is in no wayJsss. It (revenue) 
is generally more than the estimated amount. Every 
Khan gets about two lac tankas, one lac, being E 
equal to lOQ^OOO, and every tanka being eight 
Dirhams. This amount is for the personal use of 
Khan. He is not required to spend it on his isaan 
contingent. Every Malik gets a salary from 60,000 
tankas to 50,000 tankas and the Amir from 40,000 to 
30,000 tankas, while the Isfahla receives about 
20,000 tankas ©alary. The soldier's pay ranges 
from ten thousand to one thousand tankas. The 
Turkish slaves of the Sultan get from five thousand 
to one thousand tankas. In addition to it, they 
are supplied food, dress and fodder for their horses 2 
free of charge. The soldiers and Turkish slaves are 
not assigned igtas but they are paid by the royal 
exchequer. The Khan, Malik, Amir and Isfahla get Igtas, 
the estimated revenue of which is much less than actua-
lly mentioned in the state papers. However, if the reve-
nue of an iqta is not much more than the estimated one. 
1. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.382. 
1. ohihab-ud-Din Muhammad Ghori Had given great responsibilities 
to his slaves, ilany of his slaves later become independent 
rulers, Firozshah Tughlaq paic. the slaves 20 to 125 tankas a 
month in addition to food and closing. Afif-p.270. 
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it is in no way less. Some of the assignees get 
more than double of the estimated amount* Every 
slave of the Sultan receives one maund of wheat * " 
and rice as his ration every month Besides he is 
supplied, three seers of meat along with <jther 
things necessary for cooking daily. He is also 
paid ten silver tanlcaa every month and in every 
year five suits of clothes 
Such allowances no doubt existed* but few reservations 
should be kept in mind and . corraborted i-zith facts, Ibn Batuta 
vrrites that the salary of soldier was fixed according to his 
merits efficiency and effectiveness^ similarly the salary of 
the military officers were reduced and increased according to 
the wieh of the Sultan, Amir Bakht Sharafal-Mulk's ranks was 
reduced from forty thousand to one thousand tankas since Sultan 
Miihammad bin Tughlaq was displeased with him,^ Under Firoz Shah 
Tughlaq the nobels benefitted a lot as they were assigned bigger 
iqtas and if they had a strong following they controlled larger 
4 
igtas . The soldiers too were assigned lands as salary* fxirther 
more such assignments were made hereditary by employing the son 
in place of his father as a soldier,^ Such permanent assignements 
1, HaasaHili ^ u3,-^sar. Eng.,tr.IoSi^ -35S#Sliqui and Q,M,Ahmed,pp,37-39, 
a, Rehla- Eng. tr. A.M,Husain, p,14. ) Subhal^Asha^£ng.Tr,Otto 
Rehla- Eng, Tr, A,M,HusQin p,14. 
4, Ibid- p,112. 
5, Afif- p,296. 
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were for the regular soldiers called Wajhl« We also cor 3 
across soldiers called Ghair Wajihl who v/ere enrolled tafore a 
military campaign and disbanded afterwards* They were advanced 
loans for purchasing equipments and horses and xirere paid directly 
by the state,^ They \arere at times paid by an order on some local 
treasiiryi this cheque was called on Itlag and Ato Iwldor itlaq-
dar.^ 
SPOILS1 The Ghazis who joined the army as volunteers received a 
3 
share in the spoils as their allowances» The spoils of v/ar or 
Mal-ioganimah was distributed among the soldiers with state's 
share being 1/5 of the total spoils and the soldiers' share being 
4/5th, Barani writes that Ala-ud-Din Khalji appropiated from the 
spoils-—-elephants, horses and treasure, and the rest were dist-
ributed accordingly*^ The exaction of the spoils from the soldi-
ers had led to a seriotis mutiny by the Imperial forces dtiring 
its Gujarat Campaign in 1299 Hence Ala-ud-Din Khalji advi-
ced Malik Kafur, before the latter went for the can^aign of 
Warangalf that, apart from the gold and silver he should not be 
1, Afif- pp,220, 288-292. 
2» Ibid- pp.296-97, Qureishi, I.H» The Administration of the 
S\altanate of Delhi, New Delhi, 1971* p*155. Appendix F pp,238-3S 
3. Tabaaat-l-Nasiri- p,317. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.80; 
Afif-p,289, 
4* Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi-p.327. 
5, Ibid- pp»252-53; Futuh-\is-Salatin-pp.244-45» 
Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi- p*76» 
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strict in exacting the State's share. The soldiers must be 
treated with affection and unnecessary cruelty should be 
avoided. Next, if an Amir desires to keep few horses or slaves, 
those should be left with hira,^  
Firoz Shah Tughlaq is stated to have said that many of 
his predecessors went against the Shariah with regards to the 
distribution of the spoils. Hence he issued orders that only 
l/5th shall be the State's and 4/5th of the spoils should be 
2 
distributed among the soldiers. One may thus conclude that the 
early Sultans appropriated 4/5th for themselves and 1/5 for the 
soldiers. 
1. Tarikh-i»giroz Shahi- pp.327-28, 
2, Futuhat-i-*Firoz Shahi- Mtislim University Jotimal, 
1943- Eng. tr, p.l09. 
CHAPTER - II 
RECRUITI4SNT OF THE SOIJ>IERS THEIR COMPOSITION 
AND TRAINING 
RECRUITMENTI The soldiers in the army were recruited on the 
basis of merit. A recruitee had to exhibit his personal pro-
wess and skill in the use of weapons in the presence of the 
Ariz before he was recruited in the arnqfi The Ariz exercised 
the tright to admit or discard a soldier according to his wish, 
Mvihamraad-i-Bakhtiyar Khalji was rejected by the Piwan-i-Airz 
in Ghaznin because "his outward appearance was humble and un-
prepossessing**. In Delhi too he was rejected on the same ground, 
Zia-^ud-Din Barani advices in his Fatawah-i-nJahandari that only 
men belonging to the higher class should be recruited in the 
3 
army. This advice however remained with Barani, as the Sultans 
of Delhi who wanted a large army with well trained soldiers 
recruited all those who were physically fit and professionally 
excellent, Barani himself mentions in his Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi 
that during the reign of Sultan Ala-ud«Din Khalji soldiers were 
tested before the Diwan-i-Arjg, in archery and only those who 
were perfect in shooting and possessed good arms were earolledf* 
Tarikh-»i-Firoz Shahi- p,102, 
2* Tabaqat-i-^asiri- Eng. tr. Vol, I p,549. Text p,146, 
3, Zia-ud-Din Barani- Fatawah-i-Jahandari Eng, tr, Md, Babib 
and Mrs, Afsar Salira, Allahabad- n,d, p,23, 
4. TariHh-i-Firoz Shahi- p,319 
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Ibn Batuta ^Ives a detail description of recruitment 
held in Miiltan which was inspected by its governor* He says-
"This Amir was sitting on a big dais,». Near him was the Qazi 
and the Khattib* On his right and left were military chiefa# 
the armed warriors stood high behind his head. The troops 
passed before him in review* There were many bows* When anyone 
came desiring to enlist as an archer in the amy, he was given 
one of these bows to piill* These differed in strength, and 
the salary of the candidate was fixed according to tho stren-
gth he displayed in pulling the bow. And if he desired to be 
enlisted in the cavalry a drum was placed. He would drive his 
horse and strike it with his lance, A ring was also suspended 
against a small wall. The horsemen wovild make his horse run 
until he came abreast of it. Should he succeed in lifting it 
up with his lance he was considered an excellent horsemen. If 
one desired to enlist as a mounted archer* a ball was placed 
on the groxind. The candidate galloped on horseback and aimed 
the arrow at the ball. His salary was fixed proportionately 
to his success in striking the ball,"^ 
Zia-xid-Din Barani repeatedly stresses on the recrui-
tment to be done after a severe test. He even empha.sized that 
the ghazia too should be tested in horsemenship to prove their 
1, Ibn Batuta- Rehla Enq, tr, A.M, Husain-Baroda, 1976, p,14. 
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capability. He rightly says that recrxiitment of amatexir wovild 
throw the army in disorder 
Not adopting a sectarian attitude or racial faifou-
ritisms the Stiltans of Delhi admitted to their armies all 
those who wanted to join the military service. In fact they 
threw open service in the array to "anyone vrho had the stre-
ngth to bear the strain of war»..,, recruitment was made from 
2 all sections of the Indian popxilation," 
COMPOSITIOHi The army of the Delhi Sultans were composed of 
diverse elements belonging to different race and nationality. 
During the thirteenth century the army was basically composed 
3 4 of Turkish elements. The others belonged to Khitai^ Qaralchita^ 
e g •y 
Qipchag,^ Garji, or Ilbari tribes,' the local Hindus too 
were recruited* Pakhr-i-Mudabbir states that Qutub-xid-Din Aibek Q had Hindu cavalry in his army. Under Iltutmish the foreigners 
1, Fatawah-i-Jahandari- Eng. tr, p,25, 
2, M.Habib and Nizami, K,A,«. Comprehensive History of India 
Vol, V, New Delhi, Reprint 1982, p,188, 
3, Tabaqat-i-Nasiri- p,238, 
4, Ibid- pp.242, 249, 252, 
5, Ibid- pp,247, 256, 258, 262, 
6, Ibid- p,259, . 
7, Ibid- pp,276, 281, 
8, Palchr-i-Mudabbir- Tari3ch-i-Fa3chr-vid-Din Mxibarak Shah 
ed, Denison Ross, London, 1927, p,33. 
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of non Turkish origin known as Tazik also formed a micro-
scopic section in the military hierarchy. These Tazilc entered 
India after the rise of Chengis Khan, They came to Delhi for 
refuge and the talented frxjm amongst them were incoi^jorated 
in the administration. They occupied high post in the admini-
stration and tJie Turkish nobles felt jealous of their posi-
tion, We find in the Tabagat-i-Nasiri that the Taziks were 
massacred by the Turkish nobles. Some important and notable 
Tazik officers who were killed, had been named by Minhaj, viz; 
Bahauddin Hasan Ashari# Karimuddin Zahid, Ziyaul Mulk son of 
Nizamwul-Mulk Junaidi, Nizamuddin Sharqani, Khv/aja Rashid-ud-
Din Malikani and Amir Fakhrud-Din,^ Razia did not hesitate to 
fight along v;ith local Hindus when she with Altunia marched 
with an army towards Delhi in 1240 A,D, Her army v/as composed 
2 of Khokars, Jats and Rajputs! 
The Afghans who entered the Indian bD\indaries along 
with Jalal-ud-4>in Mankabarani to escape the onslaught of 
Chengis Khan, enrolled themselves into the military service 
3 
of Sultan Iltutmish, The infiltration of the Afghans increased 
considerably and they all opted for military service. They proved 
their worth in the array so much so that Balban who had always 
1, Tabaqat-i-IIasiri- p*183, 
2, . Madras ed pp. 132-137, 
3, 01af, Caroe - The Pathans, London- 1958- p^l35. 
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been race conscious, had 3000 Afghan soldiers in the army 
during his campaign against the Mewatis.^ Further we also 
find that Balban had garrisoned all the impojrtant foirts like 
Gopalair* Kampil« Patiali, Bholpur and Jalali exclusively with 
2 
Afghan soldiers and officerst.lBalban who wanted to establish 
a realm on the pattern of the Sassanids# provided high ince-
ntives to foreign elements, Barani writes that Sultan Balban 
had employed Sistani soldiers as his body guards. When ever 
he went out the Siotani soldiers accompanied him with unsheated 
swords. To these soldiers he paid sixty to seventy thousand 
3 jitals a year. 
The Mongols under the leadership of Ulghu came to 
India and settled near Delhi during the reign of Sultan Jalal 
-ud-Din Piroz Shah Khalji • They were taken into service and > 
4 
were given high ranks. The Mongols who were now known as neo 
Muslims, along with the local converts had great access to the 
services of the State, The Mongols who were the warrior class 
were in considerable nximber in the array of th€ Delhi Sialtans, 
We find that during the Gujarat campaign of 1299 the Mongol 
officers Mxihammad Shah, Kabhru, yalhaq and Burraq along with 
two to three thousand horseman mutinied against Ulugh Khan on 
1, Tabagat-i-Nasiri- p,315. 
2, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi-pp,57-58. 
Ibid- p.30, 
4, Ibid- p,219. 
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account of inhuman tortures Inflicted upon the soldiers to exact 
the plvmder. They killed Malik Aizz-ud-Din# a brother of 
Nusrat Khan and attacked Ulugh Khan's camp (though the latt-
er escaped)• This was a very serious mutiny and Ala-ud-Din-
Khalji retaliated by inflicting corporal pxinishment on the 
families of the rebels*^ Similarly Akat Khan who attempted 
to kill Ala-ud-Din-Khalji, had Mongol followers to carry out 
2 his plan. 
When Ghiyath-ud-Din Tughlaq attacked Delhi his army 
was con^osed of soldiers having different racial, tribal and 
national background. They were, Ghuzz, Turkish, Mongol, Greek, 
3 
Russian, Persian, Tajik and Hindu soldiers in his army* Such 
foreign elements must have also constituted the army of Sultan 
Ala-vid-Din-Khalji, as we don't find any reference to the rec-
rxiitment of such diverse elements by Ghiyath-ud-Oin-Tughlixq to 
attack Delhi* The Hindus too were in his army and they consti-
tuted a larger part of the Delhi array under Nasir-ud-Din-KhusrauT 
Tughlaq Namah describes the composition of the Delhi army 
under Khusrau th\is," It was half Muslim and half Hindu, mixed 
together like black and white clovids. The Musalmans in the 
service of the Hindus were as friendly to them as their own 
X« Tarikh-i-Firoa Shahi- p,253, Futuh-us-Salatin, pp.244-45, 
2, Ibid- pp,273-74* 
3, Tughlaq Namah- p,84, 
4, Ibid- pp,128,131, 
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shadows, they were as closely bound to the Hindus as the 
charity of the Musalmans is bound up with their sins» The 
army was so fiill of Hindus and Musalmans that both Hindus 
and Musalmans were surprised,"^ 
The Maasal ilc-xiXWOasar states that soldier *s in the 
array of Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq were composed of Purks, 
Khitais, Persians and Indians," Muhairmad bin Tughlaq believed 
in having a broadbase administrative system by recruiting for 
service persons^ irrespect of their religion, caste, nationality 
etc, Zia-ud-Din-Barani writest 
"The Sultan talked as if he hated low bom 
people more than he hated idols. Neverthel-
ess, I have seen him promoting the low b o m 
son of a musician, to such an extent that he 
rose higher in status than many maliks, for Gujarat, 
, Multan and Badaun were put in his charge. Simi-
larly he raised Aziz Khummar (the vinter)» and 
his brother, Firuz Hajjam (the barber), Manka 
Tabbakh (the cook), Masud Khummar (the vinter) 
Laddha Baghban (the gardener) and many other 
jeins of low birth (Jawahir-i-tatrah) to a 
high status and gave them offices and terri-
tories. Ho gave Shaikh Babu, the son of a 
Nayak weaver, a position near to himself and 
elevated the rank and position of such a low 
b o m man among mankind. He assigned the ministry 
1, Tughlaq Namah-pp«112,119- The Qiran-us-Sadain also mention 
Of Hindu cavalry in the army of Muiz-ud-Din 
Kaiqubad, p,-36, 
f,n, contd. 
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of revenue (dlwan-i-wizarat) to Pera Mali 
Jthe gardener) # the lowest of the low-bom 
and mean-born men of Hind, and Sind, and 
placed him over the heads of maliks* amirs<, 
and governors* He assigned to Kishen Razran ^ 
Indri, who was meanest of the mean-bom, 
the territory of Awadh» To Muqbil, the slave 
of Ahmed Ayaz, who in appearance and character 
vjas a shame for all slaves, he gave the gover-
norship of Gujarat, which has been a post for 
great Khans and Wazirs, It was strange how he 
gave high offices and governments of extensive 
territories and great provinces to men of lov/ 
and mean birth"i 
Ibn Batuta testifies Barani's statement as we find 
in the Rehla that the Hindus held high position e»g, Ratan 
was appointed as the governor of Sind with the title of Azim-
2 us-Sind, He was even permitted to keep a drum and flag, which 
f.n, contd* 
2» Maasalik-ul-Absar- al-Umari- Eng. tr. I.H. Siddiqui Q.M.Aiamed, 
P#37. 
Elliot & Dowson- Vol, III p.576. 
S\xbh-al-Asha- al Qalqashandi- Eng. tr. Ottospies, Aligarh-p.66, 
1. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.505. 
2. Rehla- Eng. tr. p.8 
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was a honoxir conferred upon great amirs only,^ 
For the Khorasan expedition Sultan Mxiharnmad bin 
2 
Tughlaq recnaited 370,000 soldiers withing one year. The 
incentives offered were very tempting hence soldiers from 
different parts of the coimtiry and outside joined the army, 3 Barani informs us that Amir Nauroz had come to enroll him-
4 
self in this army with his followers. Other foreigners like 
Ismail Afghan, Gul ^ifghan, Shahu Afghan and Halajun Khan I had most probably come to India during this recruting period 
The Afghan steadily consolidated their position in the 
administrative hierarchy, Shahu Afghan even v/ent to the extent 
of claiming kingship in 1334 A,D# after killing Behzad the 
governor of Multan,^ He later appealed for pardon and proc-
eeded to Barani's 'Afghanistan' to which Ibn Batuta identi-
fies with the territories of Cambay, Brx>ach, Gujarat and 
7 
Nahrwala as being the home of the Afghans and it holds true 
for that period. 
1, Rehla- Eng. tr, p,8 
2, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p,477, 
3, Son-in-Law of Tarmashirin, 
4, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.533, 
5, Ibid- p. 505, 
6, Ibid- p,482, Rehla - Eng. tr. p,113, 
7, Ibid- pp,482-83, Rehla - Eng, tr. p,113. 
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Malik Khattab was the commandant of Rapri and had 
successfully defeated the refactory aaraindars v/ho had besei-
ged its fort»^ Malik Khattab's loyalty was doxabted by the 
Sxiltan and the forsaor was punished, but Afif informs us that 
2 later he was restored to his original position. 
Qazi Jalal, lived in Gujarat v;ith his followers and 
his rebellion was of a very serious nattare. An array sent under 
the command of Malik Muqbil was defeated and Qazi Jalal adva-
nced his claim to kingship,^ Finally Sultan Muhammad bin Tugh-
4 lag himself arrived and defeated him. 
The Afghan rebellions or tha rebellions of the Sadah 
amirs^ soon spread in Daulatabad where Malik Makh Afghan v;as 
proclaimed king*® He gained support of the Sadah Amirs of Dab-
7 hoi and Baroda, This rebellion toawas curbed down but such 
Rehla- Eng. tr. p,162» 
2. Afif- p».50 
3. Rehla- Eng. tr. P. 114. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.507, 
in here we find the affirmation of Muqbil's failxire, 
4. Rehla- Eng. tr. p.92. 
5. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- pp.503-07. 
6. Ibid- pp.513-14. 
7. Ibid- p,514.-
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suppressions were of temporary natvire as It could not prevent 
the emergence of the Dahamani Kingdom, 
SL^ iVESt The slaves formed one of the most important unit in 
the composition of the army. They belonged to different 
nationalities and races# The slaves were either prisoners 
of war or vrere bought into courts as presents* The; boy slaves 
were trained during their early fyears in all the traditions, 
and m<4e of warfare, use of \ireapons, horsemanship etc» They 
formed the elite corps of the army and served as body guards 
of the ruler* The Jandars were chosen from among these slaves. 
Slaves were very loyal to their master, Barani credits them 
thus in his jPajtawah-i-Jahandari" They strive with their hearts 
and souls for the success of every enterprise. They hurl them-
selves like balls into running waters and flaming fires. Then 
it becomes necessary for the whole array (in emxilation) to take 
the same path as they have done. The value of slaves (as a 
shock-battalion) is obvious,"^ 
The ruler had extreme faith in his slaves and they 
were considered as sons, Shihab-ud-Din Mtahammad Ghori had 
remarked" I have many sons in may Turkish slaves, they will 
inherit my lands and continue the Khutbah in my name when I am 
2 dead and gone," 
1, Fatawah-i-Jahandari- Eng, tr, p,25, 
2, Tabaqat-l-Nasiri- p,132, Eng, tr, by Major H.G.Raverty 
Vol, II- p,497. 
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The slaves on account.of their courage valour and 
bravery rose to high position* some like Qutub-ud-Din Aibek* 
Iltutmlsh and Balban becanKJ independent Sultans of Delhi, 
Ala-ud-Din Khalji who paid great attention to his 
army, kept boy slaves who were trained in all fields of warfare 
and finally when they grew up, they made his army stronger. 
He is reported to have kept 50,000 boy slaves.^ The most pro-
minent and able militairy general of Ala-ud-Din Khalji, Malik 
Kafur too was a slave. 
During the reign of Sultan Firoz Shah Tughlaq "the 
institution (of slaves) took root in the very centre of the 
land and the Sultan looked upon its due regulation as one of 
his incumbent duties• To such an extent were matters carried 
that there was a distinct muster master (majrau'dar) of the 
slaves, a separate treasury for the payment of their allowa-
nces, a seperate iao-shughuri, and deputy lao-Shuqhuri and 
a distinct diwan, that is to say, the officers for adminis-
tering the affairs of the slaves (ashab^i-diwan-i-bandagan)« 
1« Afif- p,272» 
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were entirely distinct from those under the Prime Minister 
(ashab-i-diwan-i-ala-e-wizarat)• 
A scene of royal procession accompanied by nume-
rous slaves v/as also a custom of Sultan Mtihammad bin Tugh-
laq, who had"two lakhs of Stirrup slaves" writes al Qalqasha-
ndi" who wear weapons, accoirmany him always and fight on foot 
in front of him" (SiUtan)',^ 
Firoa Shah Tughlaq was always accompanied by his 
slaves whenever he went out. Afif xirrites that the slaves, 
while accompanying the Sultan were organized thus "first 
the archers, fully amed, next the swordman, thousands in 
number (haaarhazar), the fightingmen (bandagan-i-award),the 
bandagan-i»mahili riding on male buffaloes, and slaves from 
the Hasara, movinted on Arab and Turki horses, bearing stand-
ards and axes. These all thousands upon thousands, accompanied 
the royal retinue,"^ Piroz Shah Tughlaq had one hundred and 
eighty thousand slaves out of which many were employed in 
civil administration,^ The prominent slave of Firoz Shah 
Tughlaq was Malik Bashir entitled Imad-\il-Mulk who was the 
Afif- pp. 270-71 Eng. tr. Elliot and Dowson Vol, III pp.341-42 
2, Su^h-\il-Asha- Eng. tr, p.67. 
3, M i f - p.271; Eng. tr. Elliot and Dowson Vol,IV p.342. 
4, Ibid- p,270. 
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Ariz-dH^amal ik • ^  
The Siyasat Namah states that a slave was first trai-
ned as a foot soldier, the next year he was given a horse with 
plain saddle* After another year's training he received an 
ornamented belt and so on» By the seventh year alone he was 
2 fully trained and fit to become a tent coinraander. 
The Sultans of Delhi too adopted a similar system of 
training for the slaves,^ Many of the slaves were trained as 
commandos who on account of their deeds and war-like accon^?-
lishments could be identified as suicide squads. The battle 
between the Qarlugto ruler Saif-ud-Din Hasan and Balban Kashlu 
Khan at Multan in 1249 witnessed on heroine deed of 
such commandos. In the battle which was evenly contosted a 
group of soldiers in the service of Balban Kashlu Khan 
with the intention of killing Saif-ud-Din Hasan Qcirlugh, 
attacked the centre of his army where he stood and killed him» 
However, in pursuing their objective, all the members of this 
band got killed. Such groups were in the service of the Delhi 
4 S\iltans, 
1, Afif- p,436. 
a* c,f, Reuben. Levy-Social Structure of Islam, Cambridge 
1962, p.74. 
3, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi-pp.51-52, 
4, Tabaaat-i-Nasiri- Eng. tr, H,G. Rqyerty Vol. II p,782. 
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The gatawah-l-Jahandarl too possesses such informations 
regarding the deeds of the slaves.^ An evidence in the Tabaqat-
-i-Nasiri of an earlier in-Kiident can be viewed from the same 
angle. It states that in the First Battle of Tarain (1191 A,D.) 
S\iltan Shihab-ud-Din Muhaiwned Ghori was saved from the Jaws 
of death by a slave. The Siiltan who was struck "in the upper 
part of the arm" by a Javelin was "unable to continue on 
horseback the Sxiltan w ^ very nearly falling from his 
horse. Seeing which a lioh (hearted) warrior, a khalj stri-
pling ....•sprang up behind him, and lasupporting him in his 
arm, urged the horse with his voice, and brought him out of 
the field of battle" 
On t±ie battle field the Khasa-i-Khail i.e. the elite 
corps of the slaves were posted on the right and left wing 
of the centre and were commanded by Sar-i-Jandar-i-Maimana 
and Sar-i-"Jandar*"i-Maisraf Boy slaves too joined the iruler 
in battles and they were tinder the supervision of i.\iTiir<-i«» 
4 Ghilman-i«^aimana and Amir-i-Ghilman-i-Maisra. 
1. gataiirah-i«-Jahandari» Eng* tr. p.25. 
2. Tabaqat-i-Nasiri~ Text p.119. 
3. Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi- Yahya bin Ahmad Sirhindi. 
Bib, Indica, Calcutta. 1931. p.62. 
4. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.30 
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MILITARY EXERCISES > The army of the Delhi Sultans were fit 
and energetio due to their military exercises and training 
they received after being enrolled as a soldier. The horseman 
trained in horse riding and played polo to keep himself fit, 
the archers practiced on target and took part in hunting. 
The soldiers in general did weight lifting, practised boxing 
and wrestling, lasso throwing etc.^ 
was 
HUNTING! It/ a large scale military exercise in which the 
ruler along with his army participated* It helped in keeping 
the army physically fit and enabled the horses which had 
grown fat to regin its form. An hunting expedition was 
organised in the manner as if the army was going out for a 
military campaign, the soldiers were frally armed and they 2 
marched in battle formation. Sultan Balban regularly took 
his army out for exercise on the pretext that he was going 
out for hunt. Even during winter, in the early hoxirs of the 
morning he took with : him a thousand horsemen and thousand 
archers on foot for exercise and returned late at night. 
If Adab-ul-Harb wash Shujaeth- p,466, 
a, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi» p,85, Afif- pp,317-18, Maasalik-ul-
Absar- Eng. tr. Op. cit p,44. 
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Zia-ud-Din Barani adds that Halaku praised Balban's military 
foresight with regards to his h\inting (exercise) expeditions^ 
If one goes through Afif'^ account of Firoz Shah Tughlaq 
hunting expeditions# one finds great similarities in the 
organisation, arrangements of troops, camps etc, with a 
military campaign, Afif writes that the Sultan was acco-
mpanied in his hunting expeditions by his army* maliks* 
princes and the women folk. The army moved in brittle forma.-
tion with their baggage, tents, standards etc. On reaching 
the htmting ground the teoops were arranged in battle order. 
On the right and left were two Maliks with special banners 
and the distance between the two ranged from five to ten 
kos. The arrangement of troops on the hunting groxind were 
thus- the first line was of the lai^rs, in the second row 
stood the cavalry# then the Amir s took their position, 
behind them stood some horsemen and then the hxinters. These 
arrangements were such that they formed a circle. 
The tents were also arranged as battle camps which 
covered on area of four to five kos. The Emperor started 
the hunt and the other viz. Princes, ^irs, Maliks etc. 
1, Tarikh^i-Firoz Shahi- p,S5, Afif-.pp,317-18, Maasalik-vd-
Absar- Eng, tr. Op, cit, p,44, 
2, Afif- pp.315-239, 
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joined him* Afif states that Piroz Shah Tughlaq used to 
cover a distance of 70 kos for hxmting with all his retinue, 
Firoz Shah Tughlaq's Jajnagar campaign of 1360 A,D. was 
initially an hunting expedition through later it turned 
into a military coppaign involving 40*000 soldiers*^ 
Polo 
POLO OR CHAUGIi.\Na~ /was one of the most popular sport in 
medieval India, ^ horseman played chauqhan to train himself 
and his horse in different manoeuveres, A horseman leamt 
to control, the horse at various speed. Qutub-ud-Din Aibek 
took great interest in playing polo and he even died while 2 
participating in this sport* The Adab«»ul'-Harb too mentions 
polo as a military exercise.^ A horseman was so well train-
ed that one will be astonished at their skill. Minhaj writes 
in his Tabaq;at<-i-'Nasiri with regards to the warlike accom-
plishments of Malik Taj-ud«Din, Sanjar-i-Kuret Khan thatj 
"he would have two horses under saddle, one of which he 
woxild ride, and the other he would lead after him, and thus 
used to dash on, and whilst the horses were galloping, he 
would leap from this horse to that with agility, would return 
1. Afif- pp.163-65; 
Sirat-i-Firoz Shahi- anonymous- Rotograph in the Departm-
ent of History, h.m.U. Accession No,R168 of the Banki pore 
MS. Vol.7. No.547-pp.5977, Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi-Text . 
P.129S 
Ain\al Mulk Mahiru- Insha-i-Mahru- ed* Pirof. S.A. Rashid. 
-tiligarh pp.27-36, No. 14. 
2. Tabaqat-i-Nasiri- p.140. 
3. Adab-xxl-Sarb wash Shujaah- p.466. 
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to this first one again, so that, during a gallop, he used 
several times to mount two horses*"^ 
ARCHERYt The Tixrks excelled in accurate shooting from the 
bow and they trained themselves to perfeetness. They could 
shoot accurately from the horse back and they could even 
2 
turn around and shoot behind with same acc\aracy» The author 
of TQj«ul«Maathlr writes that the Muslim archers (Turks) 
could shoot at the mirror on the forehead of the elephant 
in the dark night without any fault.^ In every army^ ^ writes 
Fakhr-i-Mudabbir there was a hvdton-andag or master archer who 4 
co\ild shoot with great accuracy at any target» They were 
employed for the pxarpose of shooting doxvn the enemy's comma-
nder and decide the battle in their favour» 
The author of Adab-'Ul-Harb gives an accoxmt of 
target practise by archers* He writes thac an archer was 
taught to hold the bow firmly in his grip. The forefinger 
should be placed on the nails of the thumbs or on the arrow's 
head* The front foot should be steady; the left foot and the 
1, Tabagat-i-Nasiri-'Ena. tr. H,G,Raverty Voi.II p.756? 
Text p,258, 
2, Small, R,C»- Crusading Warfare*p.81, 
3, Taj-ul«-Maathir- Eng. tr, by Elliot and Dowson-Vol• II p,235, 
4« Adab-ul^Harb Wash Shulaah- p.246, 
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other fingers should be looser The body shoxild be straight* 
the head held upwards, elbow too shoiild be straight and aim 
must be taken with one eye, the pother being closed» Both 
the hand must be towards one direction.^ 
It has been further suggested that while shooting 
a horseman at a distance of 200 yaards, the head of the 
sawar shoiild be made the target* The arrovf woiild thus pierce 
the victim's heart. If shooting from a distance of 100 yards 
the face must be made the target, so as to achieve the req-
tiired result, finally at the distance of 50 yards the arrow 
must be aimed at the horse's thighs which will result in 
injuring the breast of the sawar. 
The archers spent most of their time in target 
practise. Their methods of exercises were completely pro-
fessional, J.F, paterson in his article' The Archers of 
Islam* mentions about' furuaiya* exercises, namely qigaj 
and qabaq. In qigaj the target was basically a motand of 
earth, or soroething similar, on the ground, at which the 
archer shot as he went by at fxill gallop. The other form 
of shooting t/as qabaq where a gourd was hoisted to the top 
of M niast and served as a target at which the archer shot 
2 as he rode beneath it. 
1, Adab-ul~Harb wash Shujaah- pp.245-46. 
2, Paterson, WF- The Archers of Islam, JESHO 
Vol, IX, Part -II, NOV, 1966 p,84. 
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PENCniGi Fencing was practised for close combat: The 
sword was regarded as the complete weapons. The swordraan-
ship of Zafar Khan (a military general dxiring the reign of 
Ala-ud-Din Khalji) against the Mongol's in the battle of 
Kili proves how a soldier r. fared in close fight, Isami 
writes that Zafar Khan killed 5000 Mongols with his siirord. 
Even if the nximber stated is an exaggeration of Isami, one 
can still, clearly state that Zafar Khan did kill many in 
a close combat, before being overpowered by a large number 
of Mongolsi 
The training of a swords man is stated in the 
Adab-iil-Harb. It advices that the right hand should grip 
the handle of the sword and the left fixed on the 5VK>rd*s 
belt# lilhile riding with a naked sword the rider should 
bent down a little to his right and hold the swoard parallel 
to the neck of the horse. While striking, the waist must be 
given a twigt to give the 'strike* a momentum. The gap bet-
ween the ' ody and the arm must be maintained. Three fingers 
should be ciirled firmly on the grip of the sword and while 
striking the grip miist be in the correct position so that 
it brings the desired effect and at the same time keeping 
the horse safe from any injury. The movint must be kept mo-
ving while fighting as it provides flexibility to the rider 
2 in attacking the enemy. 
1, Futuh-us-Salatin# p.256, 
2, Adab-ul-Harb-wash-Shuiaah-pp,263-64, 
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The lancers txalned themselves In various exer^-
cises which reqiiired to dislodge a rider from his mount or 
elephant, Shihab-tad-Din Muhammad Ghori during the first 
battle of Tarain attacked Gobind Rae with a lance, who was 
seated on the back of an elephant, was so injured by the 
attack that his teeth fell into his mouth.^ 
The lasso throxirers or Kamand andaa were so trained 
that they coTild rope a horseman and dislodge him from the 
horse» Barani's statement is very significant in this res-
pect when he mentions that a do aspa used to captxxre ten 
2 Mongols by putting halter round their necks* 
The other military exercises of the soldiers were 
throv/ing stones with a sling { )# disc throwing 
), mace manoeuvering ( CSj^t-L:^ ) etc.^ Pakhr-i-
M\idfebbir states in his i\dab"'ta«»Harb that the soldiers were 
also trained to make and repair bow and arrows so that they 
may not be handicapped during e^iergency. Similary the horse-
man knew how to repair the saddle etc.'^  
1* Tabagat-i-Nasiri- p»119» 
2* Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p,320 
3« /^ab-ul-Harb-Wash Shujaah- pp« 466-67, 
4. Ibid- p,332. 
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The Turks were quick in understanding their 
military weakness and they made umends to overcome such 
drawbacks. One mey cite an example from Isami's post Tarain 
version of the S'irst Battle, Shibab-ud-Din Mxihammad Ghori 
had felt that the defeat of his army was due to the horses 
who were afraid at the sight of elephants, hence he ordered 
Qutub-ud-Din Aibek to make suitable arrangements for the 
training of the horses. He is reported to have said "The 
horses of our army have never seen the feat\ires of elephants. 
Qhxir cavalry men suffer defeat because our horses fight shy 
of elephants. You should order some elephants of mud and wood-
—mountain like and steady — by made and Installed in the 
midst of the field, all wearing arms and clad in armoxir. 
Then all our troops should mount theit horses, wearing war 
arms and arrive in the field galloping their distance trave-
lling horses. l-Jhen our horses become accustomed to the sight 
of the elephants our cavalrymen will not be defeated",^ 
Due to constant fighting and travelling the warriors 
very soon became veterans and experienced soldiers. They 
easily overcame difficulties and hardships and in course 
1« Futuh-us^Salatin- pp.74-75, Eng. tr. -v.H.Husain, 
BCbmbay- p. 148. 
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of military proble»as they applied their Hintelligence and 
experience to solve them, MinhaJ writes in his Tabaqat-i* 
Nasiri that Malik Nusrat-ud-Din Tayasai was once pxirsing the 
Rae of Kalinjar (during the reign of Sultan Iltutraish) 
"Having succeeded in obtaining a Hindu guide, he set out, 
on their trace, in pursuit of the fugitive ( Hindus) and 
pushed on for fovur nights and days, and part of the fifth 
night \intil half the night had passed, when the Hindu guide 
stated that he had lost .the road; and was unacquainted with 
the route in advance. Malik Nusrat -ud-Din-began to act as, 
guide himself. So they reached some high groiand at which 
place the fugitives had watered, and the cattle of their 
army had cast the water and heavy baggage away. In the 
victorious army everyone said" It is night and the enemy 
near. Let it not be that we fall among them. Their c<amp 
must be nearby", Malik Nusrat-ud-Din Tayasai dismounted from 
his horse and went up round the place on foot, and examined 
the water cast away by the horses of the iniIi<flGls, He exc-
laimed (after his examination):" Be of good cheer, my friends, 
the -orce, which is here and ^ a s watered here, is the rear 
most column of the enemy's rear, by this proof. Had it been 
- Ill -
the van or the main body in this place would have been trac-
ks of the rest of their army# but# on this place* there are 
no trades, keep up your hearts, for we are on the rear of 
the e n e m y , W e can see how military e3£perieiice had helped 
in analysing the real situation. It helped in averting the 
demoralisation of the troops and it must have also taught 
the warriors to act according to one's sences* 
1« Tabaqat~i«'Nasiri-> Eng. tr» Major H«G, Raverty 
Vol. II, pp.734-735, 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS OF WARF.^ 
Che methcxas of warfare evolved by the Sultans of 
Delhi was not merely a clash of two armies but an organised 
military system , The battle was the last sta.jc of a process 
which included, the continuance of supply line, choosing of 
battle ground, strategies involved, arrangement of troops , 
war councils etc. The battle ensued after all these systems 
were to the satisfaction of the Sxiltan or the nominated co-
mmander in-chief or S ar«*i"Lashlcar« 
The army when sent out for an expedition vras acc-
ompanied by a Qazi and Amir-i-Dad« The Qazi led the prayers 
and the Dadbek settled the disputes of the soldiers.^ In 
case the Sultan did not lead the expedition, ho received 
3 daily reports of the army through the Kafiyat Mawis^ 
STAHDARDi The Sultans of Delhi had distinct standards and 
banners which could be sighted from a distance and were 
easily recognizable• The Ghorid's banners were of two di-
fferent colours; on the right was the blag flags (depicting 
the /Vbbasids) and on the left was the red colovir (of the 
l.Tarikh>i«F3Sliahl^ 'SI, «n7, 
2 Jbid- 358^ 
3.Ibid- p.331. 
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Ghorids), This standard continued to be displayed till the 
I 
time of Gh:^th-ud-Din Tughlaq* The war-standard of Sultan 
Ala-ud-Din Khalji bore a crescent*^ ^aai Malik* s standard 
during his fight against Khusrau Khan depicted a fish,^ 
Sultan Piroz Shah Tughlaq's standard displayed a dragon,^ 
Afif writes that the Sultan's standards were so big that 
it was visible from a distance of 2-3 krohs»^ During the 
Bengal campaign Firoz Shah had 500 standards, one of his 
(shaft of the) standard was of copper which was one man in 
weight and two other banners were of iron v/hich weighed 
30 seers each.^ 
The nobles also possessed flags. The author 6f 
MaasaliJc-tgw&bsar states that dxiring the reign of Sultan 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq a Khan was allowed to carry 9 flags 
Tabaqat-i-Nasiri- pp*127, 179, 207, Tughlaq Namah-p,133 
2m KhazAin-ul-Futuh- Text. p,60 
3. Tughlaq Mamah- p.122, Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi ed, 
only after ascending the throne/ Ghiyath-ud-Din 
Chose the Imperial standard. 
4. Afif- pp.270-369. 
5. Ibid- pp.369-370. 
6. Ibid- p.370. 
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and an Amir 3 flags,^ 
The banners were not merely a part of the royal 
paraphernalia but it had a definate piarpose. The victory 
of the a m y depended a lot on the banners. The soldiers 
gained moral support when they saw thd banners fluttering. 
These standards were guarded by brave warriors called rtlanid«i 
2 
ars and they saw to it that the standards were not damaged, 
instance cited in the Tuqhlag Namah suggests the great 
importance , attached to tl-ie royal standard. When Ghazi Malik 
fought against Kliusrau Khan# the latter* s soldiers cut down 
many flags belonging to the former which caused a conster-
nation in his army and the troops started to disperse.Ghazi 
Malilc told the alamdar of Ijla standard that he would be rew-he 
arded if^stuclc to his post v/ith the banner. When the soldiers 
saw the standard of Ghazi Malifc still fluttering in the 
battle field they rallied once again and routed Khusrau's 
Khan army.^ 
PROVISIONS AMD SUPPLY LINE a For a positive rosujtt of a 
military campaign it was necessary to provide the army v;ith 
all the requisite provisions so that they may not be v/anting 
1* Maftgalik'-til'-Absar-' Eng. tr, I.H.Siddiqvii and Q.M.Ahmed 
2. Tughlaa Mamah- p.129. 
3. Ibid- pp.129-130. 
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at the time of noed» If the military campaign was close to 
the capitals the provisions were supplied from the capital 
itself• For a distant expedition the army was . vaccompanied 
by the banjaras and Saudaqers called carva»i«.yan by Barani^ 
They supplied all the materials required for tho army Steps 
were also taken to the effect that the muqta of the terri-
tory tarough which the army pxpposes to cross during the 
march, provided every help and necessary supplies. Ht times, 
the tributory chief was also responsible for the arrange-
ments of provisions for the Imperial army. 
Perishta mentions that the Imperial forces under 
the command of Malik Kafur while on their vray to Warangal 
was provided with all the facilities by Rai Rayan Ram Deva,^ 
Similarly during the expedition of Dwarsamudra, Amir Khusro 
writes that Ram Deva made all arrangements for the army, "He 
ordered all things needed by the army to be placed in the 
mcrket, the money changers set with bags of s.aall and 
large coins# and red and white tankas lay before them like 
Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi~pp.314-17. 
2, Ibid-p.328, 
3, Tarikh-i-Ferishta^ Vol. I p,119. 
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roses and many petalled flowers, the cloth-merchants had 
every variety of cloth from baharl^l-Hind to the baward-±-
khorasan«,»»•«.piled up in their shops ••• Fruits better 
than pomegranates and rarer then naqhz lay in heaps," 
"The material provided for the army hard and soft 
goods of wool and leather, brass and iron was beyond all 
computation. Everyone gave good money and bought things at 
a just price, 
Many an expedition had ended in a disaster due to the 
lack of provisions. Such cases were of those e3?peditions which 
depended on the availability of crops and fodder on the field 
without making any suitable arrangements in preventing the 
corps from being destroyed by the enemies, Bhakhtiyar Khalji's 
forces on their expedition «to Tibet suffered a great loss as 
2 all the vegetation v/ere burnt down by the enemies. 
The Tabagat-i-Nasiri informs us of a debacle faced 
by the Turks xinder the command of Malik Yuz Bak who was 
trapped in Kamrxid, The Rae of (cantrud ordered his people 
to obtain all grains available so that the Turkish army had 
1, Khazain-ul-'Futuh- Eng, tr« pp*84-85. Text -pp, 122-124, 
2, Tabagat-i-Nasiri- pp,153-56. Eng.. tr. Major H,G. Raverty 
Vol, I. p,368. 
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no provisions with them, "Depending on the cultivated 
state and flourishing conditions of the country, Malik 
Yuz Bak did not lay up any stores of grains, and, when the 
time of the spring harvest came round, the Rae, with the 
whole of his s\ibjects» rose, and opened the water dykes all 
aroimd, and brought Malik Yuz-Bak and the troops of Islam 
to a state of helplessness* in such wise, that they were 
near perishing through destitution. They now took cotinsel 
together, and came to the conclusion that it was necessary 
to retreat, otherwise they would die of starvation" ^  The 
Turks could not follow up their plan of retreat due to the 
flooded areas and they were completely routed. 
The most serious disaster of all the expeditions 
involving the Imperial army was during the Thattah campaign 
of Sultan Firoz Shah Tughlaq* The provisions in the army 
was finished and grain became scarce* Afif writes that out 
of 90,000 horses which marched v^ rith the Sultan only one 
fourth remained. The prices of "grain rose to one t^nka 
and two tankas a Sir, and even at that prices was not to 
1. Tabaaat*»i~Nasiri«" Eng. tr, H,G. Raverty Vol, II pp.765 
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be obtained •••• As no com was to be procured, carrions 
and raw hides were devoured, some men even were driven by 
extreme hunger to boil old hides, and eat them",^ 
Ambtilancei The army had all the prxvisons of attending the 
injured or sick. The Adab-ul-Harb has mentioned the existen-
2 
ce of doctors; physicians etc in the army. The Tuqhlaq«.Namah 
testifies that Ghazi Malik dressed the wounds of a soldier 
with his own hands during the fight against Khusrau Khan.^ 
BATTLE GROUlstDi An experienced and intellegent general always 
chose the battle-field which served the purpose of their 
strategy and tactics. It was therefore necessary to select 
a suitable place which provided sufficient provisions and 
fodder and a so\irce of constant water supply. The ground 
condition too had to be ideal. Stony groxinds were avoided as 
it injured the hooves of the horses. Since the army of the 
Delhi Sultans primarily consisted of cavalry, swampy or wet 
ground were never preferred as it hindered the movements of 
the horses. Dusty grounds were also disliked as the dvist 
raised during a battle prevented clear visibility, Pakhr-i-
Mxidabbir stresses that the battle ground should not be too 
close to habitation nor too far, " ' 
1, Afif- pp,208-10, Elliot & Dowson Vol, III, p.324; 
also see p,322, 
2, Adab-xAl-Harb wash Shujaah- p,331, 
3, Tughlag N^ah- p. 102, 
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Being close to habitation would cause diversions 
to the army in case the people of the area thought of hara-
ssing the army. Being too far from villages or towns wovild 
prevent the retreating army from taking shelter therein,^ 
The battle field over all had to be spacious for a big army 
2 to move about with ease during the fight* 
Natural protections provided great . advantage to 
a strategist* Khusrau Khan gained the initial advantage in 
the battle against Ghazi Malik by positioning? his troops in 
Haua-i-Alai v;ith the orchards in front, and the foirtifica-
tions of Delhi behind him,^ Ibn Batuta informs us that when 
Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq marched to suppress the rebellion 
of Ainul Mulk, the governor of Awadh, he "marched along the 
river banks to have the city of Kannauj(Qin^^j) behind him 
to fall back upon if necessary, and to fortify himself in 
4 vie\/ of its in^regnability and strength, 
CAMPi The army while on march chose a sxiitable place for 
camping* The Sultan and the high nobles, had tents with 
distinguishing features. In the Gujarat campaign of 1299 A.D, 
Ulugh Khan escaped from the mutineers by hiding in Nusrat 
Khan's tent. The rebel soldiers had attacked Ulugh Khan's 
1. Adab-ul-Harb wash Shuiaah«» pp,314-15, 
2, Ibid- p,317, 
3, Tarikh-i»Firoz Shahi- p,417. 
4. Rehla - Eng, tr, p,106 
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tent and had Killed Ala-ud«-Din*s nephew \inder the impression 
that he was Ulugh Khan himself,^ 
Ibn Batuta describes the tents used during an 
esqjedltion; he writes, "I had bought a tent-enclosure 
(Seracha) which is also called afraj and can be freely set 
up by everyman in this cotintry, and the grandees cannot do 
without it. The royal seracha is characterized by its red 
colour, whilst all others are dotted with blue* Also I bou-
ght the Slvan which serves as a sun shade for the interior 
2 of the tent-enclosure and is set up on two big poles." 
The camp was well protected from external attacks 
by trenches and erected wooden barriers. The soldiers were 
always on guard and they positioned themselves in the camp 
as in battle field. The troops were divided into four sec-
tions. One division of foot archers, swordsmen and lancers 
were appointed to guard the troops on the side from trhich 
the attack was evident. The right wing and the centre rem-
ained in their position without being seen in the dark. 
1. Futxah-us-Salatin- Madras edition-pp,254-65. 
2* Rehla- Eng. tr. p. 135; Khaaain-ul-Futtih- Text. p.63, 
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Fire was lighted at a deceiving place so that the enemies' 
entrance coxild be easily seen. As soon as the enemies entered 
the camp, the centre and the right wing dealt with them* The 
responsibility of the left wing was to join the fight only 
on emergency, A seperate section armed with different vreap-
ons kept guard on the approaching road and moved out to meet 
the enemy if sighted*^ 
Sultan Ala-ud-Din Khalji when faced with the Mongols 
at Siri, ordered his soldiers to dig trenches around the 
2 camp and built wooden barriers for protection. 
Similarly at idli writes the ^author of Futuh-us-
Salatin Ala-ud-Din Khalji's camp was protected by the Jumna 
at one side and a vast stretch of thorns and bushes from 
the other 
Amir Kh\isro in his Khaaain-ul-Futuh mentions about 
the defensive measures adopted by the Imperial army during 
the siege of the Arangal fort. - He writes" Every soldier 
was ordered to erect a Kath«-qarh (wooden defence) behind 
his tent. Immediately all hatchets became busy and eveiry 
1. Adab-»ul-Harb Wash Shuiaah«. pp.299-300. 
2. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.301. 
3. Futuhous-Salatin- p.259. 
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soldier was txansformed into Ishaq, the \irood-cutter,.,. 
clever carpenters sharpened their instrtnaents on the tree 
trtuiks and soon cut them into proper shape with t ieir axes . 
Finally, a wooden fence vws bxailt round the army. It was so 
strong, that if fire had rained from the sky the wooden fort 
would have been aa safe from fire as Noah's ark was from 
water**^ The military camps were kept clean and free from 
filth or dirt of any type which may give rise to epidemic. 
It has been related in the Fswaid-'Ul-'Fuv/'ad that the camps 
were much better than the cities in matter of cleaniness 
2 and had an hygenic atmosphere, 
SPlaa till.' SCOUTS I It was necessary to have con^lete infor-
mation about the enemies . territories, the nxamerical stre-
ngth of their forces and their where abouts. With such inf-
ormations at hand a thorough battleplan was chalked out. 
There were trained spies and scouts who performed their duti-
es with great efficiency. The scouts were called Talaya or 
3 
Muqaddam-i-paish who moved much ahead of the main army and 
investigated for all relevant information, Pakhr-i-Mudabbir 
discxisses in detail the qualities of the scouts and the 'dos 
and donts' of their ftmctions, rne scouts were intelligent. 
1, Khazain-ul-Futuh-Enq, tr, pp.63-64, Text pp,86-87, 
2, ^^ir Hasan Si1zi- Fawaidr-ul-^uwad. ed. Md. Latif Malik. 
. w'abaaat-l-Nasiri- pp.122,288, Lahore. 1966. p.195. ' 
Adab-\il-Harb Wash Shujaah- ; p,290 
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e3«perienced and brave soldiers. They travelled with very 
lightr- equipments but armed themselves with necessary 
weapons. If forced by circumstances to fight* they proved 
themselves to be the best soldiers. This group when they 
moved in groups made sure that there was sufficient dist-
ance between them. If any information was to be conveyed to 
the commander of the army one of chem returtied to the camp 
while the rest carried on their duties,^ 
The spies mixed freely with the masses and even 
entered the enemies camp. They brought in detailed infor-
2 mations as required. 
The spy system thzx>ugh out the 13th and 14th cen-
txaries in India had been very efficient. All the Sultans 
of Delhi gave great importance to the department of intelli-
gence*^ Communications were easily and most efficiently 
conveyed to the Sultan in no time,^ 
Informations were collected by capturing few 
prisoners, Malik Kafur had once during the Warangal campaign 
oirdered swift horsemen to captxire few soldiers of the enemies 
4 
to make enquiries about the condition of the coxmtry. Like-
wise, while on the campaign at Maabar, Malik Kafur sent 
1, Adab-til-Harb wash Shujaah- pp,290-293, 
2, Ibid- p.292, 
3, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- pp,45, 81, 330-32, 
Maasalik-\il-iyosar- Eng. tr, 57-58,, Rehla- Eng, tr.pp,3-4, 
44, 105,;Fatawah-i-Jahandari- Eng, tr, pp,30-31; 
4, Khazain-xil-Futuh- Text. p,83. 
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scouts for making enqxiiries. The scouts provided a very 
useful infoOTation regarding the disunity among the Pandayas 
brothers; Rai Bir Pandaya had left the cities \inguarded and 
had gone after Sunder Pandaya (his brother) thus making the 
task of the invading forces easy*^ 
WAR COUNCIL 8 A council was held by the Sar'-i-Lashkar in 
which high military officers participated. During the 
meeting these military officers decided the strategies of 
war and everyone present put forward their views* This 
2 3 meeting called Majlis by Amir Khusro or An;^uman was a 
regular affair before the start of a battle. Before the cam-
paign against the invading Mongols in 1258 A,D, Sultan 
Hasir-uul-Din called a council of his military chieftains in 
order to discuss the startegy to repulse the Mongols. Isami 
reports that the Stiltan asked "what do you suggest in regard 
to repulsing the Mongols? Your intellect is the ultimate 
repository of wisdom. What method must we pursue in this 
matter? What strategy must we adopt against the Mongols?" 
The chieftains unanimously decided that the army should lie 
in ambush for the Mongols and as soon as they appear the 
Imperial forces should take them by surprise.'^ This plan 
!• Khazain-xil-Futxih- Text pp,126-.127. 
2* Tuahlag Najnah-' p.48, In Khazain-ul-Futuh it is referred 
to as Majlis-i-Malik«» Text p. 132. 
3, Futuh-us«»Salatin~ p.264. 
4. Ibid- Text, pp.146-48, Eng. tr. pp.270-71, 
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as decided was carried out in the battlefield. 
Many a times the coinraander gave a fiery speech to 
boost the moral? of the soldiers. At the battle of Kili bet~ 
ween the Mongols under Qutbugh Khwaja and the Imperial 
forces of Ala-ud~Din Khalji, Zafar Khan (one of his general) 
after being sxirrounded by the enemies consulted his officers 
as to what steps should be taken in such a situation. He 
queried "How do you think we should acquit ourselves on this 
battle-field? If we side track this infidel contingent, how 
shall we explain our conduct to the emperor ? If we hereby 
decide to give battle what shall be the result, there being 
no propotion betv/een our numbers and theirs- ours being one 
thousand and their rising to ten thousands,,,,.Neither can 
we advancejzt nor can we retreat, I shall act according to 
your advice". Some of the officers suggested that Zafar 
Khan should order retreat, Zafar Khan was annoyed at this 
and he addressed to them" ,,, At all events, when one has 
to die, one must die in the attempt to achieve victory. Here 
and now, I am going to die for India like a man of repute, 
I shall immediately fight such a fight as will be immo-
rtalized in the epics. Any brave warrior who stands by me 
in the battle-field at this critical moment will be consi-
dered a Muiahid and his name willbecome a proverb for loyal-
ty and faithfulness. Those of you who vrovild prefer to retire 
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are not prevented from doing so. Those who are not prepared 
for the battle may safely withdraw 
• from the battle-field before the action begins."^ 
Such oration from Zafar Khan had deep impact on the ^ I'officers 
and they all decided to gave battle. The Tughlaq Namah also 
narrates a similar incident of Ghazi Malik (later Ghiyath 
-ud~Din Tughlaq) who called a Majlis of his commander before 
the fight against Khusrau Khan on the plains of Sarsuti, 
Ghazi Malik sensing the strong opposition he had to face in 
the battle declared in a speech to the commanders that he 
(Ghazi Malik) is faced with grave opposition and thus he 
wants to put into test the loyalty and bravery of his sold-
iers , Even if they prove otherwise he woxild fight alone as 
he had faith in God and his own prowess. Those who thus wish 
to die fighting alongwith him should join and take pledge 
2 
for doing the same. The officers agreed to the proposal of 
Ghazi Malik and they all took vows to fight till death. 
BATTLE ARRARYt The soldiers were arrayed in the battle-
field in the manner which was ± <alowed in Central Asia. The 
Tabaqat-i-Nasiri describes the disposition of the Ghorid 
forces in the second battle of Darain vrtiich consisted of 
the Quddam-i-Lashkar (Vanguard), Maimna (left wing) Maisra 
1. Futuh-us-Salatint PP,264-65# Eng. Tr. A.M.Husain 
Vol. II. pp.436-437. 
2. Tughlaq Namah- pp.84-e6. 
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(right wing) Qalb (centre) and Khalf (Rear).^ There 
2 were flanlclng parties of these divisions called Jinah» 
Which wore classified thus- The Maimna was divided into 
Dast-i-Rast-i-Maiinna- (the right hand of the left wing) and 
Dast-i-Chap-.i~Maimna (the left hand of the left wing)* the 
Maisra consisted of Dast-i-Rast-i-Maisra and Dast-l-Chap-.j-' 
Maisra,^ similarly the Qalb was supported by the Dast^i-
4 
Rast-i- Qalb and Das t-i-^Chap^i-Qalb. gakhr-i«»Mudabbir has 
given a detailed accoiint with regards to arrangements of 
troops in battle array. He states that the warriors were 
classified into four categories. In the vanguard were the 
infentry men who were arrayed in four lines^the first row 
consisted of the foot soldiers in armours equipped with bows 
and arrows, lances, who defended themselves with broad shie-
lds. The second line of the foot soldiers wore coats of mail 
and were armed with spears and swords. The footsoldiers 
standing in the third line were armed with swords, bows and 
arrows and lances and in the foxarth row they stood with spe-
ars, shields and swords,^ 
1, Tabagat-i-Nasiri- p,120, also see Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi 
which does not mentions the termonologies for the foxar 
divisions but only refers to the disposition of forces 
into four parts, p,10, Adab-ul-Harb Wash Shu'jaah- p,330 
2, Futxih-us-Salatin-p.260. 
3» Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p,260, 
4. Adab-uloHarb wash Shulaah- p,331, 
Futxih-us-Salatin-p , 259 , 
5, Adab-td-Harb Wash Shujaa.h-p.33Q. 
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There was sufficient gap between one rank and other 
to provide a passage for the movements of the cavalry* 
This arrangement was altered according to the 
strategy that was to follow. For an offensive action the 
cavalry was placed in front and the battle array was arranged 
accordingly* Elephants in the vanguard w^re used to break 
the enemies lines of defence and the same time protect the 
army from the enemy's attack, Ghazi Malik employed elephants 
for offensive use against Khusrau Khaa,^ 
On the Right wing, writes the autJior of Jyaab-ul-
Harb, were posted those warriors .'^ who were brave and vaing-
lorious, On the left wing were expert archers and those who 
possessed calm and patience The standard bearers, drummers, 
buglers etc, who encoviraged the soldiers were STiitably 
2 
placed. The commanders of variovis divisions all took the 
position assigned to them assisted by lower officers, sar-
hanqs, grooms, attendants and servants who were totally 
armed. 
The king stood in the centre (Qalb) sxirrounded by 
senior generals, senior sarhanqs, physicians, Nadims, astro-
logers, guides etc. On the Dast-i-Rast-i-Qalb were the gene-
rals, Khas Hajibs, Bandagan-i-Khas, Ulema and nadims, along-
with the Wazir, leaimed men, the Jandars and guards (Niqah-
ban), On the Dast-i-Chap-i-Qalb were the archers, the strate-
gist, naphta throwers and close together were the governors, 
1Tuqhlaq Namah- PP.92. 93. 
2, Adab-uX-Harb Wash Shuiaah- p,330. 
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brave soldiers and lasso throwers. The manjanig and 
arrada operators were positioned on the Da3t«*l-Ra3t«^ 
The harem# treasures, armoury* kitchen etc, were close 
to the centime. 
If the situation demanded, the elephants were also 
arrayed in front of the Centre, Ala-ud-Din Khalji had placed 
elephants in front of every division,^ The author of Subh-al-. 
Asha writes tho.t elephants covered v/ith iron-harnesses with 
howdahs on their back carrying warriors were posted in 
3 front of Sultan Mxihammad bin Tughlaq, 
4 
The rear guard or Khalf prevented the attack from 
behind and it guarded the baaaar, animals, armoury etc. 
The battle array discussed above was a common fea-
ture in the battle arrangements of tho Sultans of Delhi. 
In the second battle of Tarain (1192 A.D,)Shihab-ud-Din 
Mtihammad Ghori had deployed his forces thus. The Centre 
divisions of the army, the baggage, the standards and banners, 
his canopy of state, and the elephants were left several 
miles in the rear.^ The light armed and xinicumbered horsemen 
he had directed should be divided into fovir divisions and 
1, Adab-xil-Harb Wash 3hujaah- p,33l, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi-
p.26. 
2. Futuh-us-Salatin pp.259-60. 
3« Subh-al-Asha- i3ng, tr. Otto Spies, p.76, Maasalik-ul-
Absar Eng. tr. I.iI.Siddiqui and a.M.Ahmed p.53. 
4. Tabaaat-l-Nasiri- p. 120, Adab<ft\xl-Harb Wash Shuiaah-
pp,331-32# 
5. It was a queer arrangement of leaving the Centre 
division in the rear. 
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had appointed them to act against the infidels on four sides'.^ 
At Slri/Ala-ud«-Din Khalji made the following arrange-
ment. He stood at the Centre (Qalb) with Zafar Khan, along 
with his followers^ the Hindu soldiers stood on his right 
(Dast-i^Rast) • Nusrat Khan was on his left (Past-'i-Chap) with 
innumerable nvimber of troops, Ulugh Khan was positioned behind 
Nusrat iChan for his support* The Vanguard (muqaddama) was offi-
cered by AJcat iChan . There was a reserve force behind every 
rank who lay in ambtish to act at the right moment. Next, forty 
2 
elephants were proportionately placed in front of each v/ing. 
One can easily see that the Left Wing was more strong, and 
no x^onder Ala-ud-Din Khalji ordered thd attack from the left,^ 
Apart from very minor alteration as required during 
the battle there were no change in the battle array which 
remained as it is even during the reign of Muhammad bin Tughloq, 
Al-qalqashandi writes that *the Stiltan stands in the centre 
(of the army) and the Imams and Ulama aroxand him while the arch-
ers stand before and behind him. The right and the left wing 
!• Tabagat-i'-Hasiri- p.120, Tarikh-i-Ferishta, Vol, I, p,56, 
Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi - p.10, 
2, Futuh-us»Salatdln- pp, 259-^0 
3, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p,260. 
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spread on both sides, Infrontof him there are elephants covered 
with iron harnesses, and on them are towers in which the figh-
ters s4are hidden. In these towers are holes for shooting 
arrows and throwing naphta bottles. In frontof the elephants 
march the slaves in tight dress wearing shield and weapons. 
They hold the ropes of the elephants while the horses are on 
their right and left in order to draw together the flanks of 
the arnQf in front of and behind the elephants so that not one 
of them can inin away, 
The Centre of the army was always commanded by the 
Siiltan and this formed the main division of the army. There 
was also a reserve force which were stationed away from the 
main army and they entered in the battle at the appropriate 
moment for giving the final onslaught or in help of any par-
2 ticular wing which was hard pressed b 
STRATEGIES AHD TACTICS! Fakhr^i-lludabbir suggests a strategy 
for an array with lesser nximber of troops than the opposing 
force. He writes* you should not start a battle in the morning, 
because if you cannot carry it on till the evening and get 
defeated, you can easily be pursued and taken prisoners, Staart 
Eng. tr. Otto Spies, p,76. 
Maasalik-ul-Absar- Eng, tr, I,H, Siddiqui and Q»M„Ahmed 
p»53, 
2, Tabaaat-i-»Nasiri- p,120 
adab-ul-Harb wash Shulaahy p,334. 
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it in the afternoon, so that if you cannot win .-Lidt by the 
evening, the night may give you respite an^ you can take rest 
and regain strength and resxime it the next day. It may be 
that you are attacking the enemy in the raorinig, which has 
a large iforce, the enemy can then send half of its troops 
and fi^ht you while the other half is taking rest. When the 
first half gets tired, the enemy will over whelm you and you 
will be either killed or taken prisoners*'^ 
Shihab-ud-Din Mvihammad of Ghor in the second battle 
of Tarain attacked the Rajput forces in the early hours of 
2 
the morning and completely routed them by the evening* Muhammad 
Aufi describes the strategy of the Ghorids in the second Battle 
of Tarain thus "It is related that when the martyr Muizz-u-dunya 
wau-ddin Mxihammed Sam (May God illumine his tomb) was about 
to fight the second time against Kola, between Hanjar and 
Tobarhinda, it becomc knovm to him that (the enemy) kept their 
elephants dravm up in a soperate array when preparing for 
action. Tho horses uere afraid of them, and this was an element 
of disaster. VJhen the opposing forces approached each other 
and the camp fires were visible on either side, the Sultan 
gave directions that everyman should collect plenty of wood 
before his tent. At night he directed a party of soldiers to 
Adab-ul-Harb Wash Shujaah- pp.314-15. 
2. Tarikh-i-Ferishta- Vol. I, p.58. 
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remain in the can^, and to keep fires burning all the night, 
so that the enemy might suppose it to be their camping ground* 
The Sultan then marched . off in another direction with the 
main body of his array« The infidels ssx-j the fires and fell 
assured of their adversaries being there encamped. The Sultan 
I 
marched all night and got in the rear of ICola* At davm he made 
his onslaught upon the camp followers and killed many men, Uhen 
the r^ar pressed back on the main army Kola sought to retreat* 
but he could not get his forces in order, nor the elephants 
ixnder control* The battle became general, the enemy was signally 
defeated, and Kola v/as taken prisoner"*^ 
It w^s also necessary to chalk out the time for dist-
ant compaigns. Sir* J.N.Sarkar rightly remarks, 'The physical 
geography of India has also dictated the campaigning season. 
There can be no movement during the three months of rain, 15 Jxme 
to 15th September, The rivers are then in high flood, the roads 
are turned into mud pools, and the fields are sxib-merged, with 
the higher villages standing up link islands svurro^ aided by a 
sea of water,' 
Amir Khusro states that the Imperial army under Malik 
Kafur while on the Haabar campaign were faced with great 
1, Maul ana N\ir-xad-Din Huhansmed awfi- Jawami-xil-Hlkayat wa Lawa 
mi ur Riwavat- Elliot & Dowson, Vol, II p,198. 
Compare the Mongol tactics as given in Yuan Chao Pi Shi-
p,134, 
2, Sarkar, J.N,- Military History of India, Calcutta-1960,p.4, 
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difficulties on account of rain. *The water rendered the 
bo\^  in effective and made the Hindi swords rusty, it got 
in between the arrow and its (Iron) point and seperated them 
firom one another* # ftirther more the roads were "completely 
covered by water that you coxild not distinguish the road 
from a well»*^ 
On the day of the battle the troops were arrayed in 
battle formation behind their commanders \mder the supervi-
sion of the naqibs ^  chawxish and Sahmu*l hashms. The soldi-
ers did not leave the place alloted to them^ as th^y were 
3 
severely punished for disobedience* The commander issued 
orders for the army to get ready for the battle. This was 
coiranunicated with the beat of a drum and the blowing of horn, 
Pa3«hr-i-M\idabbir states a drvim was beaten at four successive 4 
intervals for the warriors to be fully prepared. It was a 
custom to lead the attack from the Right v/ing (Maiara) foll-
owed by the Centre (Qalb) and then Left wing (Maimana)^ but 
this tactics was changed keeping in view the situation,^ 
1. Khazain-xil-Futxih- gjgg. tr, p.100. Text-pp, 151-52. 
2. Qlran-u3-Sadain-/^qhlaq Hamah- p.92 Chawush- A sergent. 
Stein- p«387. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.30, 
3. Futtih-us-Salatin- p.260. 
4. Adab-xil-Harb wash Shujaah. p.370. 
5. Ibid- p.334. 
6. Tarikh-i-Flroz Shahi- p.260. 
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The kin<g or the commander-in-chief was ever busy issuing 
instruction to his forces. He kept on moving from right to 
left to judge the situation and order accordingly*^ In course 
of the battle, flag signais* drums, trumpets and couriers 
were used to convey and commtmicate the orders of the comma-
2 nder to the subordinate officers. 
During our period of study, the armies of the Delhi 
Sultan followed the traditional Central Asian methods of 
warfare• They did not close upon the enemy but harrassed 
them from a distance• The Tabacrat-i-Nasiri illustrates the 
tactics of the Turks in the second battle of Tarain which 
S\iltan Shihab-ud-Din in M\ihamraad of Ghor had adopted against 
the Rajputs, The Sultan had ordered* "It is necessary that 
on the right and left, and front and rear, 10,000 mounted 
archers should keep the infidel host in play, and when their 
clephcints, horseman and foot advance to the attack, you are 
to face about and keep the distance of a horse's course in 
3 
front of thora.' This was done to tire out the enemy in this 
"hit and run' method and finally attack them from the advan-
tageoxis position for the final onlaught. The archery and 
mobility, both combined to give them the advantage of infli-
cting heavy losses on the enemies. Whan elephants formed one 
1. TarAMi-i.-l'tog shahi- p» 332« 
2* Mab-ul-Harb Wash Shujaah- p,378. 
3, Tabagat-i-^asiri- p,120, Eng* tr, H,G,Raverty, Vol,I, 
pp.467-68, 
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of the JLines of attacdc in the army it was intended to break 
into the centre of the enany's formation where the commander 
of the opposing force stationed himiself*^ As soon as the 
insignia of the enemy's commander disappeared from the sight 
2 the enemies fled away. 
The tactics of feigned retreat had been one of the 
most effective tactics. While retreating, the mounted archers 
turned in their saddle and shot at the pursuers with great 
accuracy. The ptirsuing army usually got disorganised in the 
chase and thus received a shock when the Turks turned back 
and attacked once more. While retteat the soldier's threv/ 
tenpting articles live cloths, silver, gold, vessels etc, 
for the pursuing army to busy itself in its collection while 
they all of a sudden attacked the disorganised force. Such 
a tactics had many a times had helped the loosers to gain 
victory.^ 
If the retreat was really intended the fleeing army 
threw hasak or caltrops to wound the hooves of the enemies 
4 
horses and allow them the time for escape. Many a times the 
retreat was intended to drive the enemy into a trap or ambush, 
1. Tuay.aa Namah- pp.92-93 Subh->al-Asha.» Eng. tr. Otto Spies 
D.67y Maasalik-ul-Absar* Eng. tr. p.53. 
2. Futuh-ua-Salatin- pp.385-86. 
3. Adab-Til*Harb Wash Shulaahy p.367. 
4. Ibid- p.367. 
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Sultan Firoz Shah Tughlaq during his campaign of 
Lakhnati, had to adopt the strategy of feigned retreat. 
Haji Ilyas the ruler of Bengal, took shelter in the fort of 
Ekdala and avoided an open engagement with the Sultan's forces 
as the former waited for the rains to come down so that Firoz 
Shah woiild be forced to retreat, Firoz Shah feigned retreated 
to bring out the enemy from the fort. Rumours were spread that 
the Imperialist had retreated on v/hich Haji Ilyas came out 
vrith his forces to attack the rear of the Imperialist but 
was surprise to find them arrayed in battle formation and 
was defeated,^ 
The arabush (i^ amiD) was organised with great care. 
Pakhr-i-Mudabbir writes that precautions were taken that the 
natiiral animals of the area in which the ambush is intended, 
•are not disturbed, because the fleeing animals draw the att~ 
2 ention of the eneit^. 
Sultan Nasir-ud-Din laid on ambush for the Mongols 
who invaded the Indian territory in 1256 A.D, Isami writes 
that*" the chief-tiens led troops according to the king's 
order.•••••••and lay in ambush in the Indus valley. For a 
!• Afif- pp.lll«114, TQrikh^i«.Firoz Shahi~pp>590-92 
2, Adab^ul-Harb Wash Shuiaah~ p,304^ 
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week, they lay in waiting for the filthy en«ny to arrive. 
Aftdr a weolc all the infidel contingents came like birds, of 
their own accord into the net» Having raided the territories 
of Hindustan all of them soon arrived in the Indvis valley with 
their horses laden with heavy booty. Someone had placed his 
captives on his horse and carelessly thrown the war equipments 
on the saddle. Another having freed himself from the worries 
of vrar had loaded his horse with heavy booty to such an extent 
that his horse could hardly move freely and c stumbled ten 
times in the way* In this manner, when the accursed herds 
arrived suddenly in the danger zone, the royal army sprang 
from the ambush from every side. They fell upon them sv/iftly 
and speared their bodies."^ 
Such a practise was also common with the Mongols. In 
the battle of Kili (1299 A.D.) the Mongols laid an ambush 
for the forces of Zafar Khan and completely annihilated the 
2 Imperial forces. 
Various means were employed to win a battle. One 
Malik Nusrat-\id-Din Tayasai during the reign of Sultan 
Iltutmish had received orders to plmder Kalinjar which he 
successfully did, but on his return the road was blocked by 
1. Futuh-us-^Salatin-pp. 148-49. Eng. tr. Vol. II p.272. 
2. Ibid- Text. pp#263, 264-270. 
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the Rana of Ajar called Chah^ "in the narrow parts of 
(some) deep ravines, and was drawn up (with his foces ), 
out the head of the road, prepared to oppose their passage 
Malik Nusrat-ud-Din Tayasai divided his force into three 
bodies^ at the head of three roads——the first body consisted 
of the unicuinbered horseman (under his own coitroand), the 
second body of the baggage material, and the followers of 
the forces, with an Amir in charge, and the third consisted 
of the body and the cattle with an Amir with it also". He 
planned it thus so that "in the event of ;the Hindu confron-
ting me and the unicumbered horsemen, the baggage and war 
material and cattle might pass on in safety, and in case he 
should show a desire towards the baggage and war material or 
cattle, I, together \irith the auxiliaries of the true faith, 
would come behind him and take satisfaction on his malignity." 
The Rana confronted Tayasai's own division and was completely 
routed,^ 
Deception also formed one of the tactics of warfare 
to xin-nerve the enemy, .iany a times warriors were sent out 
by night and the arrived the next morning as if new reinfor-
2 
cements had arrived. In one of the battles Sultan Muhammad 
bin Tughlaq deceived Qazi Jalal and his followers in a very 
novel fashion, Ibn Batuta writes— that the Sxiltan did not 
Tabaaat-i-Nasifi-£nq,.Tr^Vol, ii^ p.734-.Text p.239-41. 
2« Ada^ul-Harb Wash Shuiaah- p,278,422, 
Rehla- Eng. Tr. A,M.Husain p,106. 
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at first raise the parasol, the insignia of royalty over 
himself but when the battle was at its height the parasol 
was raised, VZhen the rebels saw the parasol all of a sxidden, 
they were confounded and were con^letely routed,^ 
M\:ihainmad bin Tughlaq had onca gained victory over 
his adversary by deceiving him with a dturany placed in his 
place of battle* It so happenc ™ that when Kishlu Khan revol-
ted, the Sill tan Marched out in person to suppress the rebellion, 
In course of the battle the Siiltan acted with shrewdness. He 
placed Shaikh Imad-tid-Din, brother of Shaikh Rukn-ud-Din 
2 
Multani under the royal parasol to pass for himself , When 
the fire of battle blazed, the Sultan withdrew with a handful 
of fo\ir thousand soldiers, whilst Kishlu Khan*s troops fell 
upon the parasol believing that the Sultan was under it. They 
killed Imad-ud-Din and the news spread through the whole array 
that the Sultan had been killed. Consequently Kishlu Khan's 
forces fell to plundering. And they left Kishlu Khan who was 
stranded with a small following. Then the Sxxltan with his 
adherents fell upon him and killedhim,"^ 
1, Rehla- Eng, tr, p.115. 
2, Shaikh Imad-ud-Din resembled the Sultan very much 
Rehla- Eng. tr. p.90 
3, Rehla- Eng. tr, A.M. Husain p.97, 
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To taJcG the enemy unaware was one of the most shrewd 
methods of war, FaJchr-i-Mudabbir states that the ideal time 
for sxixprise attack on the enemies camp is the afternoon 
dxiring stjmmer and early ho\irs of the morning in winter. During 
the period the guards are usually asleep and the security is 
neglected,^ 
Tughril, who had revolted at Lakhnauti twice been 
victorious over the army sent by Balban, This was a great set-
back to Balban who personally marched in 1280 A,D. to suppress 
the rebellion, Hox/ever it was a small reconnoitering party of 
Balban which suddenly fell upon Tughril, who was taken unaware 
2 
in his camp and killed. It was the suddeness of the attack 
which proved advantageous in this raid. Had the aproach of 
the scouting party been sighted* the result would have been 
otheirwise. 
During the battle the two opposing forces usually 
got mixed together and hence precautions were taken against 
the infiltration of enemies in the royal camp, by having pass 
wojcds, Ghazi Malik in the battle against Khusro Khan fixed 
*pala* as the pass work for his troops,^ Sultan Muhammad bin-
Tughlaq during his operation against Ainul Mulk ordered that 
the pass words for his troops to be 'Delhit and'Ghazni', So a 
trooper was addressed to with the word 'Delhi* and he replied 
1, Adab-ul~Harb Wash Shu1aah-p«304, 
2, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahl«" pp.86-.91, 
3, Tuqhlag- Nam^-. p,123. 
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saying *Gha2ni.* • If any one failed to give the password he 
was challenged.^ 
The Turkish army was so confident at their Kown 
military prowls that they performed prayers even t^ hile the 
battle was on. While one division fought the other performed 
the prayers. If it v/as not possible to form the 'saf the 
2 horsemen prayed from the horseback. 
Apart from full fledged battles fought, there were 
other types of engagements viz. Sirriya and Shabkun, In 
Sirriya a small contingent of soldiers was sent on a parti-
cular assignment. This contingent included the most efficient 
men who moved without being noticed and took every precautions 
of being successful in their enterprise, Pakhr-i-Mudabbir 
xirrites that in such a campaign not more than 400 men should 
be sent,^ so that there are no problems in the organisation, 
commiinication etc. 
The Shabkun waj an attack carried out during the 
night. The ideal time for such an attack was chosen between 
midnight to dawn. The soldiers when they reached the enemy's 
camp, they created a chaos by cutting the ropes of the tents. 
1, Rehla- Eng, tr, A,m, Husain- p,107, 
2, Adab-ul»Harb~ Wash Shujaah- pp,356-62, 
3, Ibid- p,293. 
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loosening the horses and mass killing. After performing such 
deeds they retximed to their own camp*^ Thus such an attack 
was always feared by the armies which went out on a campaign . • 
2 
Measures were taken to safeguard the camp from such attacks. 
Though references of Shabkxm raid by the armies of the Delhi 
Sultans are not found, but they had been made victims to such 
raids* Ainul Mulk when JKhe revolted against Sultan Muhammad 
bin Tughlaq^made a night raid on the vanguard of the Sultan's 
army, but was soon over-powered and the attempt of killing the 
Sultan went abegging*^ 
SEIGE OPERATIONS« The seige operations required great patience 
and will-power from tdie soldiers* Capttiring of forts in hostile 
territories was always dangerous and the army had to deal 
with the local population along with the enemy's trtjops* A 
seige operation took a long time in aquiring the result and 
hence the soldiers had to be very cautious. They had to arra-
nge food and fodder for themselves and the animals and at the 
same time keep in touch with the centre for assietance and 
reinforcement if necessary. 
1, Adab-ul-Harb-Wash Shulaah- pp,298 
2, Ibid- pp,299-300, 
3, Rehla- Eng. tr, n.M.Husain, p,107. 
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An arxiQ^  which was Involved in a seige operation 
was equipped with all necessary arms and war materials requi-
red for the capitulation of the fort, apart from having inte-
lligent comm^der and strategist officers. The Adab-ul-Harb 
informs us that the beseigers possessed ladders* lasso, Kharak^ 
Matrars^ Manj Qniq# Arrada»Atighkush» Nigah Mardagir^ Siparchalch 
etc,^ It was a practice to psychologically depress tlje defen-
ders of the fort by false propaganda. Rumours were circulated 
that a large reinforcement is due to arrive and to effect this 
a part of the array moved away at night and v;hich came the next 
2 
momipg with standards held high and beating dmms. Other 
strategies li^ ce throwing letters in the forts to create sus-
picion among the beseiged and to send messages in the fort to 
win over the defenders by offering bribes and other incentives 3 
were practiced* Sucdi offers did lead many to come over to 
the 6ther side. Many guided the forces into the fort. During 
the seige of Mandu (130 ^^.D,) the Imperial army nas guided 
into the fort by a traitor and the fort was captured.^ Similar-
ly Malwa fell because of such defectors. The Shodh Patrika 
states that during its seige a traitor named Bhala guided the 
Imperial corranander to a lake which suppliedwater to the fort,, 
a cow's head was thrown into the lake and the beseiged surre-
ndered themselves,^ 
Adab-ul-Harb Wash Shulaahi p,423, 
2, Ibid- p,422, Rehla- Eag. tr, Husain p,106, 
3, Ibid- p.421, 
4, Khazain-ul-Futuh- Eng. tr. p,45-46r Text pp,58-59, 
5, Shodh patrika- p,55« cited in Lai.K,'History of the Khalji's 
PU15. 
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The medieval forts were constructed with a defensive 
approach rather than offensive. Sites for forts were selected 
on hill tops and it was impossible to invest such forts viz, 
Chittor, Ranthambhor, Gwalior# Devagiri etc. It was also not 
possible for the residents of the forts to take offensive as 
the structure of the forts and the topography of the area 
did not allow the movements of forces in a large n\ambers. It 
was thus expedient on the part of the beseigers to cut off 
the supply line of good, foc/der# water etc. Many forts had 
independent water supply as they were built near river banks 
viz Kalinjsr^ QannauJ and also Rantharribhor, 
Attempts had been made by the army of the Delhi 
Sultans to divert the course of a springs so that the fort 
may be deprieved of the water supply. The fort of Kilingar 
which depended on the hillside spring suocumband to the 
Turkish onslaught in 1202 A,D, as the course of the spring 
was diverted to another direction,^ 
The Khazain-ul-'Futuh refers to the capitulation of 
the fort of Ranthambhor in 1301 A,D, which fell to the besei-
gers due to lack of provisions and unavailability of any other 
source of supply,. , "Their provisions being finished 
they ate stones. Famine prevailed in such an extent within the 
1, /v,B,M, Habib\illah- The Foiandation of Muslim Rule in India-
Allahabad- 1961- p,69. 
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fort, that they would have pxirchased a grain of rice for 
two grains of gold but could not get it. The fire of hunger 
had roasted their hearts within their earthen bosoms- and 
they wished to open their bosoms and eat up their roasted 
hearts."^ 
It was a common tradition in the contruction of forts 
to protect it by deep and broad moats* The beseigers had to 
employ various means for bridging the gap before reaching the 
walls of the fort to carry out the operation. Sand bags and 
other available materials were used to fill the moat so that 
the soldiers may reach the foot of the wall and make breaches 
2 
in it. However heavy mechanical artilleries v;ere used for 
making opening in the walls by constaht bombardment, "The havoc 
wrought by the maqhrabi stones had created new doors in the 
gate wall,"^ Such was the function of the artillery which led 
to the capture of the fort of tvarangal. The manjaniqs and 
arradas were also employed to thiw into the fort^ Naphta £ 4 
flasks, stones, foul matter etc. The manlaniqs were also 
adjusted to volley missiles vertically so ao to effect the 
seige on a fort located on a higher elevation,^ These artille-
ries were used in practically all seige operations of the 
Sultans of Delhi*® The Kharak and Charkh also formed a part 
Khazain-ul-Futuh- Eng, tr, p,40. Text, p,52, 
2, Ibid- Eng. tr, P,39, Text, p,50, Bhandu Vyas- Hammirayan, 
ed Bhanwar Lai Nahata, Bikaner 1960 pp,5,170 cited in 
History of the Khaljis- p.93, 
3, Khazain-ul-FuttJth- Eng, tr, pp,54,66;Text pp,70,90, 
4, Adab-xal-Harb wash Shu1aah-p,421-422. 
5, Khazain-ul-Putuh- Text, p,52, 
6 , Tarikh-i«^Firoz Shahi-pp,302, 446|Afif p.150 
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of seige devices, the ftinctlons of i/hich has been discussed 
in Chapter- IV, 
Pasheb was constructed to reach the wall of the fort 
and continue the attack from the top< It was constinicted by 
pilling up sandbags, irnid etc, and it provided a passage broad 
enough for soldiers to inarch in line together,^ The pasheb 
provided great advantage to the beseigers as they led their 
attillery on the top of the pasheb and volleyed missiles in 
the fort. During the seige of Ranthambhor "^ h^en the pashib 
rose high enough to touch the western tower of the fort, the 
Imperial westerns (maqhrabis). appeared like trunk of an ele-
phant on its sximmit and shot large earthen balls," Malik Kafur 
had pasheb constructed in course of his operations against and 
Ranthainbhor#ZSewana and desired for one during the seige of 
warangal»^ The pasheb being open, it did not provide protection 
to the soldiers, hence on many occasions the seige operations 
were conducted with the help of qarqa.i. It was a redoubt in 
front of a fort.^ It was constructed of wood which would be 
moved from one place to another, byt still, it was a difficult 
task to do so on account or its v/eight and the ground condi-
tions,^ Barani while describing the seige of Ranthambhor states 
1, Khazain-ul-Futvih- Text pp, 70, 91, 
2, Ibid- Eng. tr, p.39, Text p.51, 
3, Ibid- Text pp,50-51, 70, 91, 
4, Steingass- p.1083, 
5, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi-p.288. 
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that the soldiers laid the foiindation of the pasheb and 
raised the garqa/^ thus giving an impression that it was the 
upper paart o.. Uie pasheb. Amir Khusr© in his Kbazain-ul-Futuh 
gives an obscure description, he writes" v/hen the sabats and 
qarqajes were completed and rose so high that the garrison of 
2 
the fort v/as placed suddenly on a lower elevation," Akram 
Makdhoome had aptly analysed its structure and function thus--" 
"it was nothing but the wooden tov/er so often used in seige 
work in the Middle Ages, This movable tower had a double use, 
men posted on its top and armed with missiles overlooked the 
defenders of a rampart and shot them down from above, in order 
to clear the way for on assault from below, and often enough 
the tower was fitted with a draw bridge which at a propitious 
moment v/as let down on to the walls and served as a path for 
a column of stormers'.'^  
Sabat was another device used in capturing forts and 
it was more safe and beneficial than the pasheb and qarqa.1, 
We find its references in the Khazain-xil-Futuh but its proper 
function and structure etc, had been examined by later works 
viz, Akbar Namah and Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Nizamuddin^ Ahmed 
while describing the seige of Chittor writes "When the period 
of the seige was prolonged, an order was to be obeyed by all 
the world was issued, for the construction of sabats (covered 
ways) and the digging of mines. About five thousand expert 
1, Tarikh^i^Firoz Shahi- p.288, 
2, Khazain-ul->Futuh- Enq, tr, p,66- Text. p.90, 
3, The Art of war in medieval Indian-Islamic Cxilture. 1937, 
pp,476-.77. 
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builders and carpenters and stone .nasons were collected, 
and they commenced the construction of the covered ways from 
both sides of the fort» Sabat is a word used to express two 
walls, the foundations of which are laid - at a distance 
about ono musket shot (from the fort), and under the protection 
of planks, which are fastened together by raw-hides, and are 
made strong, and forming something like a lane are carried 
to the wall of the fort, and from it tne walls of the fort 
are demolished by cannon balls* Brave yotang warriors entered 
the fort by means of breaches thus made. The Sabat- had such 
a breadth that ten horsemen could ride abreast inside it, and 
it was so high that a man mounted on an elephant and with a 
spear in his hand could pass inside it.,..Within a short time 
the sabats were completed and reached the immediate viicinity 
of the fort. The men constructing mines, dug them, and carried, 
them to the foot of the citadel. They then made a cavity under 
two b<uLstions, which were close to each other and filled it 
with gun powder,"^ The great nxamber of masons, carpenters etc. 
employed to construct a s^at may have been a reason vjhy such 
contruction was not favoured in our period. The army of the 
Delhi Sultans could not have been accompanied by such a large 
number of non-fignting i-orcei- The soldiers were never depe-
ndent on such professional 61ass as they themselves partici-
pated in construction of pasheb, kathqarh etc. 
1. Nizamuddin iVhmad - Tabagat-i-akbari- Eng. tr. B.De. Calcutta, 
1936, Vol ai, pp.343-44. Text. ed. B.De. Calcutta edition-
Vol. II, pp.216-17; also see Sirat-i-Firoz Shahi- p.180. 
Akbar Namah- ^ u l Fazl. Calcutta. 1879, Vol. II-p.318 
I am indebted to my colleague Mr. Ehsan Akhtar for this 
information. 
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When the assailants were successful enough to reach 
the vjalls of the fort they attempted to make breaches in the 
walls* Svrords, javelins, hammers spades etc» and other imple-
ments were used in making openings in the walls. The soldiers 
appeared as if they were "arguing a way the foundations of 
the edifice with their eloquent tongue's while 'some had thrust 
their st-zordpoints into the solidified earth as if determined 
to carve fine figures out of it.*^ 
Elephants were also employed for th^ purjsose of making 
2 breaches in the walls or bringing down the gate of the fortress^ 
Mines were planted for creating bigger passages in the 
walls for the soldiers to enter. After a breach had been made 
the empty space was filled v;ith coHbustiblestr and'theil lighted 
with the result the wall or a portion of it collapsed. The 
fort of Arangal WvaS damaged by mines which enabled Malik Kafur 
to enter the fort . ith his forces. The effect of a breach was 
such that *one half of the earthen fort flaw up like dust to 
the sky, the other half threw itself down to seek protection 
from the ground, 
1, Khazain-ul-Futuh** Eng. tr, P,68, Text pp.93-94, _ 
Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.329, 
2, Ibid- p. 120, 
3, Ibid- Eng. Tr, p,67. Text p,93. 
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Ibn Batuta informs us that the rebellion of Malik 
Naib Nusrat Khan came to an end when Qutlugh Khan ordered 
his forces to make breaches in the fort wall of Badrakot,^ 
An attack on the fort was done from all the four 
2 
sides, each wing of the beseigers doing the best to enter 
the fort, Sincd it was very difficult to scale the walls of 
the fort with the defenders shooting arrows and various 
missiles, it was made possible by diverting the attention of 
the defenders to other side or by means f to make the latt-
er* s attack ineffective. In course of the seige of Warangal, 
Malik Kafur" ordered high ladders and all other requisite to 
be constructed in every division (Khail) in the course of the 
night, when ever the drums beat to action, everyone was to 
come out of his entrechment and carry the ladders to the fort?,, 
the hext .day" men with scaling ropes began to jiomp up to the 2 fort wall like lions in the forest," 
One may be surprised as to how the beseigers prote-
cted themselves from the onslaught carried out from the fort. 
It was not that the defenders were illequipped or were infe-
rior in nuxnber to the beseigers but one has to accept that 
the ajony of the Delhi Sultans had patience and strategist 
1, Rehla- Eng. Tr, ^.M.Husain- p,104 
Khazain-ul-Futuh- Eng. Tr. p,54. Text p.70 
2, lOiazain-til-Futuh- Text pp.92-93. 
Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- pp.329-30 
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mind to compell strong and impregnable forts to succximb 
easily. There has never been an instance when the Sxiltans 
had been beseiged hence improvement were done on tho offen-
sive aspect of fort . ca^pturing. The soldiers, writes Paldir-i-
Mudabbir, always protected themselves with armours like 
JdushM, Khud, Khaftan, Bequltacf etc,^ hence attacks of arrows 
could be made futile. 
The defenders of the fort had all the necessary 
equipments and other requisites to defend themselves. They 
kept various size of rocks, wood for making Kharak and adhe-
sive for joining them. Hides of cows, buffaloes chains v/ere 
also kept and persons who operated Charkh, Manjanicj^ s, arra-
2 
das were always tat \/ork dxiring a seige* The defenders shot 
fiery arrows and bomtacrded the bs seigers below mth. their 
manjaniqs and arradas.^ ^ i r Khusrau mentions how the besei-
gers and the beseiged exchanged shots volleyed from their A 
respective war machines. The beseigers had a tough time in 
approaching the walls of the fort and even after they did 
succeed in it they m .t with resistance from the defenders 
who poured boiling oils at the assailants.^ Thus the soldiers 
1, Adab-ul-Harb Wash Shujaah- p,425» 
2* Ibid- pp,423-24, 
3, Tarikh-i-giroz Shahi- p,277, JJusrat Khan was killed 
during the seige o£ Ranthambhor when struck by a 
missile shot from a maqhrabi. Ibid- p.272. 
4, Khazain-ul-Putuh- Text pp,90,94, 
5, ^ab-ul-Harb Wash Shulaah- p,425. 
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protected themselves with leather coverings soaked in 
vinegar. The v/ajf machines were safeguarded by covered 
roof pasted x/ith mud or sheltered with hides soaJced in 
vinegar and covered with mud«^ 
The beseigers also took great precautious during a 
seige. Fakhr-i-Mudabbir stresses on the following points 
which were mandatory on the beseiged (i) Strict watch must 
be kept all through the might* (ii) Knowledge regarding the 
extent of damage done to the walls of the fort, (iii) The 
watch man must not be relied upon (iv) At night the keys of 
the fortress must be taken away from the gate keeper (v) 
the security men must be transferred every night from one 
tox-zer to the other so that there ware no commtinication with 
the beseigers (vi) During the night the beseigers must be 
prevented from making breaches in the fort wall (vii) The 
chief secvirity officer must inspect the gates of the fort 
at frequent intervals all through the night, (viii) He should 
be courteous with the soldiers and security men and promise 
them rewards for their deeds, (ix) Manjaniq and arr^a opera-
tors must be praised for their performance and given presents 
and robes (x) Nawaks must not be carelessly used (xi) If the 
soldier from inside kills a beseigers with a nawak, the for-
mer should be suitably rewarded, (xii) If a skirmish ensures 
1, Adab~ul»Harb Wash Shu1aah~pp;424«-26. 
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at the gate of the fortress, no one should leave his position 
from the fort walls and trenches# and at the same time the 
gate must not be left iinguarded. (xiii) The brave soldiers 
should be deployed at the gate at the time of battle and 
must be equipped with bow and arrov/s, nizahs> mimniaah 
c|ur,j# siparchakh etc. (xiv) The archers, nawak andaa^ 
"aphta andaz should bo posted at the gate.^ 
It is not that Fakhr-i-Mudabbir had stated the 
above facts as models but such precautious v/ere practised 
through out our period of study. When Firoz Shah Tughlaq 
laid seige to the fort of Eikdala, one of the prominent bas-
tions collapsed and this damage was repaired by the Bengalis 
2 
during the night. The beseigers entered the fort only after 
winning overtaitors- or compelling the beseiged to come out 
in the open for a fight after cutting off their supply lines 
and deprieving them of rations and provisions. 
1, Adab-'til-Harb Wash Shujaah- pp. 425-26, 
2. Afif- pp.149-52. 
CHAPTER « IV 
WEAPONS AND ARMOURS USED 
The Txirkish Sviltans of Delhi equipped their army 
with the best weapons which was then in vogue« It is an 
undisputed fact that in Central Asia the warriors armed 
themselves with various types of v/eapons for offensive and 
defensive p\irposes. They had separate v/eapons which were used 
from a distance viz, bow and arrows, and likewise various 
handy weapons for close combat viz, swords, lance^mace etc.. 
After establishing themselves in India, they adopted many 
weapons of the Rajputs which suited them in the Indian en-
vironment. A detailed study of the arms used by the army of 
the Delhi Sultans reveals a synthesis of Rajput and Turkish 
weapons, & change in the strategy and t-ctics of war also 
brought about a change in the use of arms. For example, the 
use of elephants in battles ushered the adoption of defensive 
armour for the elephants and also device^ for injxiring their 
feet» 
Among the v/eapons, Indian bows viz, Kphi and Hindivi 
v/v-re favoured along with the best of Indian swords called the 
Mauj«'i'»darya. The neza-i-Hindivi was considered to be the best 
among all the lances used. The majority of the weapons used. 
1. Caltrops made of wood or iron was used for the purpose. 
The ^^ab-xil^Harb wash Shuiaah names it hasak. p.367. 
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however, were of non Indian origin since the composition of 
the Txirkish army which consisted of soldiers hailing from 
different nations# employed weapons which they considered 
v^ ere handy* 
A detailed study v/hich follows is an attempt to ana-
lyse the effectiveness of the weapons and the armours used 
for defence against these weapons* The effectiveness of the 
weapons depended on the material of which it was made. The 
mountainous areas of Gh\ir which had abtindance of iron cat-
ered to the manufacture of weapons and other war equipments# 
in great nxanber, so much so that these weapons and airmotirs 
were exported to adjoining countries,^ The Hudu-ul-Mam too 
contains an information of this sort — " from this province 
comes slaves, armour (zirah) coats of mail (jaushan) and 
2 
good arms". The Tabaqat-i-Nasiri informs us about the avai-
lability of arms made of steel#^ The information contained 
in it states that laz-ud-Din Husain of Ghur's (1100-1140 A.D) 
trJiJaute to the Seljuq Sxiltan San jar included armovurs, coats 
of mail, steel helmets and other war equijfsnents, It thus 
X. Bosworth, C,E«- The Early Islamic History of Ghtar*, 
Central Asiatic Journal, Vol. VI 1961- p.ll8« 
2, Hudud-ul-Alajn- Anonymous, Eng. Tr, V, Minor sky-
Regions of the World, London-1937. p.110, 
3, Tabagat-i-Nasiri- p*47. 
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appears that the Ttirks possessed weapons and armours made 
of iron and steel. 
In India whatever quantity of iron was available, 
it was ecployed in the manufacture of excellent swords, 
A1 Idrisi writes in his Kitab Nuzhat Al Mushtag fi . i^htirag 
al Afaq that the "Indians are very good at m^ing various 
compounds of mixtures of substances with the help of which 
they melt the malleable ironic it then turns into Indian iron, 
and is called after India, There (in India) there are work 
shops were swords are manufactured and their craftsmen make 
excellent ones surpassing those made by other pepplev, In 
same ways the Sindhi, Sarandibi and the Baynimani iron vie 
with each other for superiority as regards the climate of 
the place, sJcill in industry, the method of melting and 
stamping and beauty in polishing and scoxaring. But no iron 
is comparable to the Indian one in sharpness. This is a well 
known fact, and no one can deny its superiority",^ The avail-
ability of reed and poplar, in the hilly tracts of India led 
to its use in the manufacture of arrow shafts and lance. The 
study v^ ill be divided into - light weapons bow and arrows* 
swords, Jonce, etc, (ii) Heavy weapons- viz, Khark, manjaniqs. 
1. Al-Idrisi- Kitab Nuzhab .a Mushtag fi Khtlrag al Afag 
Eng, Tr, S.Maqbul AhraaS., Leiden 1960, p,23. 
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arradas (iii) Defensive Armours of soldiers and war animals. 
Bows and arrows were prised offensive weapons as 
they were used from a distance against the enemies,,^ The 
army <Sf the Delhi Sultans used various types of bows namely 
Chachi^ Khwarigmi« Parwanchi^ Ghaznichi, Lahori, Karori, 
Hindivi and Kohi« The Chachi bow was most effective and was 
favourite with the Central Asian archers. The Khwarizmi bow 
was strung ^ ith the strings made from the hides of horses 
and were ithus thick. The arrow used for this bow was also 
thick and hence it did not travel far. The Parwanchi^ Lahori 
and Karori were all similar in shape and function. The Kohi 
how was strong and was made from the horns of mo\intain goats. 
The Hindivi bow was light since it was made of bamboo. The 
arrowy shot from a Hindivi bow did not travel far but it 
2 inflicted deep wound at a close range. 
ARROWSt V'arieties of arrows were used, each having its own 
effectiveness. The heads of the arrows were greatly responsible 
for inflicting different types of wounds since they were made 
of different materials and were of various shapes. Many of the 
arrow heads were made from the bones of dead animals and were 
very poisonous.^ Some arrows had fishedb.^ck (Mahi pushta) or 
Adab-ul-harb Wash Shujaah- p.241. 
2, Ibid- pp.242-43. 
3. Adab-ul-Harb wash Shujaah- p.243, Khazain-ul-Futuh- p.71. 
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round (Ghaloola) shaped arrow heads which co\ild pass through 
a coat of mail or a breast plate,^ In India arrows having 
several arrow points or barbed arrow he^a were used, Theso 
were also poisoned. Once the arrow pierced into the flesh it 
2 was difficult to extract it» 
The arrows intended for different purposes were named 
accordingly. The Tir^i-partabi was an arrow which travelled 
fast. The Tir-i'-zirah was meant to pass through the zirah of 
the soldier. Likewise the Tir-i-khaftan and Tir-i-bequitakh 
were effective in piercing into the armours viz . Khaftan and 
Gultaq,^ Amir Khusro mentions that there were arrows which 
were manufactvired with such a. skill that it could pierce ten 
4 layers of heart. 
The arrow shafts were generally made of poplar or cane 
tree. In the regions of Transoxiana, Khurasan and Iraq, arrow 
shafts were made of poplar. These arrows were heavy and did 
not travel far, though at a close distance they were very 
etfectivG, To the tails of the arrows were attached feathers 
1- Adab~ul"Harb wash shulaah-* p,243, Khazain"Ul~Futuh'» p,71, 
h Ibid- p,242, 
3, Ibid- 243, 
4t Amir Khusro- 11 az.-i-^myg^vi- Nawal Kishore Press, 
Lucknow. 1876, Vol, IV-p,47, 
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of birds such as kites, falcons, hawks, eagles, ostrich etc.^ 
The arrov/ shafts made of reed were considered the best as 
it travelled fast, straight and far. The arrows made of reed 
when fitted with steel point caused a very deep wound, Fakhr-i-
Madabbir writes that a skilful archer with a reed arrow could 
2 make a coat of mail useless. 
References to fiery arrows (tir-i-atishin) are foxind 
in the contemporary chronicles. The Khazain~ul»Futuh refers 
to such arrow being discharged by the Imperial forces during 
the seige of Mandu in 1305 and Arangal, The tip of the 
arrow was most probably fixed with a cloth dipped in combu-
stible solution and fired after being lighted. 
An archer protected his thiimb and the forefinger by 
wearing rings (anq^hustuwana), Fakhr-i-Mudabbir mentions three 
types of such rings worn by the archers viz, Ghaziwar, Mariwar, 
Txirkiwar, The best among them being anqhustawan«»i-qhaziwar,^ 
SWORDS 8 In the chronicles it is mentioned as teqh^and 
Shamshir respectively. The author of the Adab»ul~Harb writes# 
1, Adab-ul-Harb wash Shu,1aah''p,244, 
2, Ibid- p,244, 
3, Kha2ain-Til-Futuh~pp« 59, 71« also see 
Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p,277 
4, Adab-ul-Harb Wash Shuiaah-'pp.245^ 255, 
5, Qiran-us-Sadain-pp.79~80, 
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that if a soldier has all the weapons with him except the 
BworxX^  he is not considered a fully eqmipped soldier, but 
on the other hand if he possesses the sword and no other wea-
pon he is not regarded as an illequipped soldier. On the 
contrary a soldier armed with a sword has a lesser chi..nce 
of being harmed,^ The warriors of the middle ages gave great 
inqportance to the sword and it was considered the best weapon 
for self defence. 
The army of the Delhi Sultans, possessed various 
2 
types of swords, viz, Chini, Rusi, Khizri, Rumi, Firanqi, 
Yemanj., Sulaimani^ Shahi, Alai^ Kashmiri and Hindi^« Among 
these the Hindi swords were regarded the best (qaxihar-dartar), 
The Hinc^ swords too had its variety viz. Paralak, Tarawatah, 
Ruhina, Makhbar, Manqauhar and Parmaqas,^ The sword called 
mauj~i~darya was the best among the Indian swords and was 
also considered above all the other swords mentioned earlier. 
The mauj-i-darya was very costly and was not manufactured in 
abudance, even the royal treasuries did not possess more than 
one,^ The Indian soldiers preferred to fight with Paralak, 
1, Adab-ul~Harb Wash Shulaah- p,263, 
2, Soldiers of different nationalities in the army prefered 
different swords, 
3, Adab«-ul-Harb wash Shuiaah~p,257» 
4, Ibid- p,257. 
5, Ibid- P.259, 
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Tarawatah and RiJhina as these swords were hard and stxong 
and they Inflicted deep It*s properties suggest that 
it was a cutting swoird. Another sword called Baldhiari was also 
a revered sword which was very strong and the wotind inflicted 
2 
by this was of a very serious type. This sv/ord which was of 
Indian origin had great appeal for the people of Khurasan and 
Iraq and they tried to manufacture swords of the same kind 
but could not make it as good as the Indian,^ Nibah was a 
sword manufactured in India which was made of soft iron along-
with small proportion of silver and copper, Pakhr-i-Mudabbir 4 writes that the wound received by such a sword v/as incxj^ rable 
In the areas around R. Sindh called Kuwaj near Karuz^ 
the iron smiths produced excellent swords by a process of 
forging the blade watered like a datepalm leaff Amir Khusro 
to 
also refers^certain black smiths who manufactxired swords as 
thin as a leaf of willow which trembled with out the slightest 
•^o'l.-'h n^ breeze, at the same time the water on heating became 
as hard as iron ^ The Afghans in the army favoured swords 
1# Adab-uI-Harb Wash Shulaah- 259. 
2, Ibid- p.259, 
3, Ibid- p,259. 
4, Ibid- p,259, 
5, The places are unidentified 
6, Adab-\3d-Harb Wash Shujaah- p,259. 
I-1az-i-Khusravi- Vol. IV p.47. 
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The Afghans in the army favoured swords called Surman and 
Turman }" 
The swords mentioned above were straight, hard and 
strong which were intended to inflict wounds even after coming 
in contact with the armour worn by the opponent. Hence they 
were heavy, so that the force of the sword along\irith its sharp 
and strong blade gave the opponent a lesser chance of being 
\ininjured. 
There were also other swords which were used for 
thrusting and slashing, among them the Qalachtari was very 
famous. It was a sword which was a favourite v/ith the Central 
Asians (especially the Ghaznavids)^ It vjas of Turkish origin. 
In structure it was long and curved. The curvature inflicted 
serious wounds. It performed both the function of a swojrd 
and a lance if the latter broke.^ 
Nachakh was a royal weapon, writes, Fakhr-i-
Mudabbir, which combined in its structure both the sword 
4 
and the mace, thus it was used both for slashing and smashing. 
The Dashnah was a sword small in size, slightly curved and 
1. Adab-xAl-Harb wash Shuiaah~ p.259. 
Digby, S-War-Horse and Elephant in the Delhi Sultanate 
Oxford, 1971, p. 19.These swords v/ere very hajftd and strong. 
2. .^ab-ul-Harb Wash Shujaah.~p.452. 
3. Ibid- p.260. 
4. Ibid- p.260 
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broad at the apex. The ^idab-iil-Harb states that it was used 
by the leaders (Peshqhan) and brave soldiers (Janbaaz)^, 
2 
Katarah was a short sword vised by the Indians, It has 
a hilt with two branches extending along the arm* so as to 
shelter the hand and part of the arm. The blade is very thick 
with two cutting edges, having a breadth of three inches at 
the hilt vind a solid point of one inch in breadth. The blade 
cannot be bant •••• The hilt^has at right angles to the Jaa 
blade^a cross-bar^ by tfhich the v/eapon is grasped, and it is 
thus only available for a foirward thrust,^ 
•.There were also smaller /'weapons like Khan jar or a 
4 
dagger, v/hich was carried by the Turks for close combat. The 
Kard was a weapon of the Afghan, It was similar to a butcher's 
knife which was kept in a sheath,^ 
LrtNCEs The lance or the neza was the weapon of the Arabs and 
the Turks,® Fakhr-i-Mudabbir writes that it is said, if one 
1, Adab~ul~Harb Wash Shujaah- p,'2eo, 
2, Ibid- p,473. , 
3, Ir\^ine, W- *The Armv of the Indian Moahtils/ New Delhi, 
1962, p,85, 
4, Mab-ul-Harb Wash Shujaah" p,473 Steingass. E-Persian-
English Dictionary, London, 1947, p,476, 
5, Ibid- pp,252,473, Irwine, W-Opcit, p.88, Steingass p,1002, 
6, It was a weapon for thrristing. 
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person fought 1,000 horsemen all alone* it would be true 
of no other person than a lanceman» The lance is a light 
weapon which can be easily handled,^ 
The Khorasani and Iraqi neza were made of willow 
and vrere used by the Central Asians warriors, but the author 
of Adab~ul»Harb gives preference to the Indian lance which 
was made of reed. The neza made of reed was hollow and thus 
very light. It travelled straight and the nezabaag seldom 
missed his . target,^ This long weapon was both heavy and 
light. The light ones were thrown at the enemy from a dista-
nce^ and the heavy ones v/ere wielded just like a sv;ord, 
TYPES OF LANCE; Shil was one of the types which v/as long. 
One may call it a long javelin or spear. The lance of a 
similar variety ^^ras called a Zopin which was long and heavy. 
The zopin was very much favoured by the warriors and if the 
attack by a zopin failed then onl/ the soldiers resorted to 
fight with a sword,^ The Shil and Zopin were commonly used 
by the Afghans and Indians swordsmen. The Nim-neza was a 
1, Adab-ul-Harb wash Shujaah- p,261, 
2, ILid- p-261, 
3, Tabagat-i-Masiri-' p.119, 
4, Adab~ul-Harb wash Shuiaah~p.260 
5, Ibid-p,260, Tughlag Namah- p.20. 
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short spear which was used by the infantry. The distingh-.^ui-
shed attendants and servants of the Sultan too were equipped 
nim-neza^ A special neza called pilkush was used for 
2 
attacking the elephants. The Arabs in the army fought v;ith 
a heavy neza called Sumeri# and neza-i-.Radini J^ A neza 
known as nega«»i~Khatti was used by the tribes of Bahrain,^ 
The Adab-ul'-Harb also mentions a very famous neza called 
neza'»i«.mardaqir which was a long lance as big as a polostick 
with a curved point,^ The Harbah (short lance) were kept 
by the bodyguards or Jandars and other security men of the g 
king. The Indian used a heavy lance called bhallah. It's 
7 point was often p<hisoned to make the attack more effective. 
BATTLE A ^ AND MACES The battle axe and the mace was carried 
by the cavalrymen to use it in hand to hand fight. These 
weapons had different functions» The axe was primarily used 
Adab-ul-Harb Wash Shujaah" p,260, Steingass- p,1446. 
2, Ibid- p,260. In the text it is printed 
3, The Sumeri had a heavy point c,f, Steingass~p,698, 
• ^ ab^ul*>Harb wash Shujaah- p,261, 
4, Adab-ul-Harb Wash Shu1aah-p,261, 
5, Ibid- p.423. 
6, Ibid- p,i.G \ Steingass-p,415, 
7, Ibid-pp, .172?»73. 
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•bo cut open the armour of the opponent and if welded with 
greater force it fatally wounded the enemy, The mace on 
the other hand was used for 'smashing' unprotected parts 
of the body. Those warriors without a sound protective 
headgear fell ^ easy victims to the attack from the mace. 
There were varieties of maces and battle axes in use during 
our period of stvidy. Among the battleaxe the most commonly 
used was the tabar. It had a simple triangular blade fixed 
to the shaft. The sharpness of the blade and the weight 
1 
periSormed a *cut and smash* function. The tesha was another 
form of a battle axe which was similar in structure to those 
used by the carpenters. However, the ones used in battles 2 
combined in their structure the point of a lance. Similar 
to the tesha was the khist in the format of vrhich, the lance 3 
was more prominent than the ? axe. The tabarzin was the 
battle axe v/hich was used by the cavalymen only in emergency, 4 They always carried it fixed to the saddle, 
GURZ:^ It was a mace which was usually made of gold, silver 
or iron depending on the preference given to the metal and 
1, Adab»ul~Harb Wash Shuiaah- p,262, Steingass p.279, 
2, Ibid- p,262, Steingass p,342, 
3, Ibid- p,260, Steingass-p.461, 
4, Ibid- p,262. 
5, Ibid-pp,260,262, 267, 
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the official status of the v/ielder. The staff of the cmrz 
was about 2 ft, in length surmounted by a heavy rovind stinic-
ttire on the top»^ The other foms of mace were Amud^ K ojaal 
and Dabust A lighter club was called the Dahra v/hich had 
a small head on the top«^ 
There were many handy v/eapons too, viz* the Durbash, 
was a heavy baton v/hich was kept by the securitymen of the 
4 
ruler to press the mob back by holding it horizontally. 
^Qiacmn was a sling by which the soldiers threv/ stones 
at the enemies. If the stone hit the temple or the heart 
of the victim, the latter rarely survived,^ The lak^ was 
an iron disc with sharp edges and it had a hole in the middle 
to facilitate the grip, V-Jhen thrown, it flew very fast and 
used to slice away that part of the body where it made cont-
act, The warriors usually aimed at the enemy's neck, A heavier 
.lak was also used and it was so effective that if it landed 7 vertically on one*s head the body was cut in two. The hasak 
1, Steingass- p,1082, 
2, Adob-ul-Harb wash Shu.1aah'-op,369, 467, 
3, Ibid- p,26C. 
4, Ibid- p,260, Qiran-us-Sadain-pp.78-79. Rehla- Ibn Batuta-
Eng. tr, p,60, 
5, Ibid- p,469, 
6, Ibid-p,472. 
7, Ibid-p,367, 
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was a spiked ball made of iron or wood. It was thrown on 
the groiind to injure the hooves of the horses and feet of 
the enemy's elephants. The Kawand or lass6 were used by the 
cavalrymen to dislodge the enemy from the horseback or the 
howdah of an elephant. The f-dab~ul-»Harb informs us of an 
instance where a soldier in the army of Sultan Mahmud of 
Ghaznin, threw a kamand at his opponent with the result, 
the latter got entangled along with his horse and was dragged 
avray from the battle field. This caused a consternation in 
the ranks of the enemy who fled away leaving the camp behind.^ 
Barani too refers to the use of Kamand by the Imperial forces 
of Delhi, He writes that a do aspa used to . capture ten Mon-
2 gols with their halter. 
Heavy weapons were used in capturing forts. Here I 
would mention the mechanical artillery which discharged missi-
les and those which were used in making breaches in the fort -
wall, Mananigs and arradas were mechanical artilleries ' 
which was used through out the middle ages and were used 
both by the besiegers and the besieged. But there are other 
two devices whose functions have been described in detail 
1, <^ab~ul-Hajt:o wash Shulaah- pp,474-75, 
2, Tarikh-i-Piroz Shahi- p.320. 
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1 2 in the ^ab-ul~Harb viz, Kharak and Charkh . The Kharak 
was a weapon which was used by the besiegers in making holes 
2 
in the walls of the fort. It had a beam with a sharp point 
which was responsible, for making -holes in the v/all. The 
beam was supported by ropes or chains which were suspended 
from tv;o big vertical posts. The beam was pulled and then 
released to make a forceful contact with the wqll. Such 
repeated contacts created an opening in the walls of the fort-
ress thus enabling the besiegers to enter into the fort. Its 
defect has been very well analysed, by M,i^ram Makhdoome, He 
i^ yrites "the defenders of the fort very often rendered the 
kharak ineffective by thick mattress-like sheets of sacking 
filled with strav; or broad or thick beams which they hung 
from the wall over the point in which the machine played, 
rtn additionaldisadvanto^ge of this engine was that it would 
not be used from a distance, and had to be pushed right up 
to the foot of the wall, which the fire and the missiles 
thrown by the besieged rendered "very difficult. And if the 
fort was protected by a ditch it had to be filled up with A sacks full of earth or crossed by means of a bridge" 
1, Mab»\H.~Harb Wash Shu1aah~ pp.421,422, 423, 424 etc, 
2, Ibid- pp,423-24, 
3, Ibid- p,422, Burhan~i»Qatae- Ibn Khalful Tabriz 
Muhammad Hasan alias Biirhan, Lucknow, 1273 /vH p,144. 
4, K, Akram :4akhdoome- 'Mechanical Artllery in Medieval India" 
Journal of Indian History, August 1936 p.190, also see 
Islamic Cxilture Oct, 1937- p.475. 
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Charlch worked on the mechanism of a cross bow, 
t.ie only difference being that it was a huge structure which 
was handled by severalmen» Due to its large structure the 
work was eased by the mechanical advantage of einploying 
1 2 
pulleys. The Charkh discharged heavy arrows or javelins 
to a very long distance, Fakhr-i- Mudabbir mentions two other 
varieties of charkh namely Zanburak and Nim Charkh^. The 
Zanburak discharged missiles like heavy arrov/s namely baylak 
4 
and nim neza. The nim^charkh too shot similar missiles 
which Akram Makhadoome specifies to 'fiery arrowswhich is 
doubtful on the basis of references he has given. The Burhan-^i-
Qatae or Steingass have not specified nim-charkh as a 
device which discharged fiery arrov;s. 
The most commonly employed siege engines vxere manja-" 
nigs and arradas. TheMm^ iji^ nig^ ^ was a mechanical artillery 
which threw missiles of various types including naphta bottles 
or pots to a very long distance. The above two mentioned 




2. B\arhdn-i-Qatae- p.127. 
3, Adab-ul'-Harb Wash Shulaah- p.424, Qiran-us-Sadain-o.80 
Burhan-i-Qatae- pp.195,388 
4. Ibid- p.424. 
5. Islamic Culture, October 1937, p.476, 
Burhan-i-Qatae- p,388, 
Steingass- p.1445. 
6, For detailed description see Islamic Cxilture October 1937-
pp.475-76,;'iJoxirnal of Indian History, Auqust~1936.pp. 190-93. 
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devices viz, Kharak and Ctiarjch belonged to the category 
of manjaniq. The /idab-'\U.«'Harb mentions four types of man-
janlqfl namely manianlQ-^i*arus»^ maajaaiq^i-deva* TOan.iani<s~i». 
Ghuriwar and man.1 aniq-'i-»ravant The man janiqs shot missiles 
with great force which often resxilted in making openings in 
the fort wallsSometimes it was used to injure the enemies 
inside the fort. If hit by a manjaniq stone the victim har-
4 
dly survived, Nusrat Khan was killed!, when hit by a maqhrabi 
stone during the siege of Ranthanbhor ? 
Before discussing the functions of manj anigs I wo\ild 
first sort out a clear understanding of maghrabi \^ich I tend 
to use equivalent and in sxibstitute for manjaniq, Barani and 
iUnir Khusro have both mentioned maqhrabi in TariKh-i-Firoz 
St>ahi and Khazain-ul-Futuh respectively, alongwita arrada 
^ ^ manjaniq. To say that it may have been a 'improved type 
roanjaniq' from maqhrib or west or North west Africa'® 
seems doubtful. Just as Fakhr-i-Mudabbir had mentioned the 
types of Manjanigs# it appears that maqhrabis too was used 
as a synonym for manjaniqs by the chronicles of the fourt-
eenth century, ^ i r Khusro in his accoxint of the conquest 
1, i^ab-ul-Harb Wash Shujaah- p,427. It could discharge 
missiles on all the fo\ar sides, 
2, Ibid- p,427. 
3, Khazain*'ul-Futuh- p,70, 
4, The maqhrabi was a type of manjaniq, 
5, tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p,272, 
6, Journal of Indian History- August 1936- p,193. 
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of Siwana^fhad used manjanlcrs and maqhrabl as synonyms. He 
saysi manv:pnlqs on the west were entrusted to Malik Kamal 
uddin Gurg (the Wolf The maqhrabls under the command of 
the •wolf* made a cave In the hill with every shot,"^ 
2 
The man.laniqs could be taken to the top of the pasheb 
from where projectiles -.could be discharged. Many projectiles 
vrere shot at one time from the same machine. The Khazain-ul-
Futxih states "The stones of the besieging maqhrabis went 
up in the air and struck the clouds with such force that 
lighting was emitted from them. Heavy stones fell like hail 
on the heads of the besieged",^ If the construction of a 
pasheb was not possible the manianig were made capable of 
throwing stones vertically at the enemies on the top of the 
fort,^ 
The heavy man1aniqs were worked by several men which 
is borne out from the Khazain-ul'-Futuh, It states that 
wrestlers were employed to 'draw the westerners (maghrabis)' 
and 'other warriors began to place heavy stones in the arm 
arrada was a lighter manj anig which was fitted 
fi on wheels which during a siege operation could be taken 
I* Khazain-\U.-Futuh-> Text p,70, Eng, tr, p,54, 
2, Ibid- Text- p,51, 
3, Ibid- JSng, tr, p,40. Text. p,52, 
4, Xhid- Text p,52. 
5, Ibid- p,61, Tr.p.48- Qiran-us-Sadain-p.140 
6, Steingass- p.841, 
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from one place to another for more effective use* This is 
how i^ mir Khvisro con^ares the two (maghrabi and arrada) "The 
maqhribis outside exchanged shots with the iradaa inside 
the fort. It seemed as if youngman and vieled brides v/ere 
throv/ing loving stones at each other, «••• If one ball was 
discharged from outside, it fell as tv/o balls v;ithin, but 
if two balls vrore discharged from within, no misfortmie 
befell the prodaimers of the one God,"^ 
Qrrada too had its varieties namely arrada~i~ 
2 3 
qardan, arrada-.i«.Khafta and arrada«.i~rawan, The Khushkaniir 
too was a mechanical si6ge device which threw projectiles. 
This device should not be confused v;ith the Khushkaniir of 
the later period where it denotes a cannon* 
ARMOURS t The soldiers in the army protected themselves with 
armoxirs made of iron and steel and also at times with leather 
jackets. The infantry in particul^ir, apart from the armours 
they put on, defended themselves with shields. The horses 
and elephants too were protected by defensive armoxirs. Thus 
Khazain-\il~Futuh~ Eng, tr. p.68; Text pt94, 
2. ,r\dab~\il-Harb wash Shuiaah- p.427 
3, Ibid~ p.424 also see Burhan-i-Qatae" p4,304. 
Steingass- p»1033. 
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the whole a n y effecstively eqiolpped themselves with offen-
sive and defensive arms and armours. The army of the Sxiltans 
of Delhi wore various types of armours, each serving its own 
purpose• 
The head of the warriors was protected by a steel 
helmet called Khtid,^  Next, the mlqhfar or network of steel 
worn under the cap, was worn to protect the neclc and the 
2 back, THe rest of the body was safeguarded by other armours. 
Initially broad steel framework was used as protection, but 
of 
later developments in raanu^actxire/steel led to the production 
of more flexible armours which facilitated the movements of 
limbs and the other parts of the body. The jaushan^ was an 
armour which covered the breast and the stomach, Belov/ this 
steel breast plate the warriors wore a leather jacket called 
the khaftan,^ The zirah^ was a coat of mail which also exte-
nded to the arms. The zirah was made with intersections of 
chains - which had a variety called the zirrah-i-DaudiAfif 
mentions that Sultan Firoz Shah Tughlaq used an armour which 7 consisted of 44 pieces. It appears that the quality of the 
1, Adab-ul-Harb wash Shulaah- p,263, Steingass- p,482 
Tabaqat-i-Nasiri- p,47, 
2, Steingass- p,1281, 
3, Ad^ul Harb wash Shuiaah-p.263, 
H\jdud"ul»Alam- p.lloT Steingass- p.378, 
4, Adabul Harb wash ahuiaah-p.425, Steingass-p.468, 
5, Ibid- p,263, Steingass-p,616, 
Tughlaq Namah- p,81, Khazain-xxl-Futdih-p. 61 
Prof. M, Habib had translated^ias strokes like those of 
David, Eng, tr, p,48. 
7, Afif- pp.150-51, 
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zlrah depended upon the number of pieces or chains it had. 
Many of the soldiers wore two armours the inner one was 
called the dast^^ Apart from the above mentioned armours, 
a soldiers also wore am iron armour on top of the zirah 
vrhich was known as Chaharaina , It consisted of four plates 
one covering the breast, the other protecting the back and 
two smaller pieces which sheltered the sides. All the four 
plates v/ere joined together with leather straps. The Adab-ul" 
2 
Harb mentions an amour called becfultak which most probably 
was an iron roba or kurta. No wonder Hasan Nizami calls the 
army of ShiJiabiiddin Muhammad Ghori as an a m y "clad in amo-
urs and coats of mail*»^ 
The shields were used by the infantry and they varied 
in size and structure. The sipar^ (shield or buckler) were 
made of iron or steel and also from the hides of rhinocerous 
(Sipar-Karq)# We find Fakhr-i-Mudabbir mentioning the types 
of shields used by the soldiers viz- Sipar Chobin (wooden) 
Sipar Shushak), Sipar neza, Sipar Chakh, Sipar Karq# Sipar -
Khadanq (made of white poplar tree).^ I feel that the lighter 
shields mentioned above namely sipar chobin and sipar Khada-
nq were used by the cavalrymen to ward off attacks. Since 
1, Tarikh-i-Miibarak Shahi- p.215, Rehla- Eng. tr, p,115< 
2, /^ab-»\il-Harb Wash Shu.1aah-p,425 
3, Ta j-xil-.Maathir- E & D Vol, II p.220, 
4, i^ab-xil^Harb Wash Shulaah-p,262, St^ngass- p,651, 
5, Ibid- pp,242.247, 260, 342, 
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the cavairymon were very mobile and were a difficult target, 
tho lighter shields were quite effective. The infantry who 
were the first to bear the brunt of the enemy's attack had 
to arm themselves \;ith strong shields • 
The animals used in v;arfare viz, horses and elephants 
too were protected by armovurs. Tho burqustax^ ran was a special 
armour meant for the horses*^ One could visualise the appea-
rance of these animals in the battle field cl<_d in battle 
armours. The contemporary chroniclers have all described the 
armoured elephants in the battle field as *mountains of iront 
Thus the st\idy of arms and armours used in the army 
of the Delhi Sultan, would suggest that the soldiers were 
equipped v;ith all the requisite and ideal weapons of the age 
which they effectively employed according to the tactics they 
preferred was tho best, similarly, they did not ignore the 
defensive aspect of warfare. They were heavily armovired, along 
with the horses and elephants. Hence it is not surprising of Delhi 
that they were very few casualtities in the Imperial armyilthan 
the adversaries they faced. 
1, Tabaaat"i-Nasiri. p.119^ 
Adab~ul^Harb WashShu1aah-PP.261, 272, 425, 
Steingass- p,178, 
2, Tabaqat-jo-Nasirip* 89, 
Zaf ar NamahVr.3 : T T P ^ J G O , Sghla- Sng, tr, p.i06. 
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CHAPTER - V 
FORTS Atm THEIR IMPORTANCE 
In the Middle Ages* forts played an important peurt 
in warfare. Mere battles did not decide the success of one 
and the defeat o£ the other, vintil and unless the forts which 
incorporated in itself the palace of the ruler, his treasury 
and of coiirse the town, where a large section of the medieval 
population which professed diverse occupations resided,^ was 
also captured. In case of any invasion, the poptilation resi-
ding outside the towns moved inside the fortfied city. The 
Khair-ul-Ma1alis informs us that at the on set of the Mongol 
invasion Sultan Ala-ixd-Din Khalji issued orders for the people 
2 of the surrounding villages to come into the city. 
The forts of the Rajputs were however not meant for 
the masses. Only the privileOe<i caste groups resided inside 
the fortfied city. Al-Beruni writes that the Antyaja which 
3 constituted the b\ilk of the masses resided outside the towns. 
The Turks when they entered the Indian dominion had 
to encoxinter many forts. The Rajputs had biiilt huge and 
massive forts which served as their military base. These forts 
1. Barani writes that during the reign of Stiltan Nasir-\id-Oin 
Mahm\id the Meos entered the city of Delhi and molested the 
people in one way or another. Due to the fear of the Meos, 
the western gates of the city closed after the Zuhr prayers 
and nobody from the population dared to go dut of the city, 
Tarikh-i-Firog Shahi-p.SS. It is thus evident that the 
population resided in side the city of Delhi. 
2. Khair-ul-^a1alis~ pp,259-60 
3. A1 Beruni - Kitab-ul-Hindy Eng. Tr. Beiiinis India* 
by Edward C, Sachau, New Delhi 1964, Vol, I p.lOl, 
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were built on high and inaccessabXe spots for the purpose of 
defence. However — • •In the north Indian plains, where the 
gro^d was level, these fortfications were built on artificial 
mounds, the earth for which was obtained from the foot of the 
site, thus providing, an enclosure of a ditch or a large pond 
for the protection of the fort,... In the Deccan, the forts 
constmcted on the precipitous rocky hills or boulder strewn 
hills with wide raoats defending the curtain were unpregnable 
for the siege engines and the devices of those days. Simila-
rly numerous summits of the hill range running north-east 
through the south of Radjasthan and the hills of Malwa are 
provided with strong fortifications, which even in their 
present condition are most imposing structure."^ 
There is no doubt that the forts of India built by 
the Rajputs were of a class beyond compare in view of their 
structure and strategic location, but they failed to serve 
the puarpose which was the desideratiam of the time. They were 
never utilised for offensive purposes. The Rajputs never 
cared to chalk out a strategy of combining the forces of 
different garrisons in checking the Turkish inroads. The 
Turks therefore were not disturbed by the presence of a 
1. Encyclopaedia of Islam. Vol. Ill, Leiden, London, 1971, 
p.481. 
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nearby Rajput garrison. They concentrated their attacX on 
one fort and after its capitulation they moved on to the 
next* There has never been an instance where one can find 
the Rajput forces of one fort going into the rescue of the 
other. The Turks on the other hand utilised the captured 
forts as their military base for laxmching attacks on the 
next target, Uch and Mxaltan* for examples served Shihab-ud-
Din Miaharamad of Ghor as a base for penetrating into Gujarat. 
Likewise the conquest of Kuhram and Samana in 1192 M) was . 
essential for the subjugation of the easteim territories and 
for the defence of adjoining forts, Minhaj writes that when 
Jatwan beseiged Hansi in Sept, 1192 AD, Qutub-ud-Din Aibek 
rushed from Kxihram to relieve it,^ 
Shihab-ud-Din Muhammad planned all his moves in the 
most strategic manner. He captured Ilultan in 1175 AD to make 
inroads into India .Next he consolidated his position in 
Sind by taking Uch,^ Lahore was squeezed out of Khusraa Malik's 
hand^ and soon became a very strong and strategic military 
1, Tabaqat-i-Nasiri" p,120, 
Tarikh-i-Fari»hta- Vol. I, i>-56, 
2, Tarikh-i-Ferishta- Vol, I, p,58, 
3, Tabagat-'l-Nasiri^ p»117, 
Tarikh-i-Ferlshta -Vol,I, pp,56-57, 
Tarikh-i-Mvibarak Shahl- p.6, 
Tabaqat^i-i\kbaci- p,37 
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station of the Turks, It was a bone of contention between 
Yalduz, Kabajah and Iltutmish^ on accovint of its strategic 
location, Iltutmish however incorporated it into the Delhi 
Sultanate in 1217 AD.Lahore later became the Western Frontier 
province of the Delhi Sultans and its charge was entrusted 
upon prince of royal blood and able military generals. The 
Doab was also annexed in the same manner with a chain of 
forts falling in the hands of the Turks, During the reign 
of Sultan Balban the whole of northern Indian plain formed 
the Sultana.€e, The forts of the frontier provinces vrere 
garrisoned and new forts were built at different places to 
check local y,uprisings. On the orders of the Sultan the new 
forts of Kampil, Patiali and Bhojpur were garrisoned with 
Afghan soldiers, A fort was also constructed at Jalali, These 
checked the rebels, robbers etc, of the areas and helped in 
maintaining peace and tranquality. Old forts were also rep-
2 aired and garrisoned. 
To safeguard the Sultanate from being over run by 
the Mongols, the Delhi Sultans fixed their frontiers on the 
north west. The forts of Multan, Lahore, Depalpiir, Sialkot etc, 
served as the frontier military stations which had the respo-
nsibility of checking foreign invasions. MOst trustworthy 
1, Tabaaat*i"Nasiri -pp.135,143,171,236, 
2, Tarikh^i-Firoz Shahi- pp^55-59 
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military commanders were posted on the frontiers. Sultan 
Nasir-ud-Din Mahmud had given the charge of the north-west 
to Balban-i-Zar.^ Sultan Balban had bestowed this respon-
sibility on his nephew, Sher Khan and later Prince Muhammad 
took over the charge, Ghazi Malik (later Sultan Ghiyath-ud-
Din Tughlaq) was the wai^ien of the western marches and held 
the iqta of Depalpur under the Khaljis, He is reported to 
have fought twantynine battles against the Mongols,^ 
There was great cohension among the forces of the 
frontier forts. For Example, Barani writes, S\iltan Balban had 
appointed a place of rendezvous for the armies of different 
commanders to meet. In case of a Mongol invasion. Prince 
Muhammad was to move from his position in the frontier province 
and Kurra Khan from Samana and Sunam to join the Imperial 
4 
a m y from Delhi, at Lahore, This system was followed during 
the Sultanate period in all inqportant military expeditions. 
We also find that during the expedition of Gujarat in 1299AD, 
Nusrat Khan moved with the Imperial forces from Delhi,^ and 
Ulugh Khan marched from Sind® towards Gujarat, Both these 
Futuh-us-Salatin-p.152 
2, Tarikh~i-Firoz Shahi-PtSl 
Rehla - Eng. Tr. p.48, 
4, Tarikh-i~Firoz Shahi-p.61. 
5, Khagain-ul-Futuh-p.47 
6, Mir Masum- Tarikh-'i-Masximi- ed, U.M, Daud pota Poona. 1938. p,44, 
Tarikh-i-Ferishta- Vol, I. p.102, 
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forces met at Oiittor and headed jointly towards their desti-
nation, Such cohensiveness in military movements were never 
adopted by the Rajputs. The military stations were recrui-
ting centres as well^ for the Hashm-i-^^traf. They provided 
provisions and other requisite ite.ns to the Imperial army 
whenever required. The forts served as base camps which 
facilitated the Imperialistic and expansionist policies of 
the Khaljis and Tughluqs* Expeditions were organised and 
sent froiu those forts. Distant campaigns of the Delhi Sultans 
were successful on account of the chain of forts (in the 
possession of Delhi Sultans ) which lay on way to the cam-
paigning tairtet. When SUltan Ghiyath-ud-Din Tughlaq ordered 
the Imperial army under his son Ulugh Khan to proceed towards 
2 
Telingana in 1321 , Ulugh Khan made Devagiri his base 
camp from where he carried out the campaign. Daulatabad as 
a military base enabled Mxaharamad bin Tughluq to suppress the 
rebellion of Sayid /^ hsan Shah.^ In the north-v;est^Muhammad 
bin Tughluq made Lahore his base for the campaign of Kalana-
4 
ur and Peshawar. The Delhi Sultans utilised the forts very 
effectively in consolidating their position in the conquered 
1. Rehla- Eng. Tr. p.13-14. for recruitment of troops at Multan, 
2. Futuh-us-Salatin- p.400. The place mentioned is Svinuri 
which is very close to Daulatabad. 
3. Rehla- Eng. tr. pp.100-102. 
4. Rituh-us-Salatin-p.423. 
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territories* They could reach out to the people through these 
military stations and garrisons. 
The forts of medieval India (of the Rajputs) vrere 
built in the most defensive manner which could ward off any 
attack. The .nedieval chronicles are full of praise for 
the forts which shoolc the imagination of the viewers. The 
Rajputs had taken into consideration all the known methods 
of seige operations and had constructed the forts likewise, 
/ were that thelrforts The common factor among the Rajput constructed forts^v/ere on 
hills or on inaccessable heights, surrounded by a vast ditch 
with natural protections. Few of the forts which serve our 
interest for the study of their structure, and military pur-
poses are mentioned thus, 
RAMTHAHBHOR: This had been one of the most problemic forts 
for the Sultans of Delhi, Practically every Sultan had to 
reconquer it back from the Rajputs, Sultan Iltutmish had to 
relieve it after the death of Qut\ib-ud-Din Aibek,^ During the 
reign of Razia it was again in the hands of the Rajputs and 
she had to issue orders to Malik Qutub-ud-Din Husain to cap-
2 
ture it back. At the time of Sultan Nasir-ud-Din Mahmud it 
was not in the po ssession of the Sultanate and expeditions 
1, Tabaqat-i-Masiri- p,172, Futxih-us-Salatini 
2, Ibid- p,187. 
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were sent against it. Sultan nla-ud-Din Khalji personally 
led an army against it which succeeded in annexing it in 
1301 
The importance of Ranthambhor* to be in the hands of 
the Delhi Sioltans was to have a strong foothold in the hosti-
le territory of Rajputana, This fort vras defended by natural 
barriers v;ith deep and impassable ravines,-. It stands on I 
a rock 1578 feet above sea level, svirrovinded by a massive 
2 wall strengthened by towers and bastions, 
Minhaj v/rites that this fort for Its exceeding stre-
ngth, solidity and impregnability was famous and notorious 
3 
through out all Hindustan, Amir Khusro describes Ranthambhor 
as t^  * towering fort, which talked v/ith the stars through its 
lofty pinnacles'.^ from his account it is also evident that 
the fort had 10 towers,^ Even Isami-credits Ranthambhor as 
being unparrallel in its structxire. 
GWALlORt At the onset of the Ghxirid invasion Gwalior was 
lander the control of the Parihara. Rajputs who accepted the 
1, Khazain-ul-gutuh- p.53, 
2, Imperial Gazetteer of India- Vol,21, pp,235-36, 
3, Tabaqat-i-Masiri- p,172 
4, Khazain-iU.-Futuh- p,50- Eng, Tr, p,38. 
5, Ibid- p,50 6, Futuh-us-Salatin- p.121, 
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suzerain!ty of Shihab-ud-Din Muhammad. In 1200 AD it was 
forcefully occupied by Qutub-ud-Din Aibek^ after the initial 
harrasement carried out by Baha-\id-Din Tughril* This occupa-
tion did not deter the Raj^juts from gaining control over the 
fort in which they succeeded under the leadership of Mangal 
2 3 Diw, Stiltan Iltutmish took possession of the fort in 1232 AD 
but again we find that under Sultan Razia the Delhi army had 
to evacuate the fort on accoxmt of constant hostilities comm-
enced by Ghahairdeva* the ruler of the area,^ Ulugh Khan (Balban) 
took military action in 1251 AD and occupied Gwalior*^ Gwalior, 
according to Minhaj, remained in the hands of the Turks till 
1260 Aof W^ however don't find any expedition taken against 
Gwalior during the 13th century, thereby confirming its poss-
ession in the hands of the Delhi Sultans, The Khaljis and 
the Tughluqs were in complete possession of Gwalior, 
The fori; of Gwalior stands on 'an isolated sandstone 
hill# which towers 300 feet above the old town, measuring 1 % 
miles long and 2#800 feet across at ita widest part. The walls 
) 7 above the scrap are about 30 feet high »'ln the words of Hasan 
1. Tabagat-i-Nasiri- p,145, 
Tarikh~i<-Fakhruddin Mubarak Shahyp.24. 
2. Ibid- p.175, 
3. Ibid- p.175, 
4. Ibid- p.^187. 
»?44-PPr2l5-16 6, ^ia-^p.278, 
7, Imperial Gazetteer- Vol, 12p,439 
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Nizami it was 'the pearl of the necklace of the castles of 
Hind, the summit of which the nimble footed wind from below 
cannot reach, and on the bastion ofvU^.ich the rapid clouds 
have never cast their shade, and which the swift imagination 
has never surmounted, and at the height of which the celestial 
sphere is dazzled.^ Ibn Battuta gives more details about 
the fort. He writes that *This fort of GwaliPr (Kaliyur) 
lies at the height -of a high mountain and looks as if it 
is cut out from the rock, in its vicinity there is no other 
mountain. It contains a water cistern and about twenty wells 
aro\ind which are walls leading to the fortress with mangonels . 
and ballistas set up. The fortress is reached by a road which 
is so wide that an elephant and a horse can easily pass through 
it. 
The charge of Gwalior was always considered as a 
prestigious appointment. Iltutmish as an amir received 
Gwalior as his post of appointment.^ Later Malik Tay^si, also 
an able commander (his deeds are mentioned elsewhere) took 
over its charge.^ The fort of Gwalior also served as a prison 
for recalcitrant princes. Isami informs us that Khizr Khan 
Taj-va..Maathir~ Eng. Tr. Elliot and Dowson Vol,Hp.225 
2. ftBhla«. Eng. Tr. p.45. 
3. Tabaaat~i^Ncisiri«. p. 169. 
4. Ibid- p.240. 
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was prisoned in this fort,^ Gwalior was thought to be an 
ideal place for Sultan Jalal-ud«Din Piroz Khalji to meet 
Ali Gurshap who was returning from the campaign of Deogir 
(1295 AD),^ 
CHITTORi It had remained in the hands of the Rajputs through-
out the 13th century# but ultimately it fell prey to Ala-ud-
Din Khalji's expansionist policy, in 1303 AD, The Sultan 
himself laid the seige to the fort which according to Amir 
Khusro was such that 'e^ r^en hail stones were unable to strike. 
For if the flood itself rushes from the simmit, it will take 
full day to reach the foot of the hill,'^ 
This fort 'stands on a long narrow hill, lying almost 
exactly north and south and about 500 feet above the surrou-
nding plain, It.'s length is about 3k miles and its greatest 
breadth half a mile, and it covers an area of about 690 acres 
It is also defended by the confluence of two rivers namely 
Gambheri and Berach on the east and on the north by another 
hill called Chatar-wari»^ Hence there was no problem of water 
1. Futuh-us-Salatin- pp.341-42 
Rehla- Eng. Tr. p«43. 
2, Tarikh-i-J4ubarak Shahi-.. p.67. It is written 
which is a meant LorjJB also see, Fut\ih-us-Salatin 
p,238. Eng. Tr.406, 
3, Khazain-ul-Futuh-pp,61« Eng. Tr. pp.47 
Amir Khusro Dewal Rani Khizr Khan- ed, Rashid Ahmad 
Aligarh- 1917 pp,66-67, 
4, Imperial gazetter- Vol, X p,298, 
5* Khazain-ul-Futuh- pp,60-61, Eng. Tr, pp.47 fn, 1 and p.48, 
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supply. Amir Khusro writes, that in the fort itself there 
were many springs and reservoirs^ "The fort," writes Sidney 
Toy" is sxirroxmded by a powerfully crenellated curtain wall 
and is approached on three sides, north, east and west, by 
sinuous paths, checked by gates at intervals in their ascentt"' 
With the fall of Chittor, the Rajputs resistance gave 
away and Ala-\ad-Din Khalji even went to the extent of giving 
it's charge (later on) to Maldeo, a son of Rai Ratan Sen's 
sister,^ Ferishta states that he remained loyal to the Sultan 
and always offered his service with his followings whenever 
4 
required. He also adds that after Ala-ud-Din Khalji's death, 
Chittor again become independent,^ but we find that at the 
time of Malik Kafur's death Ainul Mulk Multani was encamped 
with an army at Chittor, M&lik Tughlaq went to Chittor to 
persuade Ainul M\ilk to go foward with the orders of suppre-
ssing the rebellion of Haider and Zirak in Gujarat.^ 
Dewal Rani- p,67. Toy, Sidney - The Strongholds of India-
p.89, 
2, Toy, Sidney- The Strongholds of India, p,84 
Archaeological Survey of India- Vol, 23, pp.101-110, 
3, First it was given to Khizr Khan, Khazain-ul-Futuh- p,63 
Malik Shahin was also its governor and after he fled away 
on account of political reasons, Malik Kaftir was made its 
governor, Futuh-us-Salatin -pp.280, 283, 
4, Tarikh-i-Ferishta- Vol. I, p.115, 
5, Ibid- Vol. I, p,123, 
Tarikh-i-FirAz Shahi- pp.388-89, 
Fut\ih-us-Salatin-pp . 348,3 56, 
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MANDUt Manclu occupied a strategic position from where the 
conquest of the Deccan was easier. Hence Ala-ud«Din Khalji 
was not prepared to leave any thorn that remained in that 
land,^ "The fort of Mandu, an edifice so high, that the eye 
2 
was unable to see its siimmit" were the visualisation of Amir 
Khusro. Its ciroamference has been given as fotar farsang,^ 
This fort was built on a flat-topped bill in the Vindhyan 
range, 2079 feet above saa level. The fort is formed of 
the entire hill, round which runs a battlemented wall nearly 4 
23 miles in circuit. Amir Khusro has given the details of 
its seige in the KhazLain-ul-Futuh and Dewal Rani • ^  After its 
capitulation the whole territory was given to Ainul Mulk 
Multani as he was considered by Ala-ud-Din Khalji as one of 
the most responsible officer,^ 
The Deccani Forts- Devagiri or Daulatabad 
The success of the Khalji penetration in the Deccan 
was greatly due to its hold over Devagiri, The Rai of the 
place, Rom caiandra Deva extended full cooperation to the 
1, Khazain-ul-Futuh- p.56, 
2, Ibid- p.56, Eng, tr, p,44 
3, Dewal Rani- p,68 
4, Imperial Gazetteer, Vol, 27, pp,171-172, 
5, Khazain-xxl-Futuh-op.55,59, 
Dewal Rani- pp,68-69 
6, Ibid- p.56. 
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Delhi army in their campaigns of the other Deccani states. 
It was one of the most important military base, which provi-
ded all the necessary facilities to the Imperial army on 
1 2 their way to Warangal and Dwar Samudra, The Rai who acted 
as a tributory showed so much benevolence on the Delhi army 
whenever they crossed Devagiri, that Ala-ud-Din Khalji 
invited him to the marriage of his son Khizr Khan,^ The son 
of the Rai, named Singhana,discarded the tributary status and 
showed defiance to Ala-ud~Din Khalji. The Stiltan could not 
tolerate the infringment of his authority and he thus sent 
on army under Malik Kafxir to deal with the 'rebel', Malik 
Kafur was successful in his enterprise and he made Devagiri 
his headquarter from where he sent the annual tributes to 
4 
Delhi. After the death of Ala-ud-Din Khalji, Sxiltan Qutub-ud-
Din Khalji annexed Devagiri to the Sultanate. It was 
the first annexation of a Southern Kingdom in the Delhi 
Sultanate. The irt^ortance of Devagiri increased during the 
Tughlaqs. It continued to serve as a military base U||der 
1. Khazain»\il«»Futv>h-'P. 79 . 
2. Ibid- pp.122-123, 
Futuh-ua-Salatin, p.294. 
3. Futuh-us-Salatin p.324. 
4. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p,368. 
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Sultan Ghiyath-ud-Din Tughlaq, During the campaign of Wara-
ngal in 1321 Ulugh Khan stopped at Devagiri where 
his younger brother Mahmud Khan served as a muqta.^ Giving 
the charge of Devagiri to a prince, .shows the importance 
which was attached to it. The conquest of Warangal by Ulugh 
Khan (later Sxiltan Muhammad bin Tughlaq) v/as possible only 
2 
by jhaving Devagiri as a bacH up military station, Ibn 
Batuta describes the fort thus-" the first division is 
Davilatabad which is reserved for the Sultan* s residence and 
his troops, the second division is called Kataka^ and the 
third is the peerless fortress which is called Deogir and 4 
has no equal in impregnability? A closer view of the fort 
makes it look very impressive. It stands on a'conical rock, 
scarped from a height of 150 feet from the base. The bill 
upon which it stands rises perpendicularly from the plain 
to a height of about 600 feet. The outer wall is 2h miles 
in circumference, with three lines of fortification between 
it and the base of the upper fort.' 
-5 
"The entrance to the citadel is defended by a wide 
and deep wet moat which has been excavated out of the living 
1. Tarikh-i»Firog Shahi- p.446, 
Iiituh»uS"Salatin~p, 399 . 
2* Futuh~us~Salatin» pp,401-402, 
3, Mehdi HusaJLn calls it a military cantonment Rehla Eng, Tr, p,169, fn, 1 
Rehla- Eng, Tr, p,169 , 
5, Imperial Gazetteer- Vol. XI P,201 
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rock# leaving dams across it and a stilxnerged causeway for ' 
the bridge The height of water in the moat was xander 
control and any adjustment in this height could be restricted 
to the space between the dams. In time of siege, if the ene-
my had carried all the outer barriers, the portion of the 
moat including the bridge cotild be flooded, and the water in 
that portion raised to such a height as to render the bridge 
impassable..,... 
Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq had chalked out a plan 
for a residential complex for the different section of the 
people at the foot of the citadel. Muhammad bin Tughlaq*s 
interest in Devagiri developed, as Barani puts in, due to 
its location being equidistant from all the other provinces^ 
and th£ Sultan thought in terms of transferring the status 
of capital from Delhi to Devagiri, However it was not so. 
As the Deccani states v-/ere being annexed, it was thought to 
make Devagiri an^  administrative centre to look after the 
4 
newly acquired territories of the South, The rebellion of 
Baha-ud-Din Gvirshap, who had also made the Rai of Kampila 
1, Toy, Sidney- The Strongholds of India~ p,38 
2, Maasalik-ul-».ibsar- Eng. Tr, I.H.Siddiqui and Q.M, ^\hmed, 
p-32, 
3, Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- pp.473-74 
4, Tarikh-i-Ferishta- Vol, I-p,136, 
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his aXly, was a threat to Muhaitimad bin Tughlaq's hold of 
the south,^ However Devagirl (renaitiid Daxilatabad) developed 
to such an extent that it was considered parallel to Delhi 
2 
and was addressed as * Q\abbat-ul~Islam. * It later became 
the centre of the Bahamani power. 
WARrtNGAH Warangal was the capital of Telingana which at 
the time of Sultan Ala-ud-Din Khalji, was ruled by Pratap 
Rudra Deva, Ala-ud-Din Khalji after having obtained the 
loyalty of Ram Chandra Deva of Devagiri, wanted to have 
control over Warangal as well, so that annual tributes from 
the South co\ald fill his coffers. Sultan Ala-ud-JDin Khalji 
was bent upon conquering Warangal inspite of the fact that 
sending an army to a far of territory involved many risks, 
Ala-ud-Din instructed Malik Kafur with the 'dos and don'ts* 
of leading a campaign before the array left for Warangal in 
order to have positi^te result,^ The hold over Devagiri ena-
bled the Imperial army to apply military pressure in the 
South which was a success. 
The fort of Warangal has been described by Amir Khusro 
in a very explicit manner. This fort had two lines of 
fortification. The first fortification was of mud but yet**" 
!• Futuh-us-Salatin- pp,427-30, Rehla- Eng, Tr, p,95 
2, Maasallk-ul-Absar- Eng, Tr, I.H.Siddiqui and Q.M,Ahmed.p.32, 
3, Tarikh»i-Firoz Shahi- pp,327-28, 
Futuh-us-Salatin- pp.289-90, 
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"so hard that a spear of steel could make no impression upon 
it, if a maqhrabi stone were to strike it, it" would rebotind 
like a nut thrown by a child. Itfe earthem towers were stro-
nger than Taurus, and the Orion only came up to its waist..,. 
This fort had been so excellently constructed, that there 
was nothing on its walls that one could catch hold of or lay 
on<3*s finger o n , T h e inner fort resembled the (Arabian) 
K h a i b e r — t h e stone of which rose up to the sky, and even 
the sky had raised it*s mirror higher (lest it might break 
from contact) with the rocky towers, It*s stones were joined 
so carefully together that the head of a needle could not get 
in between them, it*s walls were so smooth that a fly attem~ 
pting to site on them would have slipped down. It's stones 
and plaster had been welded so excellently together that the 
tongu€ of the spade was unable to seperate them. In addition 
to this, therefore was such a wonderful charm in it*s walls 
and buildings that no maqhrabi had the heart to do them any 
wrong. You might say that the fort was a stiff spear, which 
the unt cotild not climb, or else that it was a flute in which 
the wind lost itself as in a wooden pipe. It's towers stood 
upright in the air and ascended to the moon, it's fo\mdations 
sank deep in the earth, down to the Fish,,,,.,." 
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"When the multituduous army cume to the lip of the 
ditch, they found its mouth full of water# if anyone talked 
to it about crossing to the other side, it tried to drag down 
to the bottom."^ Pratap Rudra Deva, offered to surrender to 
the Imperial forces and gave away all the treasures he had 
2 
and also agreed to pay annual tribute. With the death of 
Sultan Ala-ud-Din Khalji, the situation at Delhi tempted 
Rudra Deva to east off the allegience made to the Delhi Sultan. 
Ghiyath-ud-Din Tughlaq when he ascended to the throne, ordered 
the sxibjugation of Telingana, In 1321 AD Ulugh Khan led the 
expedition to Telingana which he reached by forced marches,^ 4 
When the seige dragged on for six months the Raja promised 
to surrender and pay annual tribute^ but Ulugh Khan refused, 
as he wanted complete conquest of the territory which was 
thought in terms of being annexed to the Delhi Sultanate. 
The seige was abondoned on account of consternation in army 
due to the rumo^ that Sultan Ghiyath-i^-Din Tughlaq had died. 
After the matter was sorted out, a renewed attack on Teligana 
finally led to its annexation and was named Sultanpur,^ The 
1. Khazain-'ol-Futuh'-Enq. Tr, pp,62,68-69, Text pp.84,94-97, 
2. Ibid- pp.105-113, 
3. Tarilth-i-Firoz Shahi- pp.446-50 
4. Futuh-us-Salatin- P.392. 
5. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p.447. 
6. Ibid- p.450 Futuh-us-Salatin-pp.400-401. 
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whole administrative machinery was set vip in Telingana which 
was controlled by the Sultanate's officials, but this anne-
xation did not last long, aa during the reign of Sultan Muhaitmad 
bin Tughlaq the chaotic political condition and rebellions 
(numbering to eighteen) provided an opportune time for the 
alienation of this territory and the establishement of the 
Vijaynagar kindora. 
DELHIt In Delhi various fortifications were raised during 
the Sultanate period. Sultan Muzz-ud-Din Kaiqubad built 
KilTo^ chari which later was also the place of residence of 
SxJJLtan Jalal-ud-Din Khalji, It was not built for military 
purpose or the ruler lacked the military insight* as Targhi's 
invasion of 1303 i\D proved how ineffective it appeared when 
surrounded by the Mongol forces. It was Sultan Ala-ud-Din 
Khalji's military capability which averted the danger. He 
chose a strategic position at Siri and arranged the troops 
accordingly. The line of defence was so strong that the Mongols 
had to return, Ala-ud-Din Khalji felt the need of having a 
strong fortress at Siri, He started its construction and 
some part of it was completed by his successor Qut\ib-ud-Din 
Mubarak Khalji,^ 
1. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- p,302^ 
Futuh-us-Salatin-p.301. 
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The Khazaln-ul-Futuh mentions that "the emperor 
ordered stones and bricks of golds to be taken out of the 
flourishing exchequer and spent in defraying the expenses of 
the fort. Skilful masons applied themselves to the work and a 
new fort was quickly built in place of the old. The new fort 
with its strong forearm and seven towers shakes hands with the 
coloured pleiades, squeezes the powerful Marsunder its armpit, 
and uses the high sky as a sort of waistband,"^ When Timur visi-
ted the site* the description recorded in the Zafar Namah states 
2 that Siri was surrounded by a round wall having seven gates. 
The result of this fortification was that the Mongols 
when tiiey next invaded India in 1305 AD,^ they completely avoided 
Delhi knowing that the seige of Delhi would be futile and instead 
they moved towards Doab and Awadh and ravaged those interritories 
Sultan Ghiyath-ud-Din Tughlaq built another fortress 
four to five miles east of Siri called Tughlagobad. Isami writes 
that "Prom the foundation to the turret, according as the 
emperor ordered, that fortress v/as built of hard stone and its 
foundation was laid in rough stones. 
1. Khazain-vil-Futuh- Eng. Tr, p,18. Text p,28, 
2. Zafar Namah- Vol, II p,125, also see A-Cunningham- .irchaeo-
logical Survey of India Vol. I, pp.207-212, C.Stephen-
iircnaeoloqical and Monumental Remains of Delhi-Al1a>abad 
1977, pp.83-86. 
3. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi- pp. 319-20- The invasion of Ali Beg, Tartaq and Targhi, 
Khasaln-ul-Futuh- Text pp.37-41, 
Futuh-us-Salatin- pp,301-305, 
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Beneath the lofty fortress, a reservoir was dug out 
under the royal orders so that every moment its clear water 
gushed in sparkling waves like the Seventh Sea under the Cau-
casus mountain."^ 
Cxinningham* s survey reveals that this fort is half 
hexagon in shape, with three faces of rather more than three-
quarters of a mile in length each, and a base of mile and a 
half, the whole circuit being only one furlong less than four 
miles. The fort stands on a rocky height, and is built of 
massive blocks of stones, so large and heavy that they must 
have been quarried on the spot. The largest stone—-measured 
14 feet in length, by two feet two inches and one foot ten 
inches in breadth and thickness, and must have weighed rather 
more than six tons. The short faces to the west, north, and 
east, are protected by a deep ditch, and the long face to the 
south by a large sheet of water, which is held up by an emba-
nkment at the south-east corner. On this side the rock is 
scarped, and above it the main wall rise to a mean height of 
40 feet, with a parapet of seven feet, behind which rises 
another wall of 15 feet, the whole height above the low ground 
1, Fut\Jh-us-Salatin- Eng. Tr, Vol, 2, pp.622. Text p.412, 
Rehla- Eng, tr. p.25. 
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being upwards of 90 feet. In the south-west angle is the cita-
del# which occupies about one-sixth of the area of the fojrt.,. 
The rampar1:s are raised, as usual, on a line of doomed-rooms, 
which rarely coramxinicate with each other, and which, no doubt 
formed the quarters of the troops that garrisoned the fort. 
The walls slope rapidly inwards.,,. The rampart walls are 
pierced v/ith loop-holes, which serve also to give light and 
air to the soldiers quarters. The parapets pierced vrith low 
sloping loop-holes which command the foot of the wall, and 
are crowned with a line of rude battlements of solid stone, 
which are also provided with loop-holes. The walls are built 
of largely plainly dressed stones, and there is no ornament 
of any kind. But the vast size, the great strength, and the 
visible solidity of the whole give to Tughlakabad to air of 
stern and massive grandeiir that is both striking and impressive. 
The fort of ®ughlakabad has 13 gates, and there are 
three inner gates to the citadel,"^ 
During the reiyn of Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq a 
new face lift was given to the fortifications of Delhi. A small 
fortress called Adilabad was added to the south corner of 
1. /i. Cxinninghair..^chaeological Survey of India, Vol. I, 
pp.212-213. 
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Tughlaqabad, Next, Old Delhi and Siri was joined by a forti-
fied wall and the area between the two came to be known as 
Jahanpanah* Delhi now appeared to be a very large city with 
the incorporation of the other fortified cities, Ibn Batuta 
writes that — *It is now a combination of four adjacent and 
contiguous cities,. The first of them goes by the name of 
Delhi.., The second city is known as Siri,,, The third is 
named Tughlaqabad after its- foxmder Stiltan Tughlaq ,, The fourth 
is Jcnown as Jahanpanah, a city particularly distinguished as 
), 1 
the residence of Sultan Muhammad Shah Emperor of India, All 
these incorporated together was given a single name Delhi, The 
Maasalik-ul-Absar too illustrates clearly about Delhi — -
"Delhi V,, comprises different cities, everyone bears its own 
particular name, but all of them combined together are called 
Delhi. It is extensive in length and breadth and has a circu-
mference of forty miles.,,, It is surrounded on three sides 
by gardens in straight lines, each one stretching to the ext-
ent of twelve miles. The western side is without gardens on 
account of the range of Lahuba (Aravali) hills," The whole 
of Delhi when taken together appeared in the words of Ibn 
Batuta th\is — — "The rampart _.jround the Delhi city is with-
out parallel. The breadth of its walls is eleven cubits, and 
1, Rehla- Eng. Tr, A.M.Husain, p,25, 
2, Maasalik-ul-Absar-Enq, Tr. ItH» .Sld^iqui & Q.M,Ahmed-
pp,35-36. 
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inside it are houses in which live night sentinels and gate 
keepers— u^id in the interior of the rampart horsemen as well 
as infantrymen move from one end of the city to the other* It 
is pierced through by windows which open on the city side, 
and through these light enters. The lower part of this ram-
part is biiilt of stones, the upper part of bricks. It has 
many towers close to one another- There arc twenty ei^ht 
gates of this city v/hich they call drawaza (Bab),"^ 
The Zafar Namah described the fortress as it (they) 
appeared to Timiir during the close of the 14th century.-— 
"Siri is surrounded by a round wall. Old Delhi by a similar 
wall, but larger. From the wall of Siri on the north-east to 
wall of old Delhi on the south-west, a wall has been erected 
on both sides, and all the space between is called Jahan-
panah. It is larger than old Delhi, Three gates of Siri 
open towards Jahan panah and four towards the open country. 
Of old Delhi five gates open into Jahanapanah and thirteen 
to the outside. Jahanapanah has thirteen gates, six to the 
north-east and seven to the south-west, making in all thirty 
2 yates to these three cities known by the common name Delhi? " 
1. Rehla- Eng. Tr. /i.M.Husain. p. 26 
2. Zafar Naraah- Vol. II, p. 125, Elliot and Dowson Vol,III p.504. 
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With such detailed information available to us about 
the. physical structure of the forts built by the Delhi Sultans, 
one aspect of architecture comes out very prominently* the 
number of gates in a fort are ^^resent in quick intervals. 
This signifies the offensive nature of the forts. It was 
by no meuns constzructed for a passive defence as the Rajputs 
did. They had only one ontrance to their fort and their 
defence was concentrated on that place. The Delhi Sultans 
who believed in facing the enemy in open battlefields cons-
tructed the gates deliberately for the quick movements of the 
troops from the various gates. It also enabled the soldiers 
to take their position by going through any of the gates v/hich 
was near to their place of allotment. The army of the Delhi 
S\iltans always moved outside the fort to meet the approaching 
enemy. Even if the enemy is at the very gate of the city, they 
never confined themselves to the fort as it was against their 
very nature of warfare. 
Secondly, the forts of the Delhi Stiltans were never 
constructed on hills or places of inaccessability. This was 
done by keeping in mind the mode of warfare Since the bulk 
of the Delhi a m y consisted of cavalry, forts wcie therefore 
constructed at lov/er levels of the ground to facilitate the 
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movements of the cavalry. Hilly forts would have hindered 
the mobility of the cavalry. The Rajputs on the other hand 
had constructed their forts beca\ase of their defensive mode 
of warfars. They usually fought by confining themselves to 
their forts and leaving the whole countryside in the hands 
of the enemy. The Delhi Sultans thus made use of the forts 
constructed by the erst-while rulers according to thdfeir needs 
and made them into offensive military stations from where 
campaigns were organised. 
C O N C L U S I O N 
The Indian Military system prior to the Turkish 
invasion which considered the incidents of Mahabharata as 
the ideals of war, failed to live up to that standard. In-
spite of possessing classical works on polity of their 
ancestors, they never took into account the suggestions made 
in the works. No outward change in the military strategy, 
weapons, organisation etc, had taken place in the Indian 
army from the days of the Guptas, DUring the reign of Harsha, 
we however find a large scale organisation of the military 
system. He formed the central army which consisted of the 
elephantry>cavalry and infantry. The Pratiharas and the 
Palas too organised their army. The Pratihara king maintained 
fo\ir armies to encounter enemies coming from any of the foior 
sides. The Palas employed boats to traverse their territo-
ries which was full of rivers, 
C3iosen soldiers were placed near the king's person 
at the time of battle. They were reckless warriors who did 
not leave the king even at times of danger. These soldiers 
however constituted a very microscopic section of the army. 
The king depended a lot on the soldiers of the feudatory 
chiefs and allies. Hence an hetrogenous character crept 
into the Indian army which resulted in an army possessing 
soldiers having different motives and notions of war. Unity 
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was thus absent from this type of an army. With regards to 
the composition of troops, only the Kshatriya caste from the 
masses were taken into service, though in the theory compo-
\inded by SuJcranltisara it is stated that the Sudhras, Vaish-
Kshatriyas and illechas or mixed caste too could be 
provided with an opportunity to take up military career, but 
such a composition did not exist. The rigid caste system 
alienJjted the b\ilk of the population from joining the army. 
Very few references are however available which informs us 
of Brahmin generals commanding an army. 
The approach of war was of fighting individuals of 
the enemy. Praises are always bestowed upon individual's 
valour and bravery. Compliments with regards to the whole 
army as a fighting unit is absent. 
Emphasis had been given more to the elephantry corps 
than to the cavalry which was the need of time. The infantry 
formed the b\xlk of the Rajput array thus affecting the mobility 
of troops, formation of troops in battle array, etc. Salary 
of the soldiers were pu. id in form of land grants, the tempo-
rary soldiers recruited at the time of battle were paid in 
cash. 
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The strategies ana tactics of war suffered a great 
deal us the Rajput rulers did not keep their soldiers well 
equipped and drilled vjhich was prevalent outside India, 
Their mode of warfare was meant only for fighting in the 
Indian environment against an Indian counterpairt. The ruler 
having more soldiers won the battle and not due to any stra-
tegy or tactics evolved during the battle• The defects in 
the Indian army were indentified when they faced the Turkish 
warriors of Central Asia. A series of invasions from the 
north-v;e6t did not deter the reigning Indian monarchs from 
detaching themselves from the ancient mode of wajrfard. A 
permanent policy to check the inroads would \innerved 
the invaders, but the Rajput rulers allowed the invaders to 
enter into their territory and only v/hen the latter approached 
very near to their doors, then only the Rajputs armed them-
selves to meet their opponents. The frontiers were never 
strongly garrisoned and the resultant w^-is that in quick 
succession the Rajput forts fell before the Turks, On the 
battlefield the RajpUwS resorted to a simple method of dashing 
against the enemy and joining in a hand to hand combat. The 
various strategies of ambush* surprise attack, feigned retreat 
etc. were never adopted by than. They always employed a 
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defensive method. The forts too were constructed for the 
purpose of hiding in them, rather than initiating attacks 
from therein. The art of seige craft v/as also very defective. 
The fort of Tabarhinda was captxired by Shihab-ud-Din Muhammad 
in a matter of two-three months, whereas after the 1st battle 
of Tarain, the Rajputs could not capture it even in one year. 
One of the most important factor for the defeat 
of the Rajputs was their pre-conception of war which was 
basically pessemistic in approach. They went into the 
battle field with the belief of dying for their country. 
Thus Javihar was performed by the ladies who took for gran-
ted that the soldiers going for the battle were going to 
die, well, no one can win a war by dying for his country, 
A war can only be won by the enemies dying for their country. 
Had this belief, of the enemies dying in the battle field, 
rather than themselves, been even considered by the Rajputs, 
their valour ^nd bravery combined together by an optimistic 
view would have changed the whole course of history. These 
very Rajputs when incorporated in the army of the Delhi Sul-
tanate and later in the Wughal army, proved to be the back 
bone of the imperial army, iVhile studyinj Indian history, 
one cannot ignore the f<aCt that the drilling of elephants 
t^ nd horses were not up to the standard required for a battle. 
The elephants could be made to counter attack their own 
forces, the horses too were more for royal pageants than 
for serious warfare. 
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Notwithstanding the apparent defects in the mode 
of v^ ciri^ re of the Rajputs, serious attention should also 
be paid to their achievements as well. Each Rajput soldier 
was an able bodied warrior and he was not less .in any form 
to any other soldier outside India, They could defy death 
at times of need. In hand to hand combat very few could 
match them, but as an organised force they failed to achieve 
the objectivity of war. They were gentlemen (if I am permi-
tted to us© the word) on the battle field too, as "They 
considered it a sin and a disgrace* Manucci points out 'to 
use bows and arrows* ••• or anfrthing taking effect at a dis-
tance ,,, They desisted from fighting if the enemy put a row 
of cows in front, because they could on no account incur sin 
of killing the cows'. They never attacked fran behind or 
assaulted the enemy who lost his weapon. On the contrary such 
practices are \anheard of in battles. In a battle every means 
of taking the enemy unaware, or employing methods of deceit 
are given primary regards* A battle must be won at all cost 
notwithstanding whatever methods be applied. 
The Rajputs thus were not the ..warriors of the age, 
they were warriors of past traditions, later a change in 
their approach of war txirned them into an irresistable figh-
ting force. 
In Central Asia the martial race of thd Tvirks and 
the Mongols had a very different approach towards the methods 
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of war. Physically the Central Asia soldiers were superior 
with regards to their ability to endure various hardships 
arising from the climate of the place. Secondly^there was 
ci strict rule for the Mongols incorporated in tlie yasa tiiat 
when there is no war raging against the enemy, there shall 
be hunting, the yovmg shall be taught how to kill wild ani-
mals, so that they became accustomed to fighting, and ac-
quire strength and endurance emd will subsequently fight, 
without sparing themselves, against the enemy as though 
against wild animals* One can estimate their warrior like 
character if they indulged in such activities during peace 
time. Constant prairie wars and tribal feuds too moulded 
the people into warriors. These qualities when combined 
with the leadership of Chengis Khan who succeeded in \initing 
the steepee people into one unit, gave rise to the most 
feared Mongol force which swept across the Asian and European 
territories without being challenged, '^on the leadership 
of Chengis Khan was acknowledged by the people, he prom\ilg-
ated yasa to keep them in check. He believed in the principle 
of * starve tney dog that it may follow thee*. The Mongols 
were so much dependent on Chengis Khan who feeded them with 
the ideu. of forming a national state, that they never dared 
to disobey the Yasa, which they held in high esteem. Chengis 
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Ichan organised his army into xinits of ten (aad-tsi), hundred 
(yuz) > tliousand (minq) and ton thousand (tuman) and placed 
GQimaanders over each unit* The commander of the unit was 
responsible for the well being of his soldiers, he was held 
guilty if any problem arose from his unit. 
The division of the forces into the decimal syatom 
enabled the relay of coromxinication to the lowest unit in 
no time,* The power of recruitment was partically enjoyed 
by the various military officers who could recruit soldiers 
with the permission of the Khan. Later, recruitment were the 
tasfe assigned to a seperate military department. 
Reviev/s v;ere regularly held and war equipnents were 
scrufcinized very minutely. 
The mode of v/arfare prevalent in Central Asia v/as 
common to both the Mongols and the Ttirks. Cavalry was the 
back bone of thG array and moxintcd archers comprised the bulk 
of the armj. Swiftness of the cavalry both in attack and 
retreat gave the Central Asian warriors an upper hand in 
the battle against those adversaries who were not acquainted 
with the practise of war prevalent in Central Asia, The main 
thrust of the army was to possess beforehand detailed infor-
mations about their enemy. Strategies of war were thus deci-
ded on basis of the report received from the spies and the 
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scouts • The success of the Mongols during the 13th century 
rested upon the spy system which co\ild supply all the infor-
mation about the enemy's cotmtry, routes, places fit for 
camping, vrater-supply etc, Chengis Khan knew more about the 
eiaemy than the latter knew about him. Various methods of war 
were employed during the battle, like feigned retreat, 6ut 
flanking the enemies and attacking from rear, disorganising 
the enemies battle formation etc. In case of victory, the 
soldiers vrere instructed not to scramble for booty immedia-
tely, Spoils were divided equally among the soldiers. 
In view of the traditions of war practised ; ^  in 
Central Asia, the soldiers never overburdened themselves 
with heavy supplies. They kept light weapons, like bow and 
arirows, spears, lance etc. Their amours too were made from 
the hides of bxiffaloes or other animals, so that it ' may 
not hinder the flexibility required during a battle. 
The military organisation of the Delhi Sultans was 
very systematic and took into consideration each and xevery 
aspect of the arroy. The military officers were designated 
Mal,i)^ , Amir, Sipahsalar and Sarkhayl. The designa-
tion of Khan denoted the highest rank, but even then the 
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favoxirite from among the Khan was singled out. The Khan-i» 
Khanan was considered co be the highest rank among the 
Khans e.g. Khan-i-Khanan Ikhtiyar-ud-Din was the full 
had 
nume of Sultan Jalal-ud-Din Khalji's son. The Malik^uffi-
xes and prefixes like Malik Kabir and Malik ul Umara» 
Prior to the adoption of the title of Khan, the highest 
military officers were called Malik, e,g, Malik Qutub-ud-Din 
Aibek, Malik Nasir-ud«Din Qabacha etc. The military hier^-
archy after the establishment of the Sultanate was adjusted 
with the adoption of designation from the Central Asian 
system or the Persian system. On the whole the organisation 
after the assimilation and adoption of the two renowned 
military systems into the Delhi army appeared thus — - a 
Khan commanding ten thousand horsemen, a Malik one thousand, 
an Amir hiandred and a Sipah Salar less than hundred. Sources 
like the Adab~ul»Harb and Tarikh->i~Firoz Shahi also mention 
military officers like the Arlf commanding 10,30 or 40 
soldiers, a Khalifah or Amir^i-Panjab being incharge of 50 
soldiers, a nagib commanding 100 troops and a Sarhanq 
supeirvising 500 soldiers* The Amir-i-Akhvir, Amir-i-Haiib. 
Sar-i-Jandar and .^mir-i-Shikar though appointed as civil 
servants, were also military officers. The Amir-i-.Akhxir 
took part in battles. There was a separate post of Qtirbeq-i-
Maimna and Qurbeq-i-Maisra in the army. The /^ir-i-Ha1ib 
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also performed military duties and led expeditions. The 
Sar~i"Jandar was the head of the bodyguard and he along 
with the Jandars fonjaed the crack force of the army which 
was posted at the ;Centre with the king. There were Sar^i" 
Jandar Mainina and Sar-'i-^andar Maisra who were commanders 
of the Jandars of the two wings of the army. The Sar-i-
Jandar also held administrative charge of territories. The 
Amir-i*'Shikar was a higher designation than that of Sar-d-
Jandar. They also took charge of troops in battles, ^yiyone 
vrho was capable of sharing responsibilities were given 
charge of important expeditions, Malik Ka^ur for example 
inspite of being a Malik over ran the whole of Deccan which 
surpassed many deeds of the Khans, 
This organisation was under the ministry of Diwan-'i-
Arz the head of which was called the Ariz»»i»Mumalik. He took 
keen interest in his duty which laid emphasis on the effici-
ency of the army. The well being of the army depended upon 
him as he was the chief recruiter of troops, he inspected 
the horses, weapons and the soldiers theiciselves, and main-
tained ci register in which a l t h e details were recorded, 
^he huliya of the soldiers, his equipment etc. wer« all noted 
down; a soldier could neither impersonate other nor could 
he sxabstitute his horse or weapon with another of inferior 
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quality. The Ariz encouraged the soldiers with rewards 
and those found guilty of indiscipline v;ere p\anished. He 
was assisted by a Maib-i-Ariz« At the provinces too there 
i^ rere similar offices. 
At the provincial level the mucrta maintained a 
separate army called th^ ,Hashm-'i'"Atraf. This array checked 
internal disturbances, and cooperated with one another 
during danger. Sultan Balban once sent Bughra Khan from 
Samana, Prince Mahmud from Multan and Malik Barbak Baktars 
from Delhi to check the Mongols. The Hashm^'i-Atraf accompa-
nied the central array v;hen ever required, 
Tliere were three main division of the army viz. 
Cavalry* Infantry and Elaphantry. The Cavalry formed the 
backbone of the army, hence horses of good quality were 
imported and also reared. The ilulk-i-baladast where best 
horses were available, were not in control of the Delhi 
Sultans hence high, prices were paid for the imported ones, 
^he paiqahs were full with horses waich were taken as tributes 
from the dDeccani states. In Delhi the brokers were punished 
if they passed a Hindi horse as an Arabi or Tartari. Hence 
horses of good breed were always available due to the demand 
they carried in India, Hence Yemani» Bahri, Shami, Arabi, 
Tartaric all such breeds were found in the army. Sultan Balban 
had 67 thousand horsemen. Sultan Ala-ud-Din Khalji's cavalry 
m^nbered 475,000 and Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq is reported 
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to have maintained 900,000 horsemen. 
The horses of the Delhi airmy, wore saddles, stirrup 
and horseshoe. The saddle .provided the rider firm grip over 
the horse in course of gallop, canter or trot. The metal 
stirrip facilitated the rider to shoot arrows from the 
horseback without loosing his balance. The horse shoe enabled 
the cavc^lry to traverse in the various regions having diverse 
physical features. The arroy from Delhi could go to the South 
•till ilaabar proves the effectiveness of the horse shoe. 
The horsemen was usually armed with bow and arrow, 
sword, maco , lasso etc. The mobility of the horse plus 
accxirate shooting from the horsobaclc made the army of the 
Delhi Sultans irresistable . A cavalryman apjpeared very 
impressive. 
The Indian fashion and mode of warfare of using 
elephants crept into the Delhi army as well. The Sultans 
incorporated elephants in their army and they occupied a 
very important position on the battle field. Elephants were 
supplied from Bengal and from the Deccan. They were used in 
breaking the enemy's line of defence and tearing down remparts 
of forts. They were also used in crossing rivers. They were 
stationed in a row to break the current of the river, which 
enable- the army to cross over. 
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In the battles, the warriors accomodated themselves 
on wooden cupolas which were placed on the back of elephants. 
Six to seven warriors were easily placed in the wooden stru-
cture from where they shot arrows and naphta^ In the Indian 
environment, the elephants proved very effective. The army 
of Tiraur was demoralised on account of elephants in possession 
of Sultan Mahmud, The infantry formed the vanguai^d of the 
army and they played a very important role in battles. They 
were first to face the enemy's attack on account, of their 
position in the battle. They attacked the sawars of the 
enemy to make sway for elephants. They were given the name 
paiks and usually the Hindu soldiers constituted the majority. 
Borani credits the paiks who hailed from Bengal as they exce-
lled in archery and Dh^nush was their favourite weapon. The 
paiks h>^ ve shown great courageand loyalty to their master. 
They once saved Ala-ud-Din Khalji from the mxirderous attack 
of Akat Khan. The paiks also played avital role in placing 
Mxibarak Khalji on the throne of Delhi. 
All the soldiers were periodically reviewed to as-
certain the efficiency of the army. Reviews were also t^ k^en 
before a brittle. If desired the army was also inspected during 
a campaign so that the total number of troops and their con-
dition could be examined. It was a practise to sent of a 
division of troops after inspection to march back for review 
just to give an impression of a large army to the spy of the 
enemy if present, ^ review was a long process and at times 
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took fourteen days at a stretch to examine the whole eirmy. 
Those who did not turn up for review were severely pxinished. 
During the days of Stiltan Firoz Shah Tughlaq this whole 
system deteriorated, Ther^ v/ere seperate administrative 
units having different functions viz, Pilkhana, Paigha^ 
Silah, Shutur Khana^ Alam Khana etc, all these karkhanas 
were under seperate officers* The Amir-i'-Akhur was incharge 
of the paiqah» the Shahna«>i«"Pil for pilkhana, Shahna-i-Nafar 
inchajjge of Camel *s stable, and Sar-'i-^ilahdar-incharge of 
armovury. 
These v7hoie military organisation depended a lot on 
the salary given to the officers, soldiers, caretakers etc. 
There has neverj been any complaint v/ith regards to the salary 
fixed by the Sultan, Iltutmish granted igtas to the soldiers 
and officers in lieu of salary. This system continued for 
q\iiet sometime, ala-ud-Din Khalji after enforcing the price 
control and market regulations, fixed 234 tankas for a sol-
dier with one horse and 78 tankas more for an extra horse. 
The officers were granted .land assignments. The reign of 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq withessod iata assignments to the Khan^ 
Malik* .^ir and Isfahlar, The Khan received an igta whose 
estimated value was about two lack tankas, a Malik likewise 
had an igta equivalent to 50*000 tankas 60,000 tankas, an 
Amir got 30,000 tankas to AQ.QQQ tankaa and the Isfahla 
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received 20,000 tankas. The soldier's pay ranged from 1,000 
tankas to 10,000 tankas. During the svibsequent period these 
assignment became hereditary. The qhazis who joined the 
army before a campaign had their share in the spoils. They 
were not paid by the state. Likewise Ghairwa1ihi were enro-
lled before a campaign but they viere paid by the State, 
The soldiers who were recruited in the army were 
well versed in the vise of weapons. The Ariz took a test for 
all those who wanted to join military service. Only those 
who excelled^a the prescribed test were put on roll. Anyone 
who wanted to enlist himself as an archer, had to prove his 
credibility in front of the Ariz and other military officers, 
A cavalryman similarly showed his skill in horsemanship. 
After the establishment of the Delhi Sultanate, 
people of various ethinic groups who possessed the desi-
red qualities of a soldier were incorporated in the Sultanat-
e's army. The procedure involved in the recruitment elimina-
ted armateurs and xinwanted candidates. The army was thus 
composed of most able warriors who after rigorous training 
txirned into the best professional soldiers. 
The army was composed of soldiers belonging to 
different nationality, race and community. During the 13th 
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century the army was basically constituted of Turks though 
having a seperate identity of being a Khatai, Qarakhita, 
Qipchaq, Garji or Ilbari. The non-Turkish foreigners 
called Tagiks entered in the service of the Delhi army with 
the rise of Chengis Khan. These Taziks proved themselves 
able administrators. The Turkish nobles had them massacred 
out of jealousy. 
The Indian elements like the Jats, Khokars and 
Rajputs too were a small section of the array, who later 
increased in number during the Khalji period. The Indian 
elements were usually absorbed in the role of infantry in 
which they excelled. With the rise of Tughlaqs they were 
so great in number that the forces of Ghazi Malik and Nasir-
udi-Dirv Khusrau were half Hindus and half Muslims, The court 
of Delhi attracted so many foreigners that even Ghazi Malik, 
could boast of having Ghuzz, Turkish, Mongols, Greek, Russian, 
Persian and Tajik soldiers in his army. 
The Afghans entered India alongwith the Turkish 
conquerors and at the time of Sultan Balban they were so 
much favoured that important forts like Gopalgir, Kampil, 
Patiali, Bhojpur and Jalali were entrusted in t leir charge. 
There was a constant influx of the Afghans and they became 
a very powerful section. The reign of Muhammad bin Tughlaq 
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ultimately witnessed their uprising and the fonnation of an 
independent Bahamani Kingdom• 
The constant Mongol invasions was responsible for 
the rise of Mongol elements in the Delhi army. During the 
reign of Jalal-ud-Din Khalji, Ulghu came to India and sett-
eled near Delhi along with his followers. Many were taken 
into service, M\ihaitimad bin Tughlaq recruited many Mongols 
for the Khorasan expedition. 
One may however doubt the efficien<ey the Delhi 
army since it had various section of people as discussed 
above, with a different background and culture, which could 
have adversely effected the quality of the army. This doubt 
is cleared when one analyses their mode of warfare. All the 
foreigners were used to fighting from the horseback. They 
formed the cavaliry in the Delhi army and they possessed' the 
same skill of horsemanship whet er they be ^ifghans, Mongols 
or Turks. The infantry was in control of the Indian elements, 
The slaves formed the crackforce of the Delhi army. 
They were tho Khasa-i^-Khail and were posted at the centre 
of the army alongwith the king. They also formed the royal 
bodyguards called Jandars. The king took personal interest 
in the welfare of the slaves, their military training etc. 
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All the Sultans of Delhi possessed . -.slaves. Balban had 
Sistani slaves as bodyguards. Ala-ud-Din Khalji had 50,000 
boy slaves who grew up to add punch to his army. During the 
reign of Piroz Shah Tughluq a separate department for slaves 
came into existence. There was a separate muster master and 
djwan for adminislping the affairs of the slaves. 
The Delhi army proved irresistable on many fronts 
and could thrawt off all the Mongol invasions and at the 
sametime extend the dominion of the Sultanate due to the 
efficiency and physical fitness of the soldiers. The army 
was involved in various military exercises which enabled 
them to face any calamity and any situation. The horseman 
trained his horse in different Manoeuvre/ played chaugan etc. 
The archers practised on targets and took part in hunting. 
The soldiers in general did weight lifting, practiced boxing, 
wrestling etc. 
Hunting was one of the military exercise in which 
the ruler participated, hunting expedition was organised 
in a manner of a military campaign. Balban took his army out 
for exercise on pretext of hunting. The camps, the movements 
of the troops, their position etc. were just like the battle 
formation* 
Polo was also an exercise which required great skill 
of horsemanship. It enabled the rider to have good control 
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over the horse, ^\rchery and sword fencing where rigourously 
practised, nn exercise known as fvirusiya turned an ordinary 
soldier into a dreaded mounted archer. The presence of hukum 
andaz in the Delhi arroy, itself confirms the height of effi~ 
ciency iifhich the army maintained on account of exercises and 
training. There were also training for lasso throwers. 
Barani writes that a doaspa used to capture ten Mongols 
by putting halter round their necks. The soldiers also 
knew how . to repair their bows and arrows, saddles etc, 
so that they m<ay not be wanting during emergency. 
The army made amends if a weakness showed up during 
a battle. Trainings and military exercises helped the Delhi 
Sultans to rule effectively for two centuries, until Timur 
routed the Delhi army, Tlie defeat, no do\abt was primarily 
due to inefficiency, of the army which was ill-equipped, 
untrained and indisciplined. Till the time strictness was 
maintained, the army reached the highest water-murk during 
the Khaljis and early Tughlaqs, 
The warfare practised by the Delhi army was basi-
cally on Central .vsion traditions along v;ith the Rajput 
made of warfare of employing elephants. The army moved out 
for a battle in ^ well or.j^nised manner. The banners, ward-
rums and buqa were all in the parapharnalia of the army. 
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Signals and messages were communicated by beat of dnims, or 
flags signs • The presence of the Royal standard in the 
battle boosted the morals of the troops. The disappearance 
of standards had been causes of defeat for armies. 
The success of campaigns rested a lot on provisions 
and supply line of the army. For distant campaigns, the 
banlaras and saudaqars accompanied the army. The muqta 
of the province through which the Imperial army of Delhi, 
marched, had to cater to all their needs. The distant 
campaigns of Dwar Samxidra and Maabctr by Malik Kafur succeeded 
on account of abxindance of provisions supplied by Rai Rayan 
Ram Deva of Deogir, Likewise the Thattah campaign of Firoz 
Shah Tughlaq witnessed the miseries which befell upon the 
Delhi array due to scarcity of provisions, 
/Vn ideal battle ground which suited the army on 
basis of the strategy and tactics of war, was chosen. Since 
cavalry formed the back bone of the army, the commanders of 
the Delhi array avoided swampy, dusty and stony grounds, A 
spacious groxind which facilitated the movements of the caval-
ry was given preference. 
The military camp was well protected by trenches 
and wooden barricades called Kathqarhs. The soldiers remained 
in the camp in accordance with the position alloted to them 
for battle. Strict vigilence was maintained and precautions 
were taken to ward offnight attacks on the camp. 
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The Sultans of Delhi had a well organised spy system 
which kept the rulers well informed of every thing inside and 
outside his dominion. While the army moved out for a military 
campaign^ the spies brought reports about the position of 
the enemies, their military strength etc. The scouts called 
/_ Talaya moved ahead of the army in search of information, Muqaddam-i-Paish oj^ These scouts were trained soldiers who 
could defend at times of emergency. 
One of the most important feature of the Delhi army 
was that before the start of the battle a war coxincil was held 
in which the military officers decided the strategy of the battle. 
After much deliberation a line of action was chosen which was 
to be employed in the battle. Such councils were also held 
during emergency to chalk out a hurried plan. Oratory of Zafar 
Khan at the battle of Kili and that of Ghazi Malik before the 
battle against Khusrau Khan on the plains of Sarsuit, had ena-
bled them to rally the soldiers around* to fight against the 
adversary. 
On the day of the battle the army of Delhi Sultans 
arrayed themselves in the typical Central Asia fashion which 
was thus — the Quddam-i-Lashkar (vanguard) Mainma (Leftwing), 
Maisra (Right wing), Qalb (Centre) and Khalf (Rear), There 
were flanking parties of these divisions called Jinah. The Maimna 
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was divided into Dast'-i-Rast'-i-Maimna (Right hand of the left 
wing) and Dast-'i-Chap-j^Maimna (Left hand of the Left wing), 
the Maisra consisted of Dast-i-Rast'-i-Maisra and Dast-'i-
Chap~i«»Mai3ra, the Qalb was supported by the Dast-i-Rast-i-
Qalb and Dast-i-Chap-i-Qalb. In the vanguard were the infa-
ntry who were arrayed in four lines with sufficient gaps for 
the movements of the cavalry. Elephants were used in the Vang-
uard and also in front of the Centre, There are occassions 
when elephants were posted infront of ©very division of the 
array. The Sultan stood at the Centre, There was also a 
separate division of an army which was used only during emer-
gency, The attack was usually led by the Vanguard but it was 
not an established tradition, Ala-ud-Din Khalji ordered the 
attack from the left. The author of ^v3.ab-ul-Harb suggests the 
attack from the Right wing, followed by the Centre,then the 
Left wing. 
The attack on the enemy was essayed from all the 
four sides by moiinted archers to disorganise the enemy's 
formation. At times the tactics of feigned retreat was ado-
pted to briny the enemy into an ambush. The Sultans of Delhi 
employed different methods of warfare like deception, attacking 
the enemy unaware, night attacks etc. 
Small expedition called Sirriva was sent on assign-
ments like sabotage, spreading of false rumours etc. 
Since in a battle the two opposing forces got mixed 
together, hence precautions were taken by having passwords. 
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If any one fuiled to give the correct pass word he was cha-
llenged, hence infiltration of spies into the army was avoided. 
As the Delhi arm/ excelled in an open battlefield, it 
also proved to be the con?queror of forts as well. Capturing 
of forts in an hostile comtry was a dangerous job as the army 
had to deal with the local population and the enemy's troops 
CLS well. The Delhi Sultans could afford to keep an army for 
a long period in seige operations. Capturing of forts required 
great patience as the forts of medieval India . were impregnable 
on account of its structure and it required the best from 
the besiegers to capitxalate the fort. The besiegers kept lass-
oes, ladders, kharak, mam'anigs, irradas etc. For making 
breach in the fort's walls various means were adopted to enter 
into the forts. The enemies were bribed, by offering huge sums 
of money and a service of high rank. Rumours were also circu-
lated to declare the approach of an reinforcement. Many tra-
itors fell into the trap of bribes and led tho besiegers into 
the forts. 
If the seige carried on for a long time, attempts 
were made to cut off the supply line of provisions and supply 
of water. Moats were crossed by filling it up with sand bags. 
The walls of the forts were carved out by using spades and 
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other implements. Mines were also planted to create an opening 
in the walls, Manjanlq and irradas threw heavy missiles in 
the fort# Pasheb was constructed to reach tlie top of the fort 
wall and ensure the attack from there, A qarqaj was also used 
to press the seige. Elephants too formed a mea"n of making breach 
in the fort walls. 
The Sultans of Delhi equipped their armies with the 
best arms and armour which was then in vogue. Among the weapons 
the Delhi army was armed with bows and arrows, swords* lances, 
mace etc. The presence of elephants ushered the use of caltrops 
to wound its feet. In India, there was the best bow called 
Kohi or Hindivi, best . .swords called the Miauj-.i-»darya, best 
lance known as the neza«»i~hindivi, but inspite of such mono-
poly the R§jputs were no match to the Turks who could use vari-
ous types of weapons as the situation demanded. Since the army 
of the Delhi Sxiltans were composed of troops belonging to diff-
erent races and nationalities, these soldiers favoured their 
n-itive weapons. Hence we have an army which possessed both 
Indian weapons and foreigns arms. 
The area around Ghur had abundance of iron, hence the 
Turks initially capitalised its presence by having weapons and 
armours made of iron and steel. In India whatever quantity of 
iron was available it was employed in the manufacture of best 
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swords, though it was very less in n\ainber. All the soldiers 
of the Hindu king did not possess the best weapons. With 
regards to bow and arrows the army of the Delhi Sultans posse-
ssed Qjschiy B^warizmi^ Parwanchi, Ghaanichi^ bows, each 
having its own effectiveness. Some were used to shoot at a 
target from a great distance while some were effective at a 
close distance* The arrows too were of different type, made 
of different material and had different purpose. Eg, mahi-
pushta or qhi.'.loola shaped arrows heads coxilid make a coat 
of mail ineffective. The Tir-i-Partabi travelled fast, Tir«-i-
Khaftan and Tir-i-bequltaq were intended to pass through 
armotirs viz, Khaftan and Gultaq, Fiery arrow called Tir-i-
atishin were also used dtiring seige operations. Since the 
array of the Delhi Svdtans were famous archers they protected 
their fingers by wearing rings called anqhustuwana. 
A soldier possessed the sword of his liking. The 
Afghans, for example, preferred to fight with swords known 
as Surman and Turman. Other varieties of swords were Chini, 
Rusi, Rvani, Firangi, Yemani etc. In India too, various types 
of swords were manufactured called the Paralak* Tarwatah, 
Ruhina, Parmaqhas etc, Thesa swords alongwith those of foreign 
origin were in possession of the Imperial forces of Delhi, The 
soldiers also kept daggers for hand to hajid fight. The lance 
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served the soldiers well. It has been said that one person 
can fight 1,000 horsemen if . -he is armed with a lance. It 
can be thrusted into the body of the enemy* and can also be 
throim from a distance. The Khorasani and Iraqi neza made 
of willow v;ere favoured by the soldiers of Central Asian 
origin. Heavy lances called 3hil and Zopin were used by 
the Afghans, There was a separate neza which v/as used for 
attacking elephants, called pilkush. The Arabs fought with 
Sumeri and neza»>i-Radini, while the tribes of Bahrain used 
neza«-i»Khatti, Lances of Indian origin called bhalla and 
heza-i-'hindivi viere also used by the warriors. The body-
guards of the Sultan called Jandars, used small lances called 
harbah. 
Battle axes were used for close fight. Axe and 
mace, these were to chop and smash the different parts of 
the body. The most commonly used axe was called tabar. 
There were hybred too in the weapons e.g. tesha and Khist 
had in its structure the point of a lance also. The diffe-
j-pjit forms of mace were Amud, Kopal and Dabus. Other handy 
weapons were falacmna. jaks, hagaks etc, ^^ mong the heavy 
weapons, usually those used in seige operations were man .la— 
nigs, irradai^ and maqhrabi. All were mechanical artilleries 
which were used to throw heavy rfaissiles at the enemy. The 
Kharak, was a weapon which was used for making holes in the 
walls of the fort. The Charkh was a magnified cross-bow 
which disharged heavy arrows or javelins. Other varieties 
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of Charkh were knovm as Zaroburak and Nlmcharkh. The latter 
could discharge fiery arrows. 
Since there was such a development in the use of 
vreapons, the soldiers likev.'ise protected themselves with 
armoiirs made of iron or steel and had helmets and shields 
for further protection, A mlghfar was worn under the helmet 
which protected the neck and the bade. The body armoiirs, were, 
plates of steels, but later more joints were made in the arm-
ours to provide flexibility to the soldier, Jaushan protected 
the breast and the stomach and underneath was a leathern 
jacket called Khaftan. The airah protected the whole body, 
a variety of which called zirrah~i~daudi was very famous* 
The Chaharaina was another type of armour consisting of 
four piGces to defend the front, b^ck and the sides. The 
horses and elephants too v/ere protected v/ith armour called 
burqustawan. Thus the army of the Delhi Sultans, apart from 
having best offensive weapons* were at the same time prote-
cted by best defensive armotors as well. They were thus very 
reckless fighters wao knew that the changes of injury was 
less than compared to their adversaries mainly the Rajputs 
xvho Ccoio with a prenotion of dying for their chief. One 
should hence not be surprised when the chronicles of our 
period mention less casualties on the side of the Delhi army 
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and more of their enemies. 
The forts served the p\irpose of expansion and con-
solidation of the torritorios. Initially the conquerors had 
to siabdue a number of Rajput garrisons which though appeared 
in5)regnable were capitulated on account of seige crafts 
employed by the Turks, The Rajput resistance were isolated 
ones, as none of the adjoining garrison ever v/ent in support 
of the besieged* This made the task ectsier for the Delhi 
army to occupy the forts of the Rajputs one by one* The 
forts of the Rajputs v/ere meant exclusively for the purpose 
of defence, but after they fell into the hands of the Delhi 
Sultans* their functions changed. The forts now became a 
base for launching attacks, Uch and Multan, for example ser-
ved Shihab-ud-Din Muhammad, as a base for penetrating in 
Gujarat. To safeguard for Mongol invasion the north west 
frontier of the Siiltanate consisting of a chain of forts 
like Hultan, Lahore, Depalpore, Sialkot etc, were garrisoned 
with seasoned soldiers and able commandera. They always helped 
the tort which was hard pressed. The forts also served as a 
centre of reciruitrnent o£ fresh soldiers, and a military base 
full of provisions etc. The distant c .mpaigns of the Delhi 
Sultans were successful due to these chains of forts which 
supplied all the provisions, soldiers, mounts etc, to the 
main army. Local uprisings and political upheavals were 
checked by the soldiers of the forts at the local level. 
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In case of grave disturbances the army of the adjoining 
territories were called for. 
The Rajputs had b\iilt their forts in a defensive 
manner. They had taken into accoxmt the knoim means of seige 
operations while constructing their forts, hence to ward off 
direct onslaught, their forts occupied hill tops, defended 
by deep maats etc. It no doxibt took new methods of seige 
crafts, general ship etc, to make the forts succumb to the 
pressure, 
Ranthambhor after changing hands frequently with 
the Rajputs and the Delhi Sultans required the presence of 
Ala-ud-Din Khalji, who with full military might and mecha-
nical artilleries succeded in bringing it under his control 
in 1301 This fort was .on rock 1578 feet above sea level 
surroxinded by massive walls and bastions. 
Initially, Gwalior too did not remain with any of 
the two powers for long. Constant military activities was 
witnessed for its control. The Khaljis and the Tughlaqshowever 
had it vinder their sway, Gwalior was given much importance 
on accoTint of its strategic location. The charge of Gwalior as 
was considered as a prestigious appointment^all the chroni-
cles of our period are full of praise of this fort which was 
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the pearl of the necklace of the castles of Hind, It had 
independent source of water supply containing water cistern 
and wells. Chittor was captured by Ala-ud-Din Khalji in 1303 AD, 
It was necessary to bring it under the control to keep strict 
vigilence in the territory of Rajputana, along with the other 
hostile forts. It was defended on one side by the confluence 
of two rivers namely Gambheri and Berach, and the other side 
by another hill. 
In the south the fortress of Deo^ir (Daulatabad) 
was responsible for the Khalji penetration in the Deccan, 
It served cis a military rendezvous for the Imperial a m y 
which swept the whole of the Deccan , During the Khaljis 
it was handed over to its ruler Ram Chandra Deva who accepted 
the suaerainity of the Delhi Sultans, The various military 
campaigns of the South, saw the Imperial army being stationed 
at Deogir and supplied with all the requisite provisions in 
form of man power and material. The Warangal, campaign or 
that of Duar Sumudra could not have been effected if the 
Khalji control over Deogir was not present. The importance 
of its location could be gauaed from the step taken by Sultan 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq who made it a second capital. 
The Delhi Sultan made their own forts too though 
it was located only in Delhi and its surroundings. The , 
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presence of so many Rajput forts did not appeal the Delhi 
Sultans of constructing any new forts. They satisfied them-
selves with whatever they possessed^ and repairing those 
v/hich suffered in battles. The forts in Delhi were constru-
cted due to the military requirement of the period, and 
secondly, since it was the capital, the palace for the 
Sultan were constructed there with the fortifications 
serving as walls of defence wlhtch incorporated the palace 
and the place of residence of the military personels and 
the population. 
Ala-ud-Din Khalji however chose to construct the 
fort at Siri as he deemed it necessary to have a line of 
defence there after being taken unaware by the Mongols in 
the year 1303 a.d. The fortification was responsible for 
the change in the route of the Mongols who arrived again 
in 1305 A,D, and during their invasion they avoided Delhi, 
The fort in Siri consisted of seven gates. 
Next Sultan Ghiyath-ud-Din Tughlaq constructed the 
fort of Tughlaqabad which was one furlong less than four miles 
in circxamference. This fort consisted of 13 gates, Mxahammad 
bin Tughlaq constructed the fort of Adilabad on the south 
comer of Tughlaqabad and encompassed it with a common wall 
connecting Siri and old Delhi, All together this fortific-
ation had 30 gates thus signifying the offensiveness of the 
fortress. It is very significant that the forts built by 
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the Rajputs were on heights and had one gate, the rest of 
the fort being protected by walls, whereas the forts const-
ructed by the Delhi Sultans were on ground level and offen-
sive in character. The gates provided quick mobility of the 
troops and confusion was thus avoided. The area of disturbance 
was reached much quickly by having such gates. The ground 
level of the forts too enabled the cavalry to move about in 
case. 
The wholemilitary system of the Delhi Sultans 
till tt was maintained properly elevated the Sultanate to 
empire which was recognised for its might. The disintergation 
of the military organization during the reign of Firoz Shah 
Tughlaq and his successors ushered the invasion of Timur 
who struck the last nail in the coffin. 
Appendix 'A' 
EVALUATION OP SOURCE 14ATERIAL 
The Study of the military organization of the 
Sultans of Delhi appeared futile for me at the initial 
st^es/ due to the accounts given in the chronicles of 
the period^ xvhich does not detor in giving highest form 
of exaggeration of political events. It was therefore 
necessary, as my supervisor. Prof, K,A. Nizomi pointed 
out, to study the psychology of the author before acce-
pting or rejecting the facts stated by him» Next, if 
the fact was supplemented by another source material; 
a rational and scientific interpretation must be given 
with true convinction and belief, which should be the 
objective of a modem writer . 
The 13th century accounts of medieval India is 
based entirely on the works of Hasan Nizami, Fakhr-i-
Mudabbir and Minhaj-us-Siraj* One thing common among 
these choroniclers was, they wrote for tiie ruler of the 
time, though their approach tovrards history writing were 
no where similar. 
The Ta.1 -ul-Maathir supplies us v/ith t.ie infor-
mation of events that took place in India from 1191 AD. 
onwards, till the early reign of Sultan Iltutmish, Inspite 
of the literary flo\'/ of language, I could gather detailed 
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information with regards to tho use of various weapons and 
armotirs, defensive nature of Rajput resistance whose forts 
are described in great details, and the methods of seige 
operations. However the political events are tinusually 
extolled. His accounts regarding the destruction of temples 
and massacre of Hindu population are all the result of his 
enthusiastic fanatical ideas* It has been rightly pointed 
out by Prof, Nizami that - 'If the number of Hindus 
killed in different campaigns, as given by Hasan Nizami, is 
put together it would appear that the entire population of 
India was destroyed as a result of the Turkish campaigns'^ 
Fakhr-i-Mudabbir's Adab~ul--Harb Wash Shujaah is a 
treatise on the art of war. It is a work of imraence value 
for military history. Detailed accounts had been given by 
Pakhr-i-l-ludabbir on the training of horses, arts of seige 
oper-tion, use of various weapons of war, military exercises 
etc . etc. These inforlSlations had been incorporated in my 
work ^nd h ^d been dealt with in the chapters dealing with 
weapons, military exorcises, strategy and tactics of war. 
We also find references of various military designations 
and their functions, a comparu^tive study of different systems 
of war could be studied on basis of illustrations of the 
battle array and camp formation as given in this work. 
1, Some -inspects of Religion and Politics in India- p,36e. 
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The Tarikh-l~Fakhr-u--ud~Dln Mubarak Shah has been 
useful in studin'^the ra,tlitai:y .institutions and deeds of 
Qutvib-ud-Din Aibek, 
Minhaj-us-Siraj's Tabaqat-i-Nasiri is a very 
authentic account for the 13th century, as it supplies first 
hand information about the Ghorids and and their establishment 
of political authority in India, The events taken place in 
the Delhi Sultanate till 1261 AD. had been given as witnessed 
by him. The accounts supplied for the Mongols enables us in 
studying the two most powerful forces viz. the Delhi Sultans 
and the Mongols at their nascent stage. The political events 
had been mercifully given in chronological order. The seper-
ate study of the nobles proves useful for analysing the racial 
composition of the Delhi army, the different phases of admi-
nistrative hierarchy and duties of military officers etc. The 
first and the second battle of Tar^ i^n ^re illustrative and 
hvid been valuable for citing the differences in the battle 
strategy and tactics of invading Turks and the Rajputs, 
Heroic deeds of the warriors and nobles of the early 
Delhi Sultans are also depicted ir the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri which 
informs us of their valour and martial qualities. 
The TarikhAi-Firoz Shahi of Zia-ud-Din Barani takes 
^I'^^'^immmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmt^^m^i^^mmmmm ^ 
up the events from the reign of Sultan Ghiyath-ud-Din Balban 
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and ends uith the sixth regnal year of Sultan Plroz Shah 
Tughlaq, Barani has been made the subject of great contro-
versies?, regarding which I have nothing to add* My informations 
d/oes> not s'uffer on account of his weak memory and disorderly 
chronological order. One should not forget that it is only 
on account of Barani that details ai^ itt: Alei-ud-Din Khalji's 
market control and price regulation had been studied* The 
information given with regards to the mode of payment preva-
lent during the reign of Balban and the changes evolved in 
this system during the reigns of later Sultans especially 
nla-ud-Din Khalji had been very usef\il. His writings; throws 
light upon the campaign of the Mongols in India, the military 
measures adopted by Sultans like Balban and Ala-ud-Din Khalji 
in averting such threats by constructing and repairing forts 
are of great significance. We also come across references 
which touch upon the changes in the administrative setup 
regarding v/hich Barani complains that people of low caste 
v/ere given preferences in the state machinery. We can thus 
grasp the information for studying the ethinic and racial 
composition of the army and the nobility. It is also from 
his accounts that we find that the paiks exercised more 
influence within the palace since .nost of them were recruited 
as body guards. The Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi appears more appeal, 
ling when compared with Isami's Futuh-us-Salatin (completed in 
1348 AD). Barani'S furnishes information about the Deccan 
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campaign of Alci-\id-Din Khalji which along with Amir Khusro's 
Khazain~ul~Futuh clears many dou-ts which arises while stu-
dying any one of them exclusively, 
Another attempt of giving a full historical infor-
mation for the 13th and part of the 14th cent\iry has been 
the vTOilc of Isomi, whose account of the earlier period viz, 
the Ghaznavid and partly the Ghorid invasion needs careful 
attention of every scholar in accepting it at face value. 
The details about the early Sultans of Delhi and the Khaljis 
are reliable though the period covering Muhammad bin Tughlaq 
suffers an account of his biased and prejudiced character. 
However his knowledge about military techniques and manoeuvre 
are worthy of praise. He gives minute details about the 
battles and even goes to the extent of writing the speeches 
and conversations that took place, which shovild be thought-— 
fully tapped in getting the true information. The Futuh-us-
Salatin has given the description of the battle array of 
Ala-ud-Din Khalji at Siri, the battle formation of the Mongols 
and Ala-ud-Din's army at Kili, the ambush tactics employed by 
the Mongols for Zafar Khan, v/hich goes to prove Isami's know-
ledge about medieval warfare. 
Dynastic history has primarily been t.'e contribution 
of Amir Khusro, The details of the military campaigns of the 
Deccan during the reign of Ala-ud-Din Khulji which is wholly 
dealt with tn the Khazain-ul-Futuh, is a mine of information 
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for military history. It contains detailed description of 
the routes taken by the Delhi array, the weapons of war and 
their functions in seige operations, tie structviral and phy-
sical discription of the JDeccani forts which provides more 
knov/ledge about the types of forts. Amir Khusro does not 
end here in supplying additional and valuable information. 
He also incorporates the details of spoils gathered from 
the South in which we find references to the supply of v;ar 
elephants and horses for the royal stables at Delhi, The 
reference of pedigree horses in the army of the Delhi Sultan 
had been the contribution of the spoils gathered from the 
South, apart from the other sources of supply of the horses, 
Dewal Rani Khizr Khan and Qiran-us-Sadain have also 
traces of military details, useful for our study. Khusro's 
Tuqhlaq Hamah has been used for studying the various military 
strategies and tactics adopted by Ghazi Malik against KhusxsEu 
Khan, The author has given the racial composition of the two 
>-rmies which met on the field of Laharawat, of which he says 
that the troops of the rival armies were surprised to find 
Hindus and Muslim in equal nxjijibers in both the opposing forces. 
The reign of Sultan Firoz Shah Tughlaq consists of 
various source materials e.g. Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi.of Aflf 
Sirat~i->Firoz Shahi, Futuhat-i-Firoz Shahl^etc. Subjective 
in-ormations had to be traced with minute study of the above 
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mentioned sources with regairds to military organization, Afif 
gives in excess the hunting expedition of Firoz Shah., and the 
manner in which it was carried out, the function of various 
military departments and those attached to it, (especially the 
Karkhanas established by Firoz Shah), the mode of payment which 
was reverted to the earlier system of granting iqtas etc. 
These accounts are important for analysing military reforms 
and changes which had taken place in his period. 
The military can#aigns of Lakhnauti, Thatta, and 
Jajnagar when collaborated by the Sirat-i»Firoz Shahi and 
Insha-i'-Mahiru of Ainul Mulk mak@3 the significance of the 
facts much easier. Afif has been very thorough in stating the 
cauLes for the failiire of the first campaign of Thatta and 
the remedies which were sought for making the second attack 
a success . 
The accounts of Ibn Battuta, who came during the 
reign of Sultan Mxihansmad bin Tughlaq, along with the works of 
Al-Umari and A1 Qalqashindi helps us in derieving references 
of facts which otherwise had been ignored by the choriniclers. 
The Rehla gives an eye witness account of the period of Muhacnmad 
bin Tughlaq and the preceeding period on basis of talks pre-
valent among the people. The Afghan rebellions has been dis-
cussed at length. The description of the fort of Daulatabad, 
Delhi, Gwalior etc, besides the method of recruitment of the 
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soldiers/ the spy system of the Sultanate are all of histori-
cal significance. 
The Maasalik-ul~Absar and a similar account Subh-al-
Asha have given details of the administrative set up as 
prevalent during the reign of Iluhammad bin Tughlaq, We have 
explicit information with regards to the military hierarchy/ 
the salajfies of the military officers, the presence of foreign-
ers in the Sultan's army, the method of warfare etc. The effe-
ctiveness of elephants in the battles and the manner in which 
they served their purpose are narrated in these sources. 
General history of the Sultanate which provides details 
about military organisation are dealt vrith in the .later sour-
ces like Tarikh^i-Ferishta (1612 of Abdul Qasim Hindu Shah 
Ferishta, Yahya Sirhindi's Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shah compiled in 
1434 Nisamud-Din Ahmed's Tabagat-i-Akbari (1593 AD), All 
these help in collaborating facts supplied earlier by Barani 
and Isami, Ferishta, at times tends to be over confident in 
himself when he gives inflated nioinber of soldiers in the army 
of Shihab-ud-Din Ghori and Prithviraj in his account of the 
two battles of Tarain and other military campaigns. 
The chapter on liongol warfare had incorporated a 
valuable Chinese source called Yuan Chao Pishi, It deals with 
the systems of administration, modes of warfare etc. of the 
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Mongols at the time of Chengis Khan, Juvaini's Tarikh'^l-Jahan 
Gusha also provides details of Mongols military system during 
the early 13th century, Zafar Namah of Sharf-ud-Din Yezdi 
and Malfugat-i'^Timuri gives the account 6f Central Asian warfare 
during the close of the 14th century. It also supplies us 
with an insight to the defects in the army of the Delhi Sultan 
at the end of 14th century. The description of Delhi and the 
number of gates as it appeared to Tiraur are quite true since 
such a description has been earlier furnished by Ibn Battuta, 
Surprisingly the Khairul Majalis compiled by Hamid 
Qalandar, too has information relevant to our topic of research, 
along with Fuwaid-ul-Fu* ad^ , compiled by Amir Hasan Sijzi which 
contains at one place the atmosphere of the military camp. 
Notwithstanding the limitation of the study which 
deals exclusively with military organisation, informations 
relevant to the subject had also been taken from Alberuni's 
Tarikh~ul~Hind, Utbi's Tarilch-i-Yamini, Hudud-ul-Alam, 
Al-Idrisi's Nuzhat-ul-Muahtaq, Sulaiman*s Salailat-ut-
Tawarikh, Chach Namah, Tarikh-i'^Masumi by Mir Muhammad Ma'sxim 
and Jawaml-ul-Hikayat va Lawami-ur-Riwayat of Sadid-ud-43in 
M\jLharamad Awfi, 
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